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Abstract

This thesis discusses the dynamic social processes involved in creating an evolving sense

of community identity within the context of transnational labour migration from the town

of Acuitzio del Canje, Michoacán, to sites throughout the US and Mexico. Based on

"strategically situated single site" field research in Mexico, I have sought to understand

the complexity of visions of community by examining the ways that migration fits into

the community's self-conceptions and the practice of social life in the town, as well as

among its migrating members. To focus this objective, I look to communication

strategies, especially the social implications of media and communications technologies

such as the Internet and cellular telecommunications in maintaining, (re)creating, and

cultivating interconnections between migrants and residents of the community. By
drawing attention to the adoption and use of new technologies, this research points to
both differences and continuities between generations of Acuitzences, and highlights the

practical and symbolic elements of the conceptualization of community identity for
people living transnational lives.
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Chapten One

introduction

What constitutes 'community' for individuals, households, md regions that

depend economically on transnational labour migration? In an era of global capitalism -
where ideas, people, goods, and money move across international borders - spatial

images cannot adequately capture the complexity of social an'angements that ale vital to

a sense of community. Indeed, it is among social relations, familial networks, and

channel.s of communication that a sense of community identify is created and maintained.

This research examines several aspects of the social creation of 'community; for

the people of Acuitzio deÏ Canje, Michoacán, Mexico. Flistorically, the residents of this

predominantly agricultural village in south-central Mexico have participated in labour

migration to other areas of Mbxico, as well as intemational migration to sites in the

United States, thus, at diffèrent points in time, making tliem residents of other towns,

cities, and even different countries. The objective of this project is to understand the

dynamic social processes involved in creating Acuitzio;s evolving community identity. I

have sought to understand the complexity of visions of comrnunity by examining the

ways that migration fits into the communityt* self-conceptions, paying attention to inter-

generational, class, and gender differences. To focus this objective, I look to

communication strategies, the social irnplications of media and communications

technologies such as the Intemet and telecommuúcations, as w'ell as other practicai and

symbolic interconnections between migrants and the other members of the community.

A set of interelated issues were explored through intelviews and participant

obserr¿ation: 1) the use of imageries, symbols, histories, and practices that relate to

-. ¡.i ;-
"comrnunity' identity and how it is created and maintained across distance and time; and

2) the role of communications in perceptions of community, specifically the use of

Internet and other Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), such as cellular

telephones, in creating and maintaining community identity and cohesiveness. Additional



f,actors of irnportance include the intergenerational visions of Acuitzio and Acuitzences,

as well as gender and class-based differences in attitudes toward migtation, community

imagery, and the reproduction of prevailing norms. Payihg close attention to spatial and

temporal elements as well as social, cultural, and economic networks, I explore

infolmants' views of what constitutes their community. The purpose of this research is to

document the ways in which a toqm's citizenry are affected by the challenges presented

ttu'ough the perpetuation of labour migration, seeking to understand the ways that images

of 'community' ale challenged tluough migration practices and the adoption and use of

new technologies.

CoNtnxr ¡'lvt RnsnaRcn OsJncrrvrs

ln broad terms, the proposed project is situated in the cunent wave of literature

and debate on globalization (Appadurai 2002; Fiiedman 2003; Sadowskirsmith 2002),

transnationalism (Bhachu 1996;; Bibler Coutih 2003; Friedman ZA02; Glick Schiller et a[.

1992; Mahler 1998), and labour migration (Appadurai 1991; Canales 2003; De Genova

22A2; Dinerman l'982; Durand and Massey 1992; Durand et al. 2001; Keamey 1'986,

I99l; Rouse 1992; Singer and Massey 1998; V/iest 1970, L973, l'979, t980, 1983a,

1983b, 1984; and Wilson l'993), drawing on the work of V/iest in the community of

Acuitzio to provide historical context (L970, I'973, lg7g, 1980, 1983a, 1'983b, 1984,

personal communications).

For a community such as Acuitzio, fluctuation and weakness in state and local

economies has influenced the acceptability of certain economic and social choices, with

labour migration to the US a favoured option for many in the area. Fiom a Dependency

Theory perspective, local economic capacity is often diminished and 'sending

communities; tend to continue to lose many of their worhng-aged residents to migration

(Dinermal 1982; Durand and Mâssey 1992; Durand et al.2001; Kearney 1'986, 1'991,

1996;; Massey and Espinosa l99T; Rouse 1991). Although migrants may make more

money in the US than at home, their social and economic status in the US often remains

low, making the countly unattractive for immigration or long-term migration (Bibler

Coutin 2003; Dinetman 1982; Durand and Massey 1992; Durand et at. 2001; Kearney

1986, 1991, T996; Ong 1996; Rouse l99l). Historically, migrant labourers from Acuitzio
2



have tended to orient toward local agricultural production, discussing their future dreams

of returning to the area once they have accunulated enough capital for investment in land

and other resources (V/iest l'973, 1979). With the expansion of the Mexican economy

beyond agricultural production, along with a weakening of this sector in the local

economy, the impetus to migration is yet greater; even those with professional educations

and degrees f-rnd themselves contemplating their prospects in the US. To a iarge extent

contemporaly migration fiom the area continues to be seen as a temporary measure;

migrants still discuss their firture plans in terms of retuming to Mexico, but based on my

interviews, returning to their country of biith has increasingly become a retirement option

or it is placed in the context of potential business options outside of the agricultural

sector. Nevertheless, the aglicultural sector remains a large contributor to migration

streams.

Throughout their sojoum abroad, migrants tend to sustain and generate social and

econornic networks through communications, monetary remittances, and retuming

'home' periodically (Gtick Schiller et aï. L'992; Keamey 1986, 1'991 , 1996; Mahler 1998;

Rouse l99l; W.iest 1973, T979). Tvith the d.evelopment of improved comrnunications

technologies, the social space of Acuitzio is extended to the fuithest cliines in which an

Acuitzence finds him or herself.

The reproduction of migration practices over many generations is reflected in

peoples' visions of who, where, and what constitutes their 'community.' Rouse pïoposes

the concept of a "transnational migrant circuit" to capture the sense of'"a single

community spread across a variety of sites" as settlements become closely associated

through migration (1991:15). Fle, along with other authors (Appadurai 1'99I; Glick

Schiller et aI. L992; Kearney 1991, 1996), contend that spatial boundaries dissolve as

social and familial connections, as well as communications networks, create a broad

sense of cornmunity identity. Similarly, V/iest (T973) found that most people in Acuitzio

consider migrants members of local households despite theii absence, even those away

fi'om the community for long periods of time.

The iirfluence of migration has undoubtedly been important in Acuitzio over

successive generations, but it has not always been a popular decision in the village (Wiest



19S4). While embraced by some individuals, others make their way without migration for

a variety of reasons. Opposition to the practice has contributed to community problems,

even acts of violence, as in the early 1980s when public opinion shifted criticalþ against

the commwrity's reliance on migration to el Norte (Wiest 1984). Yet, with changing

economic ciicumstances urder trade agreements such as NAFTA, the dismantling of

ejido (communal) land provisions, and other poor conditions in the Mexican economy,

migration has remained a dynamic force in Acuitzio over generations. The reproduction
;.¿t;-;-

of this migration pattem is similar to Reibhert's*'migrant syndi'ome" (1'981), a cycle iir

which labour migration is perpetuated over time and through successive generations.

Many scholars resealching migration have discussed the perpetuation of

migration practices acïoss the generations, building on Reichert, to develop theoretical

and practical understandings of what some call a *'culture of migration" (see Cohen

2004b;Kandel and Massey 2A02; Santamaría Gómez 2003; Stephen 2007). Writing about

migrants from Oaxaca to the US in the [rtroduction to his book, The Culture of Migration

in Southern Mèxico,Ieffrey Cohen notes,

By 'culture of migration,'. f mean t9 *gr:: ,.firtt, ,11t"t ,-lgtation is
pervasive-it occurs throughout the region and has a h.istorical presence

that dates to the first half of the twentieth cenhry. Second, the decision to
migrate is one that people make as part of their everyday experiences. Third
and finally, the decision to migrate is accepted by most Oaxacans as one
path toward economib well-being Q0A4b:5).

Indeed, the people of Acuitzio, much like the Oaxacan migrants with whom Cohen

works, have incorporated migration practices into their normal life experiences and

expectations, as well as their prospects for livelihood and economic prosperity. tn this

way, the influence of migration is manifest in local activities, such as celebrations, and in

the overall community identity.

Community-oriented activities have both practical and symbolic effects on

creating a sense of community across spatial divides and are a major impetus for migrants

to return periodicaþ for visits during their time abroad. Comrnunity fiestas, both secular

and religious, are used as a mechanism for establishing and maintaining broader

'community' networks; re-introducing migrants to the community that they left behind,

and introducing the migrants' children, who may have lived their entire lives ih the US,



to their 'roots.' in Mexico (Contrer,as ZAA4; Octavio M-ontes, personal communications,

January 2A04).

In Acuitzio, the month of December is the most important time of year for the

retum of migrants, coinciding with the town's festival and histolical recreation of the

exchange of Belgian and French prisoners of war for Mexican soldiers in 1865 on

December 5th, the event for which Acuitzio del Caqie was named, as well as el Día de

Guadalupe, Christmas, New Years, el Día de los Reyes (Epiphany) and a myriad of other

activities. fndeed, in response to the i'nflux of migrants at this time of year, many familial

events such as baptisms, quinceañeras ("Coming Out'; parties for girls of 15 years of

age), and weddings are specifìcally planned for December and January. Additionally, the

community'slarge jaripeo (rodeo) for migrants has been successfully organised for the

begiruring of January to take advantage of the number of migrants retuming to the

community. Other important cornmunity events are held during Semana Santa (Easter

week), drawing people ftom surrounding communities, othel parls of Mexico, as well as

from the US.

With a strong sense of Acuitzio's history, the issue of intergenerational

differences is another el.ement of this research. Most literature dealing with distinctions

between generations has cast these differences within the context of immigration, with
¡ .-

variation in attitudes and practi'ces appearing by the second generation and the ad.option

of the pred.ominant cultural norms of theii 'adopted' home in the third generation

(Friedman 2AA3, Mahler 1'998; Ong 1996; Rouse !'991,l'992). While this earlier research

is not specific to the context of repeat, 'circulãr' miþration, I believe that it can be

.¡;.:-
instructive for the proposed research; highlighting processes that are likely to be

replicated in the context of labour migration (see Rouse 1991). This may represent an

arena in which the proposed research could add to theoretical understandings of

transnationalisrn. Other research dealing with intergenerational relations in contexts other

than migration and immigration may also be instructive (Chant and Mcllwaine 1998;

tamh 2000).

An important aspect of intelgenerational attitudes is embodied in the consumption

of cultural commodities and the use of comrnunication technologies for establishing and



affnming social linkages. Wiest (I'979, 1984) found that media-related items, such as
¿;. :- .. ..

radios, tel.evisions, VCRs, stereos, and audio recordihg devices, were among the first

consumer items purchased by migrants and their households in Acuitzio. fn terms of the

research associated with this thesis, one of the largest differences noted hetween

generations is in the adoption of communication strategies such as the fnternet.

The intensive use of the lnternet to create and maintain social linkages between

migrants and their home community has been noted by social scientists, although has

only recentþ been studied to any great extent (Benítez 2006: Octavio Mbntes, personal

communications, January 2004; Morley and Robbins 1'995; Panagakos and Florst 2006;;

Stephen 2OO7). With even the smallest village connected to the Wolld Wide Web,

opportunities for personal communications via email, instant messaging, message boards,

and community-oriented websites cultivate community and familial linkages across great

distances (Benítez 2AA6; Gong et al. 2007; Octavio Montes, personal communications,

January 20A4; Stephen 2A0T. Not only does access to the lirtemet allow ease of personal

communications, it also has fi;rther consequences for the creation and re-creation of

community orientation. With this in mind, the creation of a website dedicated to

community issues and events has exciting potential in celebrating, (re)creating, and

(re)kindling a sense of community among Acuitzences both in Mexico and ih the US.

Several anthropologists discuss the incorporation of the mass media and

technology into the lived expeliences of transnational migrants (Appadurai 1991; Benítez

2006;; Friedman 2002, 20A3; Kearney 1996:; Rouse 1991; Stephen 2001). Keamey

believes that communication networks between migrants serve as paths for people,

information and value. *'fndeed, the dii'ect generation, transmission, and consumption of

signs, symbols, and value through these media are variations of the communication

dynamics of networks, of which the migration of persons is a primary form" (1996:12;6).

In other word.s, he sees that the consumption of media and communications within tlie

framework of the transnational community serves to expand the limits of ftansnational

space. FIe also suggests that this situation becomes 'natural' over successive generations

(Kearney T996:126).

6



With the advent of greater and less expensive means of communication such as

the lnternet, email, and chat pïograms, I entered the community with a sense that these

media would act as an expansion of social space for Acuitzences both abroad and within

their community. This thesis refl.ects and follows the early developments associated with

the Wbrld Wide'Web and communications technology on the fntemet as well as cellular

tel.ephone technology amongst Acuitzences, drawing on theory related to rnedia and

communications (Artz 2003; Benrtez 2006; Dávila 2002; Ginsburg 2002; Gong et al.

2A07; Flimpele 2002; Ilorst and Miller 20A5; Panagakos and Florst 2A06; Sánchez et al.

2003; Spitulnik 1993; Wilding 2006; Witk 2002a,2002b). This literature is concerned

with the transnational character of media forms, as well as issues of representation, both

local and global, in the media.

The research for this thesis was undertaken in the communify during the peak

months of migrant return to Acuitzio from the end of October 2004 through March z005,

with subsequent visits ih May-Jirne 2005 and February 2006 that solidified previous

research and relationships, as well as creating new areas for inquiiy. The very subject

matter of this thesis - development of community identity and its reflection in

communications sh'ategies - continues to be a reflected in sustained interactions with

members of the community, both resident and ex-patriot, although for the puryoses of the

research presented here, the research reached its conclusion in February 2006.

TLe thesis begins with an overview of the theoretical perspectives employed in

the creation and analysis of the research presented here, paying special attention to

literature dealing with transnationalism and transnational migration practices, as well as

the interaction of these practices with identity creation and conceptions of community.

Social networking and communications stmtegies will be examined within the context of

transnationalism.

Ilpon laying out the theoretical framework of the study, in Chapter Three I turn to

the methodological elements related to cauying out this research, including the

challenges and limitations that I faced in the f-ield and the areas in which my frnal

research has diverged ftom my original research proposal. This chapter also includes

details of research design, data collection and data analysis.



Chapter Fo,ur examines the imporlance of migration to the people of Acuitzio del

Canje, Michoacán, detailing the stories of my research participants, both migrant and

non-migrant. f also draw upon the work of Raymond Wiest in examining the longer-term

pattems of rnigration from the community. Chapter Five continues iir this vein, discussiirg

elements of community identity that are reflected in social relationships, interactions, and

community events. tn this chapter f discuss the importance of festivities and events in the

town in shaping a sense of community identity, and draw upon ways that Acuitzences

themselves are developing their transnational identity ttu'ough communications and the

creation of a webpage dedicated to the community.

Chapters Six and Seven discuss in greater detail the issue of communications and

the use of communications technologies in broadening the social space of Acuitzio to

sites outside of the i'rnmediate geographic area of the town site. In Chapter Six I begin

with a discussion of computer and fnternet usage within the town, based on my own

observations and those of some of my research participants. fn Chapter Seven, I continue

to discuss communications, drawing on the experiences of research participants to

examine personal communication strategies, as well as intloducing new and emergent

areas ofresearch related to cell phone technology.

The thesis conclud.es by examining the broader implications of communications

strategies for community identity ih the context of continued labour migration. h this

section I also reflect upon and examine future developments and areas of emerging

research as they relate to the community of Acuitzio.



Chapter Two

titerature Review and Theoretical Framework

Several related theoretical perspectives are employed in this thesis; the most

broadly useful concept that I will introduce here is the idea of 'transnationalism'. This

theoretical framework helps to situate the subject matter within the context of labow
;;.J)

migration, as well as incorporating elements of identity construction, concepts of

community, and communication strategies.

Following an outline of the literature on transnationalism, f focus on identity

construction in a transnational context, detailing theoretical understandings of how

identity is formulated and negotiated. f place emphasis on belonging and community

inclusion, as well as touch on issues of gender, c1ass, generation and intergenerational
; -; .

perspectives. Identity construction encompasses both individual and collective identity,

leading into a discussion of community identity and concepts of community.

Rounding out the perspectives that underpin tlie thesis, I turrr attention to social

networks and networking and the literature on communications and media. hr the context

of transnationalism, the literature considers the adoption of communication strategies,

consumption of media and communications, the nafure of intemational communications,

and how identity is negotiated, created, and perpetuated in an increasingly

technologically and media-linked world.

The chapter concludes with brief discussions of other pelspectives that have

informed this research, including the long-range historical contextualisation of this work

within that oflRaymond 
.Wiest 

in the community of Acuitzio and the recent MA thesis

research of Sara Komamisþ (2006) who worked with Acuitzences in Alaska, as well as

areas in which the current research may add to theoletical understanding.

9



TnaNsrqauONALISM a¡u TnaNSNATIONAL MrCN¡.rrON

Flistorically, the town of Acuitzio det Caqje has been a 'sending community' for

Mexican labour migration to the United States. Through the generations, labour
;.;-;-a

migration ûom the town and the sun'ounding area has been perpetuated through complex

social networks li'nking the town to sites throughout the US and Mexico in an effort to

maintain households and increase economic potential. The research presented ih this

thesis attempts to better understand how community identity is created and maintained in

the contemporary context of globaüzationand transnationalism, characterised by arr ease

of movement and communications brought about by improved technological irurovation.
.;.

Tiansnationali.sm is typicaþ seen as implying'ra'bl.uniirg, or... a reordering of

the binary culflual, social, and epistemological distinctions of the modern period",

(Kearney I991:55). As the use of the transnationalism concept in social science literature

has grown in the last few decades, a variety of terminology, such as "transnational social

field" (Glick Schiller and Levitt 2004), "transnational migrant circuit" (Rouse IggI),

"borderlands;; lAlvarez 1995), and "scapes" (Appadurai 1'990) in addition to the use of

metaphors such as "network';, has entered the scholarship to describe social relations in

transnational contexts (M'ahler 1998:7 5 -7 6).

Scholars use the concept of transnationalism to describe the movement of capitai

and goods between different countries within the modern global capitalist system, the

movement of people tluough labour migration, the immigration process, and other human

movements across national borders. The transnationalism concept is also used to

und.erstand and explore the nature of modern communications and media. Refening to

migration and immigration, the transnationalism model is used to assess and clariS
. :-¡.: ;
issues of identity construction, community, and local and global political movements,

linkiirg people and lived experiences across spatialban'iers and divides.

The concept of 'transnationalism' is associated theoretically with 'globalization'
.;.;-in the social science literature, with globalization referring to the broad processes and

structures that connect together different areas of the world (Glick Schiller et aï. I'992:8;

Inda and Rosaldo 2002; Keamey l'991:57; teach 1997:3). Not a new process,

globalization has been occurring to varying degrees for centuries, although in its current

10



form - encompassihg economic, social and cultural land.scapes with an ease and speed

unprecedented in history - it has become a much more pervasive phenomenon (Leach

1997:3). Globalization creates the structural context upon which the transnational

movement of people, goods, setvices, and communications may be better understood in

the contempoïary world. Most writers on the subject, including Glick Schiller et al.

(1992), Gupta (I992),Kearney (1'991, lgg6),teach (lgg7),Levin (2002), Mahler (i'998),

and Rouse (T'992) clear'ly associate the globalization of capitalism with the emergence of

processes of transnationalism.

As with globalization, discussions of transnationalism have been critiqued for
-. :. ;. :.

emphasizing a phenomenon with historical antecedènts and treating it as new. Several

writers have drawn attention to the characteristics of historib waves of i'nrmigrants to the

US who remain connected to their homeland as evidence that contemporary transnational

behaviours are extensions of earlier behaviours that have occurred for generations (see

Glick Schiller et al. 1992; teach T99T:3,Kearney 1'991:9).Nevertheless, contemporary

theorists recognise that the current conditions of globalization, such as communication

technologiês, international ftights, and.mass media, have created a stronger structural web

and increased possibilities for ffansnational behaviours and identities to develop in the

contemporary wor{d (Artz 2003 ; Kearney l' 99 6 :124; teach l'997 :3).

While globalization and transnationalism are linked, Michael Kearney articulates

the difference between these concepts by saying that transnationalism is typically more
;;- j i- :. ;.
Iimited in its range and purvi'ew than globalization (1995). "'Whereas globalprocesses are

largely decentered fi'om specific national ten'itories and take place in a global space,

transnational processes are anchored in, and transcend, one or mo[e nation-states. Thus

transnationalism is the term of choice when refening, for example, to the migration of

nationals across the bolders of one or of more nations" (Kearney 1996:54{).

In füct, the transnationalism concept has proven especially useful for writers

studyihg international labour migration and immigration practices. Social scientists such

as Bjéren (1997), cohen (200r, 2a04a, 20a4b), Kearney (1991, 1996), tevin (2002),

Pratt and Yeoh (2003), and Rouse (lggz),have used the concept to better understand the

contempolaly challenges inhelent in the lives of migrants who remain connected with
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home while al'so creating lives and livelihood's in a new country. F-or example, in his

book, ReconceptualÌztng the Peasantry, Kearney (1996) applies the concept of

transnationalism to discussions of identity formation among labour migrants, focussing

his attention on aspects of identity, ethnicity, human rights, and political mobilisation ilr

an international context.

For the people of Acuitzio del Canje, everydây life may be seen as transnational.

People tend to deflrne their lives and social networks, and indeed even defîne their

community, in ways that span geographic barriers. For those who remain in the

community, as well as for those who leave for work, the creation of identity is intimately

linked to their understanding of who is an "Acuitzence", what it iS to *'belong" to

Acuitzio and the symbolic imporlance of their community within the broad and often

international context of life.

CoNsrnucrrNc lopNrrry

Scholars working with transnational processes urderstand that the movement of

individuals necessarily influences the construction of identity for those whose lives are

touched by migration (Gupta 1992; Kearney 1'ggl, 1996;; teach 1'997; Rouse 1991,

t992).Indeed, identity, that ever-changing and negotiated sense of self and one's place in

the worid, has been the subject of rnany anthropological examinations within the

transnationalism literature, with authors such as Anderson (1'991), Friedman (2A02),

Gupta and Ferguson(1992),and Kearney (199i, l'996) using the model to draw attention

to processes whereby individuals and groups undertake ethnic identities, integrate the
*traditionalt with the 'modern', a1d participate in political and social changes in

international contexts.

One of the seminal references to transnationalism comes from the work of Nina

Glick Schiller. Linda Basch, and Cristiha Blanc-Szanton (1992) who argue that

inrmigrants and migrants *take actions, make dêci.sions, and feel concerns, and det,elop

identities within social networks that connect them to two 01' more societies

simultaneously" (Glick Schiller et al. 1992.2, emphasis added). These individuals,

labelled "transmigrants" by the authors, are seen to "buiid social f*relds that link together
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their country of origin and theii country of settlemenf', creating social spaces and

identities that span borders (GlickSchiller et al. \'992:t).

Even as the transnationalism concept is expanded in the scholarly literature,

themes of gender, class, age and generational differences - important elements in identity

construction - are seen to need further clarification in order to make the concept of

transnationalism more meaningful in the context of l.abour migration practices

(Appadurai}}}2; Gupta and FergusonlggZ; l99Ta; Mahler !998:75-77,82-87; Pratt and

Yeoh 2AA3; Rouse 1991, 1992, 1995; Stephen 2001). For example, Roger Rouse is an

advocate of understanding transnationalism fiom a perspective that accounts for class,
;. .-

examining how educati'on and economi'c background contribute to transnational processes

among migrants (1992:13). Similarly, several authors note that the literature is lacking a

clear flocus on class formation and divisions (Kearney l'996:f30-131 Mahler 1'998:82-

84). Gender issues, especially the different ways that women and men understand and

experience transnational lives and livelihoods, are another notable area that must be

addressed in the transnational literature (Mâfiler 1998:82-83; Pratt and Yeoh 2003; Rouse

1992:28; Stephen 2AAÐ. fntergenerational issues, such as the adoption of cefain

practices within the context of migration, have also been highlighted as an important

element for understanding transnational behaviours (Pratt and Yeoh 20Ar.

Attention has been paid to issues of class and gender in conducting this research,

although these themes are explored only tangentiaþ in the thesis. Partly a result of

methodological constraints, which will be discussed in the next chapter, the research

reflects a gender divide between migrants and non-migrants, as nearly all migrant

respondents are men, and many of 'resident' respondents are female. While class does

not always present itself as evident, especialþ in shorter-tenn research, el.ements of class

division are reflected in the interviews and observations of Acuitzio and Acuitzences,

speciflrcally in terms of migration practices and the adoption of communication

teclrnologies. [rtergenerational changes and continuiti.es are also explored, underpinning

both the continuity of migration practices from Acuitzio to sites in Mexico and the US, as

well as the uses of the fnternet and cellular teiephones in communications among

younger Acuitzences.
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Glick Schiller and Fouron (2AA2356,357) approach the issue of identity

formation by introducihg the concept of "long-distance nationalism" to describe the way

transnational migrants remain corurected politically and economically to theii 'home'

society while living abroad, even after becoming citizens of their "adopted' place of

residence. This concept is useful when considering the cases of nation-states that have

adopted policies explicitly connecting'their' transmigrants back to the homeland (Glick

Schiller et al. 1992.4, !'A-72; Glick Schiller and Fouron 2002:357, 359). These efforts

include extended citizenship and voting rights in the cases of Mexico and Flaiti, gift and

importation policies in the Philippines (see Bhachu 1996), as well as Mexico;s fámous

Tres por [Ino para Migrantes program linking migrant associations in the US with

hometowns in Mexico to provid.e firnding for pubtic works and other social and economic

programs.

For a community like Acuitzio del Canje, the idea of 'long distance nationalism'

is an interesting one. Programs like "Tres por flno' have recently begun to have an

impact on community projects in the municipality, including the donation of computers

to schools in the town in late 2005 by a hometown association in lllinois. The idea of

long-distance nationalism is reflected ih some of the ways that migrant monies have been

used in the town in prior years, for instance, in the renovation of the community theatre,

Teatt'o Coatepec. For those Acuitzences living in the US, hometown associations and

programs such as Ties por [Jno - and indeed, the recently extended right to vote in

Mexican federal elections in 2006 and a push for the right to vote in municipal and state

elections - further solidif their identity in Acuitzio and Mexico moïe generaþ, while

also reinforcing and establishing new transnatibnal relations between residents in the

community and their compadies abroad. Similar developrnental work by migrants and

migrant associations has been discussed by a variety of anthropologists studying the

economic impact of Mexican migration, such as Cohen (2001, 2004a, 2004b) and

Stephen (2007), and many others have considered the implicati'ons of tirese political

changes on conceptions of citizenshþ and social engagement (Fitzgelald 2AAA; Garcia-

Acevedo ZAAS; towenhaupt Tsing 2AAZ).
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CoNcnprroNS oF Colrlru¡{rry

Identity is often associated with geographic space and a sense of place and

community. Gupta and Ferguson (1992) recognise that the social construction of identity

is frequently affîliated with plãce, as "space itself becomes a kind of neutral grid on

which cul'tural difference, historical memory, and societal organization is ihscribed"

(1992:7). Hbwevet, in the contemporary world, the assumed connection between space

and culture or id.entity is contradicted as people experience transnational lives and

livelihoods and move across intemational borders; in the recognition of cultural

differences within a locality, such as the idea of multicultural societies; and in post-

colonial contexts where the corurection between space and culture comes into question

due to colonial hybridization with local cultures (Gupta and Ferguson 1992:7-8). Most

importantþ for Gupta and Ferguson (f992:8), by challenging the connection of identity

and space in the contemporary world, social change and transformation may be situated

within interconnected spaces, rather than the naturally disconnected spaces accepted in

classical anttuopology. Recognizing that "notions of locality or community refer both to

a demarcated physical space and to clusters of interaction" the authors believe that "'the

identity of a place emerges by the intersection of its specifîc involvement in a system of
hierarchically organised spaces with its cultural construction as a community or l.ocality"

(Gupta and Ferguson 1'992:8). Similar sentiments have been echoed in discussions by

Anderson (1991), Gupta (1992),Keamey (199i, Igg6),and teach (lgg7).

For Gupta and Ferguson (I'992:9) the "familiar lines between'here' and 'therei,

center and periphery, [and] coiony and metropole become blurred" within the context of
globalization and transnational migration practices. Ilowever, they point out that it is not

only the mobile that experience this displacernent and blurring of lines (Gupta and

Ferguson 1992:fi). Lrdeed, "people remaining in familiar and ancestral places f,rnd the

nature of their relation to place ineluctably changed and the illusion of a natural and

essential connection between the place and culture is broken" (Gupta and Ferguson

1992:10). Exemplifying the disconnection between space and culture, they present the

idea of 'Englishness' in contemporary England, noting that through immigration and

post-colonial movements of peopie, "'England' ('the real England') refers less to a
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bounded place than to an imagined state of being or a moral location" (Gupta and

Ferguson l992fi; see also Cohen 1'996). lndeed, as recent news stories draw attention to

escalating public outcry against undocumented workers in the US, debates over

'reasonable accommodations' to new inrmigrants in Quebec, as well as rising anti-

immigrant sentiments across Europe, it is cleal that identity and transnationalism are

intrinsically linked in our globalized world for those who remain in their 'homei

communities.

In his studies of labour migrants on both sides of the Mexican border, Roger

Rouse (t991, 1992, 1995) also uses the concept of transnationalism to challenge the

traditional antfu'opological construction of social space, suggesting that new images for

describing and understanding processes of community identity construction be

developed. Like Gupta and Fêr'guson, Rouse believes that concepts of community that are

fixed, either conceptually or'geographically, do not adequateþ refl.ect the realities

experienced by people who live and work transnationaþ (Rouse 1991:9-10). The nature

of certain anthropological terminology gives the impression of a boundedness that does

not correspond to the transnational linkages inherent in migration practi.ces (Rouse

1991.9-11). FIe suggests the terms "circuit" or "border zone" to more accurately portray

the lived expeliences of migrants and their communities outside the confines of spatiai

imagery (Rouse l'991;9, 11, 13, 14). By conceiviúg of transnationalism from a purely

spatially-bounded perspective, he argues, we limit and confi¡se the true nature of the

linkages and social networks that exist within the experience of transnationalism (Rouse

199tr:14).

While concepfs associated with transnationalism have generally been applied to

those people, goods, and orgarúzations seen to be in a state of movement, the processes

and systems of globalization ensure that transnationalism is not limited exclusively to the

mobile themselves (Gupta and Ferguson 1992:9). As a result, in the context of

international labour miglation and immigration, transnationalism and processes of

transuational identity construction can and should be more broadly applied to include

those members of what have been refemed to as "sending communities" who have not

physically clossed international boundalies, but who nonetheless make adaptations and
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iive their lives within a transnational context. Images such as Rouse's 'ciicuit' and

'border zorLe'' encourage us to see that, while theil physical place may remain the sarne,

the creation and maintenance of social relations with family, friends, and colleagues who

have left the community, combined with the importation of myriad items, fi'om goods and

services to media and ideas, extend.s the social space of transnationalism to ihclude the

experiences of those who stay behind in places touched by the very mobility that is seen

as fundamental to the hansnationalism concept (1991:9, 10, 12,14).

Iirdeed, for the individuals who participated in this research, the idea of Acuitzio

as place has important connotations. For all, Acuitzio is home, regardless of theii

resid.ency status, and connections to the space of the town are important markers of
identity. Yet, just as the place of Acuitzio is important to resid.ents and non-residents

alike, the creation and re-creation of transnational practices through labour migration

reveal that the space of Acuitzio is transcended as people engage in social relations that

connect them to other places. As migration practices are ever-pt'esent and have been

incorporated into localised discourses and histories, people visualise theii social lives in a

space that f¿r exceed.s that of the town site.

As individuals create lives that straddle two cultures, societies, conununities, or

countries, the fluid nature of identity construction, including a sense of community,

means that, over time, identities are renegotiâted through transnational experience; new

meanings are apptopriated, and the possibilities of identity are as endless as the

experiences that shape thern. V/hile in the most personal sense no two individuals will
ever truly have the same sense of self and personal identity, collective identities, carved

out of the stories, people, experiences, and'histories that people share together, have an

equally profound impact on identity. And again, although studies have focused largely on

the transnational livelihoods and experiences of individuals who are physically mobile,

the impact that this mobility has on those who remain in theil communities of origiir also

affects individual and collective identity. Gupta and Ferguson (1992:g) remind us of the

shifting nature of community amongst those whose neighbourhoods and countries have

experienced an influx of immiglants and migrants, but equally pervasive are the identity

shifts and twists experienced by individuals remaining ih horne communities whose
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neighbours and kin have migrated and continue to migrate away from 'home'. As

individuals and the collectivity incorporate the idea of transnationål movement into the

repertoire of expected and normal social relations, they also shitl their collective identity

to include this movement and transnationality. [r this wây, we may look at a

geographically-situated community such as Acuitzio and still witness the very

transnationality of its collective and community identity.

SocIAL NÐTwoRKINc, CoMMUNICATIoNS,,llrto Mnora

Social networking and social networks have long been important concepts for

anthropology, whether emphasis was placed on kin relations or other group dynamics as

the force behind these connections. Ih the context of transnational practices, such as

immigration and labour migration, social networks take on increased importance in terms

of communications and the way that these networks help to establish and affirm

connections between $oups of people across borders, boundaries, and space, as well as

over time. It is through nodes in social networks that migrating ihdividuals may make

ne\p connections, find work, and fmd plâces to stay upon miglation, for instance.
:;-;.
Comrnunications strategies as an el-ement of social networking also highlight identity

construction, including the construction of community identities, in that the individuals
..;.;.

within one's network are seen, in one way or another, as bel'onging and sharing some

element of identity with others within the network.

For Acuitzences, social networks have been created through the historic re-

creation of migration practices, opening up spaces and plãces thlough social connections

outside the physical geography of the town site. Miglants fi'om the town are in nearly

evet'y state in the US, evidenced by the valiety of license plates that adorn the vehicles on

Acuitzio's streets, with the lârgest populations of Acuitzences in Califonúa, Illinois, and

Alaska. Most migrants spoke of followihg their existing social networks, usually familial,

when they migrated to the US, and in fact, many non-migrants discussed one day visiting

or following family or ftiends to ei Norte.

With the advent of new communications technologies, such as the Internet ancï

cellular telephones, along with the more traditional strategies of posted conespondence

and iong-distance teleohone caiis. the possi-bilities oi sociai netrn,oriiing a¡e exfendea
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through space and time with an ease that was not possible only a few decades ago.

Speaking of diasporic communities in the contempolary age, Reis states, "ftjhe manner in

which globalization has been most beneficial to diasporas lies in the fact that

technological advances in communications... foster the maintenance of even closer ties

between home and host countries... It is in this sense that globalization has shrunk

distances, as the telephone, fax, [and]' Internet... are important tools of the diasporic

trade" (2004:47-48). tike other media in the contemporary world, these Information and

Communication Technologies (ICTs) move across national borders and boundaries, and

indeed, may even create new coÍrmunities and networks which defy spatial imagery

entirely (Green, Hatvey and Knox 2005:805). More imporlantly for this research,

however, scholars have increasingly been interested in examining how social

constructions of reality are negotiated and modified as ICTs are integrated into everyday

life.

Arturo Escobar's "Wblcome to Cyberia" (1994) marked a turnihg point fol the

anthropological discussion of new communication technologies, and in the decade since

its publication, the breadth and scope of communication tectrnologies have contihued to

grow, advancing in both predictable and unanticipated ways. Even at this early stage,

Escobar (1994:21I, 213) acknowledged that "cyberculture'; - his name for social

relations within the context of these new information and communication technologies -
emerges out of the sociocultwal environment of modemity. As such, he suggests that

anthropology and ethnographic research ofTèr unique insights for a broad range of

research possibilities, including the exploration of the production and use of technologies,

as well as the impact that the adoption of technology may have for language and cultural

identity (1994:213). tn the intervening years Escobar's raþing cry has been met by a

wide variety of anthropological and multidisciplihary work, ranging from discussions of

cyber communities to fîle-sharing to mobile phones and text messaging (Panagakos and

Horst 2006:110).

Emerging fiom this resealch has been an interest in the adoption and creation of

communication technologies across transnational networks, speciflrcally among

transnational migrants and across theil social networks. Reviewing media adoption and
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usage, researchers such as Karim have noted that, due to the unique challenges that

migrants and immigrants füce in reaching their intended audiences, it is often these

ihdividuals who are at the avant-garde of adopting new technological solutions (Karim

20AÐ. However, access to communication technologies should not be assumed to be

universal (see Gong et aL 2A07). As Panagakos and tlbrst note, although transnational

migrants "may beneflrt from theii location in societies... obsessed with the newest

electronic gadgets, the same cannot always be said. of their compatriots back home"

(2A06:111). Fin'thermore, access to communications technologies does not guarantee

adoption. Iirdeed, the adoption of technology is contingent on a variety of factors, with

class, gender, ethnicity, and race, as well as educational level and legal status, impacting

technological engagement (Benítez 2006; Gong et al. 2007; Panagakos and FIorst

2006:1 1 1 ; Wildin s 2A0Q.

Among migrants and theii relations rernai'ning 'at home', the adoption of

communication strategies is seen to be related to a number of factors. Age and

generational differences are played out in the adoption of technologies, with children

often the first to adopt these new strategies (Benítez 2006:l'94; Panagakos and Flblst

2006:119). Similariy, gender and educational level also impact the adoption of new

technologies; for instance, language comprehension and literacy may impede miglants

away fi'om home or members of their social networks in home cornmunities from

adopting Ihternet or other text-based communication strategies (Benítez 2006:187;

Panagakos and Ëlorst 2AA6:118). And while communication teclnologies, like other

media, may allow unfettered movement of ideas and messages across borders, these

technologies remain within the purview of the nation-state and its laws, permitting

monitoring by authorities and creating potential diffrculties for those whose legal status is

at issue (Benítez 2006:i88; Panagakos and tlorst 2a06:118; see also Artz 2003).
ñiThe research presented in this thesis was conducted during what could be

described as the initial phases of tecturol.ogical engagement in communications in

Acuitzio det Caqie. Although the community is close to the state capital of Morelia,

widespread access to the Internet was only achieved at the town site itself upon the

opening of the first Intemet café in 2001. Internet access in Acuitzio remains iargely
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outside of the home, in tlie several lirternet cafes that have opened since that time,

although access remains uneven due to economic and educational factors, as well as

reflecting generational differences in the community. This area of communications

represents one of the most dynamic elements of the research, and I have witnessed a

greater number of Internet providers, as well as a growing number of users with each

subsequent visit to Acuitzio.

While the availability of technologies, such as the Intemet and cellular

teiêphones, has enabled increased communication over long distances, the impact of

these technologies on social networks and day-to-day communications remains contested

ih the literature. Both migtants and non-migrants make use of the technologies at their

disposal in ways that suit their communication styles and needs, negotiating the

technological landscape in ways that meet theii' particular aims (Panagakos and Ëlorst

2AA6:lI2-tl3). In this way, email may be used for certain communications, instant

messaging for others, and celiular phone calls or calling cards for a third. Tlüs "bundling"

of communication strategies is not always about flurding the cheapest or most pragmatic

technological solution (Panagakos and FIorst 2006 114,115). As Panagakos and Florst

remind us, "we cannot underestimate how the particular qualities of technologies play a

distinctive role in the choice and use of these media" (2006:114). Perceptions of

technologies, ihcluding perceived accessibility, ease of use, and'the particularities of
individuat needs, all impact usage in various ways. Moreover, the accessibility and use of

technologies does not necessarily mean improved communication withih social networks,

nor does adoption of new communication strategies signify that other methods for

communicating are completely replaced by teclrnological innovations. Slater and Tacchi

(2004:3) refer to "communicative ecolbgy" as the range of information fl.ows and

communication media within a community, placing ICTs within the context of all

communication strategies. lndeed, they suggest that new communication strategies tend

not to displace old media and communications, instead being integrated iúo previously

existing networks and strategies (2004). As V/ilding notes in her discussion of farnily

communications in a transnational context, "[ê]ãch new þer of technoiogy was... used
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to communicate more efficientþ with eústing modes, even as it offered an alternative"

(2006:t3I).

Of further interest, new technologies like the l¡ternet have the dual capacity to be

both a mode of communication, such as emaii, instant messaging and message boards,

and a more general media enviionment of web pages devoted to everythihg from business

and consutner products to sites dedicated to communities, both vi'rtuaÏ and 'real'. In this

way, the use of the fnternet must also be placed within the context of the larger scholariy

literature on media consumption and creation. For many of the youngest rcgular users in

Acuitzio, computers and the fnternet are more often a source of ihformation and

recreational activities, rather than a communicative tool. Similarly, new forms of

communications made possible by the Internet, including sharing photos and video,

webcam conversations, as well as the creation of a website dedicated to the community of

Acuitzio, offer new arenas for identity construction and social networking.

fn the last forty years antfuopologists and other scholars have sought to

understand how people interact with, interpret, and internalise media in all its forms. This

diverse literature has evolved frorn simple discussions of media to describe local

processes, the multiple meanings inherent in the consumption of media products, and the

nature of the media as a comrnon experience and locus for social interaction. Deborah

Spitulnik states that the mass media in today's world "are at once artifacts, experiences,

practices, and processes. They are economically and politically driven, [and arej linked to

developments in science and technology"' (Spitulnik l'993:293). As such, she believes

that the complex of interests bound up in the media allows antluopologists to approach

from numerous angles: "as institutions, as workplaces, as communicative practices, as

cultural prodûcts, as social activities, as aesthetic forms, and as historical developrnents"

(Spitulnik T99.3 :291).

Anthlopological discussions of the media have often focused on the creation of

media, with much of this literature discussing transnational corporate media production.

Scholars such as Afiz (20A3), Dávila (2002), Guarnizo and Smith (1998), Spituhúk

(1993), Sreberny-Mohammadi (2002), and Wilk (2A02a; 20AZb) higtrlight how these

coryorate medi4 from fîlm and television to music and advertising, may play upon and
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reinforce stereotypes, including those associated with gender, ethni'city, and culture. Fbr

Sánchez, Cramer, and Prieto (2003) the messages transmitted through commercial media

tend to create conditions that promote and cultivate social homogenization. Describihg

this homogenization as hegemonic, they fînd that "þJopular music, advertising, and

television programs serve to transmit the domihant myths, ideologies, and values of the

leadihg capitalistic countries, thus influencing how peoplê from ofher countries see,

experience, understand, and act in theii social lives" (Sanchez et al. 2003:131).

Flowever, not all media are created with corporate agendas. Scholars have also

been interested ih the ways in which contemporary media technologies have been used by

indigenous communities to transmit ideas of identity and community. Calling media

production a process of identity construction, Faye Ginshurg believes that "'indigenous

media offers a possible means - social, cultural, and political - for reproducing and

transforming cultural identity among people who have experienced massive political,

geographic, and economic disruptiorl' (2002.217).Indeed, examples of media usage for

political and social projects of self-determination can be found throughout Mêxico and

Mexico-based transnational networks; such as the Internet comrnunications of the

Zapatistas from Chiapas, and in the work of the people of San Agustín Atenango and

Teotil¿ín del Valle in Oaxaca discussed by Stephen (2007).

One of the primary henefîts of [nternet media is that it is seen to he creatively

available to a much larger and broader range of producers. Wehsites can be produced

with little investment and overlìead, giving voice to and ernpowering social groups,

including transnational rnigrants, who may have heen silencecl in other media forms

(Kearney 1996;; Panagakos and Florst 2006:118). Noting that the fnternet has hecome a

powerful tool for cultivating ethnic, cultural and national expressions, Panagakos and

Horst believe that this medium, especialþ independently-produced wehsites, provide

transnational migrants and their communities with new outlets and spaces for social

interaction and identity construction (2006:117-118). fndeed, they state, "þ]ecause of

their small scale and decentralised charactel... such interactions may be kept below the

radat of corporate sponsorship and big media interest" (Panagakos and Ëlorst 2006:118).

In this w'ay, these sites may be, or at least appear to be, rnore authentic expressions and
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representations of community identity and communicative practice. llowever, there are

no guarantees of 'authenticity' in any repïesentation, including those produced by

governments, political parties, or other groups, and so, all representations must be viewed

withinthe context of theü creation.

As with interest in the creation and production of media rnessages,

antlu'opologists have al.so been attentive to how people consurne media in the

contemporary world. Antluopologists have found that people consume media in different

and sometimes unanticipated ways. Indeed, although media may be created with celtain

messages or agendas, there are no guarantees that the ways in which these messages are

intelnalised will reflect their creators'' intent (Morley and Rohbins 1995). As the

antÏuopological literature has shown, consumeïs of media products negotiate, interpret,

and appropriate messages in ways that make sense within theii worldview; ways that rnay

defu corporate or other agendas (GledhilÏ2000; Morley and Robbins 1995).

In Acuitzio and between Acuitzences wherever they may reside, Intemet

communications and connections are ih their early stages of development. As noted more

generally in the literature discussing migrant and immigrant populãtions in the US (for

example, Benítez 200'6), computer usage among Acuitzences in Mexico and theUS tends

to be frotn among the younger generation. With the dynamic nature of access and

adoption of ICTs at the town site, as well as ever-expanding potential flor access in the

US, the fnternet and new' communications technologies point to exciting possibilities for

the transnational community of Acuitzio. Indeecl, the recent creation of a town wehsite

marks the entry of the conununity as a whole onto the world stage. \Mhile the introduction

of the website offers new opportunities for Acuitzences, hoth at home and abroad, of

connecting with social activities iir the town, it rnay also highlight some of the socio-

economic disparities within the town itself, as well as in the migrating population. tt will

be important to watch dêvelopments in the coming years as access and adoption of

technologies become more prevalent, the wehsite expands its content and reach, and

Acuitzences f,rnd new and creative ways of connecting acïoss space in ways that celebrate

their community.
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OTTTpR PERSPECTTvES

We cannot look to the future of transnational communications without also

appreciating the full context of the social relations that are being created, maintained and

communicated. tocal community history is very important to the people of Acuitzio and

any analysis of the community cannot ignore this element. As such, historical

contextualisation is important to the research presented in this thesis. Basing my research

agenda on earlier work by Raymond Wiest in the comrnunity of Acuitzio, a historical

perspective has been employed here to reflect the larger context within which the story of

the people of Acuitzio continues to unfold. Additionally, the recent work hy Sara

Komarnisky Q\AÐ on food and identity construction among Acuitzences in Alaska has

been invaluable at providihg insights into the contemporary migrant experi.ence outside

the town.

Taking into account the historical continuity of l.abour migration from Acuitzio ta

sites in the US and throughout Mexico, the research builds upon the growing literature of

transnationalism to examine community identity and communications practices. The

social networks and communications that have persisted amoltg Acuitzences and their

compatriots living in other sites have alwa5rs been important, as has a continued sense of

belonging to the community. Flbwever, with the advent of advanced communications

technologies, \&'e see the possibility of expansion and growth in these networks, allowing

for an enhancement to communications, increased frequency and ease, as well as new

tools and media that provide opportunities for interactions hetween Acuitzences living

and working everywhere. 'While the adoption of these technologies is uneven and rnay be

in its infancy in the community, there is growth in this sector, as well as the potential for

furtlrer growth ih the coming yeaïs. By analyzing the adoption of these new

communication technologies, this research represents an attempt to understand the

changing dynamics of conrmunity helonging and identity, while also adding to the

growing literature on transnational communications.

[r the next chapter, I turn to the methodologies used in conducting this Lesearch,

also discussing the challenges and limitations that f faced in the f,reld and the areas in

which my f,rnal research has diverged from the original research proposal. The chapter
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ties the theoretical context of the research to the methodological framework and includes

details of research design, data collection and data analysis.
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Chapten Three

Mefhodoiogy

In this chapter I di'scuss the methods used in conducting this research, beginning
with the links between methodology and the literature on transnationalism, the theoretical
fi'amework that most informed my understanding of the issues of community identity and
comrnunications in the context of labour migration ftom Mexico to the US. After
outlining the connections between the literature and method, I discuss my research
strategy and design - including areas where my research differed in practice from my
original thesis proposal - hefore moving to a discussion of the analysis of the data
presented in the thesis. I end the chapter by addressing the limitations of the research
itscl{ as well as by detailing the challenges that f faced in pursuing my research agenda.

THnony ¿,No Mprnoo

The literature on transnationalism and its associated methodologies generally
itoply that research takes place in several connected areas or regions. However, despite
situating this research in the context of the bountifr.rl literature of transnationalism, my
research took piace at only one 'nodê' in the transnational joumeys of many of the
subjects to whom this literature refers. This was primarily a practical choice. I could not,
within tlle bounds of my research agenda, follow the connections between people across

space to other locales, and as such, f developed my research problem with this in mind.
Sirnilarly, within tlte context of tire research site of Acuitzio del Canje, I did not, nor.

could I, reserve my interviews and interest for only those members of the community
who wele directþ involved in labour migration. Again, this was both an issue of research
pulpose and an issue of practicality. Furthermore, as I leamed to know some of the
residents of Acuitzio aud the many individuals fi'om the town who participated in
migration to the US and other areas of Mexico, f soon became a\A/are that this small
comrnunity is connected through social networks to an extensive diversity of sites fur the
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US and Mexico, and that following even a sample of all of these connections would be

virtually impossible.

I realised early that while migration was the key to bringing me to the community,

and indeed, wfule it was one of its major economic features, the issue of migration and its

connection to the community was not limited to only those membels who participated

actively in migration. fn fact, the more that I observed, discussed, and participated in

town events, the more I came to recognise that migration and a sense of "community"

were highly developed as well as being interconnected even amorlg those members of the

community who remained in the town site and did not mþate to other locations.

In addition to establishing and maintaining relations with people in theii-

immediate surroundings, Acuitzences, no matter theii migration status, preserved,

sustained, and cultivated associations and relationships that were not limited by

geographical factors. Among my research participants who migrated to sites in the US,

and indeed, everì among those who lived in other areas of Mexico, all remained

connected in several ways to the community through the breadth of theii social networks.

In a parallel fashion, those who remained physicaþ in the community had sociai

networks and fi'equent interactions and comrnunications that extended through space,

across borders and boundarie-s.

h order to balance my understandihg of the nature of transnationalism in the

context of labour migration with the practicality of doing antlropolbgical research in one

place, f based my research design in Marcus' "strategically situated single-site

ethnography" (Marcus 1998:95). Marcus identifies this type of research as "etlinography

lthatI may not move around literally but may nonetheless embed itself in a multi-sited

context" recognising that "'what goes CIn within a parlicular locale in which research is

conducted is often calibrated with its iinplication for what goes on in another related

locale, or other locales, even though the other locales may not be within the frarne of the

research design or resulting ethnography" (Mârcus 1998:95). In his view, strategicaliy

situated etfurography endeavours to "understand sornetliing broadly about the system i1

ethnogiaphic tenns as much as it does its local subjects: It is only local cii'cumstantially,

thus situating itself in a context of fîe1d quite differently than does other single-sited
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ethnography" (Marcus 1998:9-5). Adopting this methodological stancet, I remained

constantly aware of tlie connections that exist between spatially separate sites and the

impact that these connections have on images of community, including how these images

of community are constructed and defined by members of the comrnunity (see also Gupta

and Ferguson 1997b).

RESEARcHDeSTcN

The method in this study is authropological, with an emphasis on participant

observation, qualitative data collection tll'ough detailed note-taking, and participant

nanative secured in tape-recorded ancl noted interviews. My research was conducted in
conjunction with SSFIRCz-funded research under the dilection of Dr. Raymond Vy'iest,

and as a result, my research design had a hasis in the 'household', a unit of analysß used

in his research. V/hile the household served as a stafting point, my research followed kin
and friendship networks, which are not always reflected in householcl-based living
patterns. t had planned to establish relationships in the comrnunity tluough volunteerilg

for local organisations (i.e., community organisations, \üomen's groups, school-related

groups) and other local activities upon rny arlival in the research site, utilising a

technique identified by Passaro (1997) to make contacts while also giving back to the

community. But this proved to be difficult at the outset. I did, however, volunteer to give

English lessons to a gtoup of young women upor my return to the tovm in May 2005, as

well as casuaþ acting as trauslatol of both English and French on llumerous occasions,

servihg as a photographer at a variety of locai events, and offering assistance in other

ways, if and when I could. All of these activities served to broaden my own social

networks in the community as well as provide some services to the people who kindly

opened their homes and experiences to me and my questions.

In deterniining who would be my research participants, I tried to meet and work

with individuals and families who participated in migration, while also interviewing

;cürlìumrv members wiro were nor invoiveci in migrarion ar the time of the intervie'"v. i
I The research conducted while physically present in the tovm has also benefited from continued
interactions with some pafticipants through email and other communications.2 Social Science and Humaniiies Researãh Council of Canada is abbreviated as "SSHRC,, throughout the
thesis,
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did not attempt to achieve a set sample size, instead working through connections

identified within the community (Passaro 1997). Wrile I had expected to work with at

least twenty individuals of different ages and hackgrounds, as well as relying on

participant observation techniques, my fieldwork experience was largely based on

participant observation methods (Bemard 2A02:322-364). As I gained more ihsight into

the community and confidence in my ability with the Spanish language, f was able to

broaden my fieldwork techniques, conducting informal interviews that usually took place

in a casual setting, such as on the street, at a local grocery store, or in the plaza. These

concise interviews with more than twenty individuals were most often intended as a

prelude to longer, tape-recorded conversations, and wherever possible, rnore detailed

interviews were conducted. [r addition to the informal interviews, seven in-depth

interviews were recorded on micro-cassette. Interviews and discussions were tape-

recorded only upon explicit agreement with participants, but the nature of coordinating a

space and a time for interviews often proved difficult, and after sevelal failed attempts at

organising these interviews, f began to place more emphasis on detailed note-taking after

interviews. My notebooks, observations, and the transcripts fiom my tape-recorded

interviews form the hasis of my collêcted data.

-ì.Tl.e researcli was to take place over a sik-month period, and in this tirne I

expected to follow fàmiliaÏ and social networ'ks, sucli as those that exiSt through

compadrazgo (co-palenthood) relationships, and build upon these connections tlilougli

snowball sampling (Bernard 2A02:1'85-186). As my initial research period drew to a

close, f realised that more time was needed in order to complete some of the research that

I had planned. I decided to extend my stay in Acuitzio for an extra month and retumed

agaînto the field in May 2005 after a short visit to Wiruúpeg and a conference in Mêrida,

Mexico. Upon returning to the research site in May 2005, I was pleasantþ surprised at

the reaction of many people whom I hacl come to know casually alound the town. It was

as though I had proven my dedication to Acuitzio through my departure and return, and f
found that many more avenues and social networks were opened via this short break from

the field. I experienced this again when I returned to the field eight months later, in

January 2006;, for a f,rve-week visit. By this time my Spanish skills had irnproved
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substantially, and my distance from the fîeld opened up new lines of inquiry, as well as

again seeming to improve my credibility with Acuitzences. I also returned to the

community in February 2007 for a shorl visit, and have maihtaihed contact with several

individuals in the community while in Winnipeg during the intervening periods between

and after research, although this last visit does not form a specific part of the research

presented herei.

DaTa CoLLECTIoN

Participant observation was my most powerfül tool in the field, especially as my

language skills were developing. It was through this method that I came to learn what

questi.ons to ask and how to ask thern, as well as navigating basic daily skilis and nuances

of the culture, such as how to eat like a Mexican, how people of different ages interacted,

the slang terms used and even culturally appropriate hand gestures (see Komamisky

2006:103-105; 106-107 for more on eating in Acuitzio and "acting like a Mexican").

These were skills that served me throughout my research period. While rny main research

strategy was based in observations and participatihg in community events, I paired this

method with open-ended interview questions, often targeted to specific individuals with

whom f became acquainted during the research period (Bernard 2002:254-255). All
participants were cleariy informed of the pulpose of my research and, in fact, merely

mentioning my interest in migration to the US often elicited spontaneous stories by

casual acquaintances.

While much of my notetaking and participant observation was 'unplanned' in

that I made the daily rounds interacting with individuals and would write short notes in
i ; i- i-situ or after artiving at home in the afternoon, other observations ancl note-taking

exetcises were more deliberate. Twice during my initial research period I made a point of

observing and noting the clientele of a particular Internet café over several weeks - once

ih Decemb er 2004 and again in February 2005, in an effoft to quantify and solidif,i sorne

of my inrormai observations about the resicients and individuais in Acuitzio who were

' While my physìcal presence in Acuitzio constitutes most of mv "fieldwork experience". by remainine in
contact with several research participants and even meeting new ones via online interactions - especially
emails - there really a¡e no bounda¡ies to my fieldwork; only the artificial conshaints of the time period of
"oflicial" research.
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using computer and Internet technologies on a regular basis. I have compiled this

information in tao-le format and it is presented in Chapter Six of the thesis.

My participant observation technique also included an attempt to take in a variety

of cultural and social events in the town, writing notes both during and after attendance.

These events included political rallies in the pLaza, jaripeos, local dances, weddings, town

festivities in celebration of their local history, quinceañeras,parades, Easter processions,

Flag Day celebrations, concerts and dance lecitals, and local sportihg events, among

many other activities. This collection of special events, as well as nonnal everyday

interactions with people in the town, helped to form my understanding of the unique

attributes of the community that bring together the people of Acuitzio.

There ale quite a wide variety of individuals withih the purview of the recorded

interviews, as well as within the larger network of informal interviews and encounters.

As f have mentioned, the interviews were generally of an informal nature, getting to

know people and learning about life tfuough participant observations and the explessions

of attitudes about a valiety of issues seen as important in the town. These anecdotal

stories and events, and the imporlance placed on celebration of all kinds, were the

underlying factor in terms of my undêrstanding of the nature of community identity and

identity construction. Iir addition to the special events and activities that gave people a

sense of collective identity, community engagement and identity were manifest in the

way that word travelled fast tll'ough town when someone had an accident, or word of an

engagement between navios made the rounds at peoples' dinner tables. The sense of

community is strong due to fàmily, and in a town like Acuitzio, it often seems that

everyone is related in some way! Despite a keen interest in genealogical ties, I could not

do justice to family connections for the purposes of this thesis.

My interviews and daily actions largely consisted of interacting with people of a

certain age group - 18 to 45 - with a few regulal encounters with a group of more elderly

community members. As my Spanish skills were limited for the first period ih the town,

my preferred encounters with the group of elders were of a pleasantries nature, however,

I did have some CIpportunity on occasion to discuss some of the issues that they perceived

to be of importance to the community.
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In choosing my interviews and sources of information, I did my best to ask a
.- ;. .. ¿-

variety of residents and migrating individuals as many questions as possible. Using the

snowball sampling tectrrique whereby f was introduced to individuals through other

contacts, I did not expect to reach a set sarnpl.e size. l{onetheless, I was able to target my

interviews to those people who I believed at the time to have specific information

pertairúng to my interests, as well as heing pleasantly surprised by some of the

information shared with me hy others. By meeting and speaking with a wide variety of

individuals, f sought to obtain the broadest possible sample that my own limitations

allowed.

In both my informal and fonnal interviews with Acuitzences, I asked questions to

draw out views about living in Acuitzio and abroad, with an emphasis on their sense of

'comrnunity' and how this may have changed over time, especially given the long tenn

migration patterns to the US. For instance, as I was interested in the iirtergenerational

effects of migration, I asked questions about participants' personal views on the

advantages and disadvantages of migration, noting similarities and dlfferences across

generations and gender. I also sought to und.erstand villagers; conceptions of Acuitzio:

who 'belongs' to the community and the criteria for making these judgements; what

constitutes the most impoltant elements of Acuitzio and town life for year-round

residents and non-residents alike; what takes people away from Acuitzio and what brings

thern back; and how both resideuts and migrants are able to establish and maintain

communications, including with whom, across space and time.

In addition to my general questions and interviews, I conducted interviews in a

targeted fashion among certain residents. For example, as f was interested in

communication strategies and the integration of new technology in these strategies,

especially lirternet communications, I conducted a lengthy formal interview with the

owner of the flrrst Internet café in town, asking him about his business and the changes he

had seen over the course of his entrepreneurship in Acuitzio. In addition to this formal

interview, the owner also spent countless hours explaining elements of the cornmunity to

me, introducing me to his patrons and friends, taking me to visit his other business in the

neighbouring town of Tiripetio, as well as talking both informally and formally about his
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own foray into labour migration to the US. Similarly, in dealing with the issue of
migration, I spoke at length with the Director of the Atención de la Casa de Migrantes,

the local off*rce of the state-run program created to help migrants and their families in a

myriad of capacities, from working with community associations in the US (of which

there is only one, in lllinois, specificalþ aftiliated with Acuitzio), to locating loved ones

abroad, to helping sort out l.egal issues, to even plannihg the retum of those unlucky souls

who did not make it across the Mexico-US border. I also spent a great deal of time with

the young Director of the Casa de Cultura,the local cultulal centre, discussing the events

that she and her staff organised and offered for residents, as well as the issues that they

faced in the community, among other general concerns.

DaTaANALYSIS

In this section f will detail the types of notes and other research data and how I
have used them in the analysis and presentation of the thesis.

My primary data are in the forrn of field and interview notes, as well as the

transcription of taped interviews. fn ord.er to anaiyse the data collected, f have divided my

notes and written materials into several types. The flrrst group of field notes fall into a

category that t call 'targeted' notes. These are the notes that were talten during or

immediately following attendance or participation in a specific, targeted event. I have

further divided this category into three suhtypes: 1) 'event notes' - notes relating to

specific local events for w'hich my attendance and participation were planned, including

festivals, dances, religious and secular holidays, and other community activities; 2)

'respondent notes' - notes relating to specihc respondents, including notations taken after
¡ ;. ;. j- ¡-

informal interuiews as well as notes and transcriptions referring to formal, cassette-taped

interviews; and 3) 'Iirternet usage notes' - notes referring to my specific attempt to

coliect observed material related to intemet usage over several weeks in Decemb er Z0A4

and February 2}ffi.

In addition to my 'targeted notes,' I divided my raw research data into several

other categories in order to ease the analysis of the data. 'Joumal' notes refer to those

notes that reveal my own experiences and reflections, as well as my preliminary, in-field

analysis of situations and events. A third c,ategory consists of 'observation' notes. whicir
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differ from the event notes in that they refer to spontaneous activities and observations

rather than the targeted notes described above. Additionally, I collected many other

'miscellaneous documents,' such as pamphlêts, newspaper articles, photographs and

posters.

As the majority of these categories of notes and documents were developed after

the research period, with the exception of the 'Internet usage notes,' these general

categories in my typology often overlap or meld from one type into another, such as

instances where I ran into a respondent unexpectedly in the street or plaza and held an

irnpromptu 'interview.' I{bwever, by categorising my notes in this way I have been able

to manage the notes that filled several small notebooks, two larger spiral notebooks, as

well as countless computer word-processiirg documents into rough but organised groups.

Generally speaking, the flreldwork presented in the thesis refers to the 'targeted notes'.

I chose not to codiff rny interview notes and transcripts as the number and nature

of the interviews did not seem to create the necessity. As I conducted the interviews,

wrote the related notes, and in the case of recorded interviews, spent courtless hours

transcribing and translating the interviews, my knowledge of the information contained
i..j-¡.

therein is quite intimate and easy enough to diaw upon without the aid of formal

co diflrcation and computer- as sisted text analysi s.

In the case of the 'Intemet usage notes', I recorded the time of day (engagernent

times were intentionally varied), the number of individuals in the cafe, the approximate

age of ihdividuals, gender, as well as - where possible - the activities undertaken and

approximate length of time spent in the café. In addition to these criteria, I also noted

whether people entered the cafe in a group or alone, their social interactions in the café,

and other miscellaneous activities of interest, depending on the situation. I have organised

these notations into table flormat presented in Chapter Six.

CtHr,r,nNcES AND Lrutrarroxs

in ihis section I outline some of the challenges that I faced in conducting research

in Acuitzio, and discuss some of the liinitations of rny research.

The issue of language was one of the largest hurdles I was forced to overcome

du'ing the cotuse of the fieldwork. Clear{y, not being abie to fuily articuiate my thoughts,
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especially on a more abstract level beyond daily pleasantries and small talk, made certain

elements of research diffrcult during my early months in the town. However, this is not to

say that I could not ask small questions and elicit certain viewpoints and ideas that often

resulted in the complex responses that I have recorded here. It should be noted that

although I was not always able to formulate the more complex questions, this language

issue should not be mistaken as an inability to understand the responses that I received.

Before entering the field ih Acuitzio, I spent my first two and a half months in

Mexico tiving in the city of Moreiia in an apartment that f flnst shared with Raymond and

Shirley V/iest until they returned to V/innipeg at the beginning of September 2004.

Takirg private Spanish lessons, by the time of their departure I had learned a fair amount

of Spanish, but I still did not feel prepared enough to venture into the rural ten'itory that

would be my research site. I spent the following month dutifully taking Spanish lessons,

meeting new people tlu'ough the heþ of my Spanish teacher and the young man who was

our initial contact in Morelia, as well as venturing out into the hot streets of the city to

practice my language skills in the kocat tiendas artd mercadas.

The issue of language had mixed consequences. On the positive side, the lack of

initial language skills was lessened slightly by the fact that there were a handfirl of people

in the town with whom f was able to converse in English to some extent, as well as many

more who knew phrases or enough words to get my gist or help me translate my ideas

into Spanish. And although my ability to cornmunicate myself was not on par with what I

would expect in an English context, my general comprehension of written and spoken

Spanish were far more advanced, even early in my fieldwork experience. f believe that

tlús was largely due to the fact that I am conversant in French, and between rny classes in

Spanish and the similarities between French, Spanish, and even Eriglish, I was able to

understand a great deal. This understanding created some unique opportunities for me. as

I was sometimes present for conversations that I am not sure would have taken place in

my plesence under other circumstances. On one of my early solo visits to the town f had

the opportunity to accornpany Ofelia as she did an interview for one of the local

newspapers at a home in the rancho ofla Palma. I wlote in my notes,

I went with Ofè1ia to a rancho house today to visit a wÕman who iraci some
information about the crumbling conditions of the schoolhouse. When we
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arrived there were Iive women at the farm house, approximately 15 to 55 in
age, who invited us to lunch and were very welcomihg... As we sat eating
pozole, the women gossiped abou! local political leaders and I was shocked
to hear the numher of swear words that they used to describe events in the
local community.

Although over time I found that people hecame more open and less formal with me, I am

unsure if the women would have spoken quite as openly as they did had they considered

me a threat or believed that I was fully able to understand everything that they said upon

our first meeting. While I was able to see the positive aspects of this situation, I also

wrote in my notes about that visit,

'Ihe women spoke so quickiy that I could barely keep up with all of what
they said. I am nervous about my transition from city to town and wonder
how far my Spanish lessons will actually take me in'real life'

Indeed, not only did this feeling play a part in my reluctance to entel the research site as

eally as I had irútially plannecl, the sentiment continued to plague me throughout much of

my research period, and f believe, had consequences for my f*reldwork. Each day was

different and one day I would feel a boost in my Spanish abilities, followed by a less

confident day the next. Psychologically, the doubt that f sometimes experienced led to a

defeatist attitude on the less confident days; how could f perform tlie tasks that were in

fiont of me? Could I ask the right questions? V/outd I be understood?

Beyond my need to psychologicaþ prod myself sorne days; my language skills

had a dii'ect impact on my fieldwork in some unexpected ways. llpon my arrival in

Acuitzio, I was introduced to a number of local residents from a variety of social circles

in the community. These early encounters usually consisted of me using what little

language skill I had accumulated up to that point in greetings, pleasantries, and

explanations about myself (as these were the things that I was most frequently asked

about, it follows that these would be the areas that I would be most able to discuss early

in my fieldwork period). As time went on and my language skills developed, I revisited

several of these individuals, and was often told how surprised they wele with niy

pl'ogress. If I encountered them in situations where other people were involved, however,

very little interaction would take place between us, perhaps a reaction to tire impression

that I remained unable to speak intelligibly. On one occasion, soon after my arrival in
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Acuitzio, I was sitting albne in the p[aza when a young woman called out to me in
English. I wrote in my field notes,

As I sat in the piazathis evening awailing Leo, a young woman approached
me and began speaking to me in English... with á h"u"y Californiå "street"
accent. she said to me, 'hey, so you must be the girl who doesn't talk
much?' which I found to he quite amusing. I agreed with her assessment
and told her that I had lots to say but didn't ãl*uy, have the words to
express myseif to which she replied that she understood perfectly. She said
that she lives in LA but is here visiting for a few weeks and had seen me
around town. She then saicl.she would see me later as she was off to party
with her 'gente' ['people'j.

Ih addition to this example, on several occasions I was told by acquaintances that

they would have approached me sooner but that they just assumed that my language skills

in Spanish were non-existent. Unforftrnately, the combination of these two sets of
assumptions coupled with my own insecurities sometimes resulted in missed

opportunities for interviews.

Language was the largest but not the only challenge that t faced in conducting

research in Acuitzio; I also feel that my gender, âg€, and appearance weïe factors in my

fieldwork experience. For instance, although women do constitute a sizeable segment of
the migrating population, many female migrants fi'om the community move with their

families to the tlnited States and may remain away from the community for longer

periods of time (Komalnisky 2006; V/iest 2A08, pelsonal communications, July 2007).

Due in part to these demographic divisions iir the labour migration stream fiom Mexico

to the US, the majorþ of migrants ûom Acuitzio and the sumounding area with whom I
interacted were men, which sometimes created diffrculties meeting and making

meaningful contacts with this group. On more than one occasion I found myself i¡ a1

awkward situation; whether deciding on a neutral territory in which to car:ry out an

interview, or even getting the interview to begin with. And the proble¡rs were not

confined to relations with older migrants; one prospective interviewee, an i I year old

young man frorn the neighbouring rancho of Ia Palma, who had spent several years
a: j 

-working in Texas, insisted that he could be persuaded to give me an interview if I would
just give him a little kiss. Needless to say, that interview never took place.
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Similarly, older men with wives and families were unlikely to be seen speaking

with me, perhaps feeling that our interactions would be taken out of context. Among

\ilomen I sometimes felt boring eyes, heard unpleasant remarks whispered just within

earshot or, worse yet, received nothing more than a blank stare in retum for my greeting

as we passed in the street. These negative encounters had varying impacts on my

fietdwork; those imposed upon me by the circumstances and those that I began to impose

upon myself based on my experiences.

The individuals that f found rnost likely to embrace me, answer my quesiions, or

just sit and chat with me, were often those who had come to the town from other places in

Mexico. V/hether they had an'ived only recently or had lived in Acuitzio for many yeaÍs,

if they came from areas outside of the municipality, I often felt most comfortable

speaking to them; they seemed to understand what it was to come to a strange town, not

knowing anyone, and have to integrate oneself into the community. tn a similar way, my

lack of language skills in Spanish, as well as my entrance into a comrnunity and a culture

unknown to me before my visit, mirrored the experience of many miglants from Acuitzio

to the US, who often enter and may live years without learning English in their new

setting. Although migration tends to grow organically out of social networks, f met

several people who migrated to areas in the IJS in whicli they had no extended family,

fiends, or even acquaintances. The ability to sympathise with the plight that they

endured and their ability to recognise my own hardslúps often led to interesiing

discussi'ons about the nature ofbelonging.

V/hile non-native Acuitzences were often the most welcoming to me upon my

an'ivai in the community, this is not to say that I was not well received by many life-time

resiclents of the community, rlor can I say that my fieldwork experiences were

overwhelmingly negative or diffrcutt. The family with whom t stayed welcomed me into

their home immediately and provided me with valuable connections to the daily

activities, gossip, and people of the community. Owners of one of the most important

abarrotes (grocery stores) in the community, the family spent over thirteen years together

in Califomia, where their two youngest children were born. Now all adults, their eldest

son continues to live in California with his wife, while the two younger children divide
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their time between Mbrelia and- Acuitzio for university ancl work. As a result of their

history and cunent situations, the family was in a unique position to plovide insights into

transnational life. In addition, as residents with considerable social status and wealth,

living with the farnily provided a window into the lifestyle of a certain demographic of

successful Acuitzences. For example, the famity employed a variety of individuals in

community tfu'ough their store, domestic household work, temporaly labour,

constnrction, and the running of a popular salon. These connections with the community

simultaneously provided me with opportunities for networking and rneeting people even

as it may have set me fürther apart in the eyes of Acuitzences. The tension of the situation

did not go unnoticed by me, however, the immense benefits of my living arrangements,

as well as the hospitality and generosity of atl family members, greatly outweighed any

less positive effects.

As the town population fluctuates from month to month during the year, as well

as serving the larger municipal population for political events, church hoiidays,

^. .. :.
festivities, commercial activities, and a variety of other firnctions, at any given point in

time there were people temporalily passihg ttu'ough the town who were willing to chat

with me. And each time that I retum to the community I have found people to be more

welcoming than the previous visit. ln fact, although rny initial stay in Acuitzio was nearly

six months, each subsequent visit that I have made - each only a few weeks in length -
has been more productive than the last and have given me a chance to see a longer.-term

trajectory of the community's development, as well as given me the opportunity to meet

people who can only visit the town inñ'equentiy.

In addition to personal challenges in conducting research in Acuitzio, f also

recognise several limitations to the research at hand. As with any social situation, the

people with whom one sunounds oneself have an impact on future possible social

iuteractions. Upon my initial amival in Acuitzio, and indeed through my first stay in the

community, I was less aware of the overall view in the community of certain individuals,

and in this way,I may have inadvertently closed certain social networks to myself by my

early clioices. fn one exchange early in my fieldwork, I was asked about an acquaintance

ìn the town. When I affirmed that we had become friends, I was warned Íhaf, at least in
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some ciicles, the opinion of the individual was not positive. This type of remark was not

iirfrequent in that, as with small towns everywhere, everyone has an opinion or a story

about everyone else.

As my research took place at one 'node' in a circuit of migration, albeit ar.guabiy

the most ùnportant node in the nefwork, I was only able to come into contact with those

individuals who happened to be in the community during my visits. Tl.is is especially

important to note in that many migrants, especially those who cross illegally into the US,

express that it is difficult to visit their family and friends in Acuitzio on a legular basis

for fear of apprehension upon their retum to work in the US. With horder security issues

increasingly scrutinised and politicised since 2001, the sense that tlie risks outweigh the

benefits of returning to Mêxico has extended the lengths of US stays for several of the

participants in my research. For example, increased anxiety over the border situation kept

one of my contacts ftom returnihg to the community for more than five years, and

research conducted in other Mexican communities has drawn similar conclusions (see

Stephen 2007). fn tum, the transient nature of retum visits and visitors to Acuitzio

confìned my research to available respondents who happened to be in the cornmunity

during my research period. Although I am aware of other individuals who may have been

important participants to my research agenda, my research design arid my inability to

access these contacts durihg visits, due primarily to scheduling confli'cts, made

interviewing irnpossible. This is definitely an area upon which rny research could be

expanded.

As a result of the challenges discussed here, I do not believe that rny sampie

necessarily reflects a complete picture of everyone's experience in Acuitzio.

Nevertheless,I am confident that within these bounds and limitations, the research that I
conducted in Acuitzio encompasses an accurate and honest account, and a reasonable

representation, of the experiences of my research participants; it also presents some of the

challenges, ideals, and strategies of a group of people brought together, in one way or

another, by a community that they hold dear.

Despite the limitations and challenges, I believe that this research also has several

strengths worth rnentioning. Fiist, I was fortunate to have spent the majority of my first
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trip - as well as part of my third visit in early 20A6 - dwing the peak period of the return

of migrants to the community. In addition to witnessihg the influx of US-based migrants

to the town during the peak winter season, I was also fortr¡nate to be ih the community

during Semana Santa (Eâster Week), a period in which many iirtemal migrants livihg in

other areas of Mexico, as well as extended family members of Acuitzences, visit the

town. The length of my initial research pedod, coupled with my return visits, and the

historical nature of Raymond V/iest's work in the community, provided me with the

opporlunity to develop a broad and longer-term view of tiie movement of individuals into

and out of the community, as well as elaborate upon the variety of activities and

comrnunity events that are involved in the creation of community cohesion and identity.

Before discussing the community of Acuitzio and its accommodâtion for and

incorporation of transnational practices, it is crucial to examine migration tom the

community to sites in the US and Mexico. [r the next chapter I discuss the historical

continuities of labour migration fi'om Acuitzio to the US (and other areas of Mexico),

emphasising the ways that migration has been integrated into community identity. Basing

my analysis on the experiences related by resealch participants as well as lny own

observations, I examine some of the reasons for migration from Acuitzio to the US and

seek to underline the very ordinariness of transnational lives within the context of
migration practices.
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Chapter Four

IvÍigration

Before discussing the town of Acuitzio del Canje, Michoacán, it is irnportant to

examine the labour miglation pattems that are so much a part of the region's social and

economic chalacter. While the purpose of this research was not to determine

contemporaly migration practices fiom the community, in this chapter I relate the

impoftance of migration to the people of Acuitzio, underlining the ordiharihess of the

practice of migration from the region to othel areas of Mbxico and the US. tike Stephen

(2A07:5), who notes "the utter normality of people living and working for signif,rcant

periods of time ih places other than their homes" for families participating in miglation

from Oaxaca to the US, laboul migration froni Acuitzio has become common and even

expected by most Acuitzences. fndeed, it is from this migration and the overall effects of

globalization that we may discuss Acuitzio as a transnationai commudty.

MrcnarroN FRoM ACUITzIo

The residents of Acuitzio have a long history of engagement with labour'

miglation, with extended families often counting multiple generations of repeated

movement between the community and sites in Mexico and the tliúted States. Among the

older generation of Acuitzences, several have early experiences with migration to the US

as participants in the Bracero program, an agreement that existed from 1942 to 1964

between the Mexican and American goverrunents and permitted Mexican citizens to

work legally in the US, often as agricultrual labourels. The Bracero period, as well as

subsequent peliods of documented mþation to the US, have had lasting effects on the

comrnunity of Acuitzio, and indeed, several elder Acuitzences with whom t spoke

continued to collect US pension and other benefits related to their tirne as l:raceros and

temporary documented laboulers iir the United States.
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Labour migration ftom Acuitzio has historicalþ flowed to sites in the US, as welÏ

as to sites in Mexico, pred.ominantly Mexico City, and the nearby capital of the state of
Michoacán, Morelia. While no statistical data exists for the current number of migrants

from Acuitzio to the US o¡ elsewhere in Mexico, most farnilies in the community have

extended famiiy membets, as well as abundant ftiends and neighbours, who spend at least

part of theii time living and workihg ih other locations. Acuitzences in the US include a

fairty large population in Chicago; in the tos Angeles region; ih agricultural towns of the

San Ioaquin Valley, California; as well as a sizeable population in Ancholage, Alaska

(see Komarnisky 2006; V/iest 2008, personal communications). The only recent

statistical i'nformation available that refers specifically to migration practices fiom

Acuitzio can be found in the 2005 Mexican federal census. The census distinguished

between the population over the age of five years lepofted for the town in 2000 and that

recorded in 2005, showing that 88 residents of the toi¡m in 2005lived elsewhere in 2000,

37 of whom lived in the US (INEGI 2005). This infonnation speaks more to the rate of

return of migrants anci population growth due to internal migration than the rate of out-

migration from the town, leaving the question of the number and ratio of miglants frorn

Acuitzio to the US and other areas of Mexico a topic where more emphasis should be

placed in future work.

At the end of the Bracero program, Acuitzences continued to migrate for work to

a variety of sites in the US, often following the social networks opened up during the

Bracero period iir order to find work in Califomia, as welÌ as in lllinois and Alaska.

Wiest (1970) noted that Acuitzences had a relatively high nurnber of individuals with

green cards, Ilnmigrant visas, and work permits during the period of his research in 1966-

67, after the Bracero proglam had officially been cancelled. Additionally, he noted that

there were a variety of other ways through which Acuitzences entered the US during this

time, including employer sponsorships, temporaly and other visas, as well as

undocumented "illegal" entry (Wiest 1970:86-89). According to his research, as well as

several people with whom I spoke in Acuitzio, individuals often return to the US

repeatedly and use more than one means of entry - documented or undocumented - over

the course of their personal migration history (Wiest ß7A:89).In more recent years, the
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trend toward documented migration between Acuitzio and areas tlu'oughout the US

appears to have continued (Komarnisky 2A06| Wiest 2008, personal communications,

Iuly 2007).

Contemporary migrants from Acuitzio enter the US tluough a variety of means.

Among those individuals with whom f spoke in Acuitzio, several migrants had "papers",

including work visas, resident visas, and in a few cases, US citizenship, allowing them to

work and live legally in the US. Documented migration was often, although not

exclusively, the case when families (husband, wife and children) lived in the US together.

Others entered the US legalþ as tourists with the intention of working, and still others

entered the US without documentation. Of those who entered without work visas, other

documents, or on tourist visas, all the participants ih this research, atrd most of those who

I met ih Acuitzio, were single young men at their time of entrance into the US. Several

acquired d'ocumentation while in the US that permitted them to work, including legal

documents based on counterfeits4 and others were eventually able to acquii'e documented

status, including legal residency.

Documentation and work visas are difficult to acquire and it may take years to

complete the required paperwork. Speaking with Pilar, the Director of the townts Centro

de Atención al Migrante, the state-run agency charged with miglant issues, she explained

the average wait times for acquiiing resident visas for families oflegal residents.

To arrange for residency [status], when they are doing it f'or one persor,.

who is [already] a resident, like men, when they are arranging it for their
wife and children, in some cases it takes irve years...four, five years... Ht
can take as much as ten years until the date that they present themselves at
the border, of the other side [American side]. At the moment it is in Ciudad
fuarez, fwith[ the border agents...so that they can cross... When they are

citizens and they want... to transmit residency [status] to relatives... it is
quicker, in two years, more or less...

Para arreglar su residencia, cuando les están (unclear) para una persona
que es residente, como los señores, cuando están arreglando para su

esposa y sus hijos, en algunos casos tardaban cinco años... cuatro, cinco
años... ftIJasta 1'0 años pueden tardar en... en llegar... la cita para que se

presenten en la frontera, del otro làdo. En el momento está en la Ciudad

o In one case, the indiviclual was able to acquire an American birth cerlificate with which he applied and

received legal drivers'licenses in several US states.
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Juorez, para aduø[nøsJ... para que puedan pasar... Cuando sory

ciudddanos y quieren... tramitar la residència para l.os familiares... es más
rápído, en dos años, más o menos...

Ismael, a husband and father of three living in Anchorage with his family and visiting

Acuitzio in December 2AA4, experienced an eight-year wait for his fármily to join him in

the US.

Ismael: They gave them þs wife and childrenl their papers in 1999. the
first of December 1999. So then we moved to Tennessee. And later, to
Alaska...

Erih: How difficult was it to get them papers?

Ismael: Eh, waiting. Waiting... I always spoke with people who know
[about]... migration, lêt's say... about the rules for migration, even though
the rules change every once in a while. So... when I [unclear - arranged for]
my family, the wait was f,rve years. But ih that time of changes, the five
years became eight... [M]ore than anything the changes were due to
changes ih the govemment system... I waited eight years for my firnity.

Ismael: Les dieron sus papeles en '99, dicíembre primero de '99.

Entonces ya, nos mudamos a Tènnessee. Ydespues, a Alaska...

Erin: Qué tan dificilfue que les dieron los papeles?

Ismael: Eh, esperar. Esperar... síempre hablaba yo con personag que
conocen... la migración, vamos a decir... como son las reg[as que siguen
la migración, aunque las reglas cambien cada rqto. Entonces... cuando yo
(unclear) a mi familia, era dè cinco años de espera. Pero en ese tiempo de

cambíos, entonces los cínco øños íntciaron ocho... [Ìu1]ás que nada por los
cambios que había por el sistema de gobierno... Esper,é ocho años por mi

familia.

For those individuals wishing to enter the US alone, such as single men or'

\ryomen, the wait for documentation can be equally lengthy. [r addition, requests for

entrance vi.sas and other documents may require that applicants have proof of lesources

that would allow them to return to Mêxico. For these reasons, individuals, especially

youth, may decide to forego the paperwork and enter the US as undocumented migrants. I

asked Pilar if the wait for papers resulted in ihdividuals arranging to cross the border

undocumented;

Mm-hmm (yes) and [so] better they go that way... without waiting to
affange fthe paperwork]. And others, like young people and youth, if their
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parents don't have residency [status] and they haven't arranged it, or
in-frequently they have it but they don't want to malie arrangements, well,
the same. That is to say, they find a way and 'I'm going to find someone to
help me and let's go''... fn two weeks, in one week, and they want to be
there already

Mm-hmm (sí) y se van mejor así... sin esperarse a arreglar. Y otros mås,

como los muchachos y los jovenes, sí [os papds no tienen su residencia y
no les han arueglado, o no muchas veces les tienen pero no les quieren
arreglar, pues, igual. O sea, ellos buscan ia manera y 'voy a buscar quien
me ayude y vámonos'... En dos semanas, en una semana, y ya quieren
estar allá...

Half of the migrants with whom I spoke formally, as well as several other

miglants who shared theii stories with me informaþ, told of crossing the border into the

US without documentation, although f do not believe that this necessarily accurately

reflects the divisions that exist in the migrant communify from Acuitzio. While a few had

initially passed into the US at border crossihgs prior to the attacks on US targets in

September 2AA7, most undocumented migrants with whom I spoke in Acuitzi.o crossed

the border in uninhabited areas, tTlough the mountains or desert, with groups of migrants

smuggled across the border with the help of coyotess. Theii stories are certainly

compelling.

Domingo, one such undocumented migrant, began our interview by expressihg iris

anxiety over his deparhn'e to the US the next day. This retum hip would be his second

undocumented crossing and he was feeling nervous due to the dangers that he faced

during his first crossing. Despite the hardship of crossing, he felt that his construction job

ih Califomia was worth the risk; as a twenty six year old man with an elementary

education, he recognised that his economic prospects were poor in Acuitzio. By working

in the US he was able to help maintaih his grandparents in Acuitzio with regulal monthly

remittances, periodically send money to his mother in Morelia, as well as save money for

the future. FIe, like many other Acuitzences before him, professed a desire to one day

retum to Acuitzio with enough money to build a house and start a small business. Fle

recounted lús border story to rne during a visit to Acuitzio in February 2006

5 'Coyote' is the name used both colloqriially as well as in much of the literature to refer to labour
recruitment agents and others who aid migrants. for a fee. in crossins the border into the Unjted States.
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Domingo: From here we left on... Monday, March 15th [1999]... we went
there by bus... We were on the bus for two days... we ar¡ived in Sonora...

we arrived at like, at like eight at night, there, on Tuesday night. And we

were there for the whole night, the whole day Wednesday... until
Thursday... when they came for us, him, the person...

E.rin: The coyote?

Domingo: Yes... he took us in a truck...just up to the line, to the

border...And there, there are many peopl.e who charge to cross the land...
They charge you... I thought that all we had to do was cross the line and

that's it. We began to walk. We walked all that day. Al1 day, like until nine

at night... and there we went into a, like a shed... and there we stayed the
whole night. Quite cold... tike ih the day it is so hot, it is just as cold at

night.. . We got up at like six in the morning and... we started to walk... all
day. . like until four iir the afternoon... and I tell you, one couid realþ feel
the long walk... What felt most, most dangerous was from there forward
because we got into a truck, we are thirty, thirty people, we stayed there,

shut up in the truck, all closed up... and it had little tiny holes like this
(motions with his hands),like a pencil [tip], like that nothing more, and no,

it was so tremendously hot inside, and in fact one of my friends, one of us,

he, he got sick. And... from there it was about two and a half hours... in it,
in that truck... and they get us out... There we waited like, mm, a half an

hour and a couplè, two trucks came back for us and we got in f-rfteen fin
one] and fifteen fin the other]. We left first and \ile were going like, in the

car, we traveled for about two hours or tluee, and the driver got a telephone
call, and he was told that he must turn around... because the other [truck]
has broken down... yes, and so, we got out... and there we stayed... untit
like six in the morning [when] they returned.. . from there he took us. .. to a
house. And there... they gave us something to eat and ever¡hing... we left
at about four in the afternoon and it took about four hours but in a car this
time (laughs). -Y-bs, it was pretty heavy...Wè arived about eight at niglrt,
there where we were supposed to arrive... On Sunday... we got up and we
went to 4 it is aflea market, it's like a little market... there we ran into

[another] friend front here, û'orn Acuitzio...

Domíngo: De aquí nos fuimos... el lunes, el 15 de marzo fl999J... nos

fuimos allá en camion... Estuvimos como dos días en camion... llegamos a

Sonora. Llegamos e como, como a las ocho de Ia noche, allí, de martes en

ia noche. Y atlí estuvimos por toda La noche, el miercoles todo el día... y
hasta ei ¡ueves... cuando fueron poï nosotros, é1, la persona pues.

Erin: EI coyote?

Domingo: Sí... nos llevó en la camioneta... justo a la linea, a lafrontera...
Y allí, este, hay, hay mucha gentg que cobra, este, por cruzar los, Ibs

terrenos... Te cobran.. [yoJ pensaba que nada más faliabamos cruzar la
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linea y ya. Empezamos a caminar. Caminsmos todo ese día. Todo el día,

como hasta lqs nueve de la noche... Y'este, ya nos metamos en como, una

barraca...Y ahí pasamos toda la noche. [Algo frío... Como en el día que

hace calor, hacà tantof io en Ia noche... Nos levantamos como a las 6 de

la møñana y... empezamos a caminar... todo el día... como hasta las 4 de

la tarde... Yyo te-digo, se siente toda Ia camínata... Lo que se siente más,

más pelíg'oso fue de allí y adelante porque nos ntetimos en la camíoneta,

estamos treinta, treinta personls, nos qued?5 allí, metída en Ia camíoneta,

toda cenada...y este, tiene unos hoyitos así (motions wíth hís hønds),

como un lapiz, así nada más, y no, hace un caiorón tremendo alií adenno,

y de hecho un amigo mio, uno de nosotros, se, se pusó mal. Y de al,!.í-

fueron como dos horas y media... en esã camioneta... y nos bajan... AIIí
esperanxos como, mm, Ltng media hora y ya regresaron unos, unas dos

camionetas por nosotros y nos subimos quince y quince. Nosotros nos

fUimos primerl y caminamos comz, en, en el carro, caminamos como unas
-dos 

hoias o tres, y le habló por telëfono al, al chofer, y le dijó que hay que

regresar... por que la otra se ha descompuesto... sí, y pues, que nos b.aja.,-,.

y alli nos quedamos... hasta las 6 de la mañana que regresaron... de allí
nos llevó... a una casa. Y allí... nos dieron de comer y todo... sølimos como

a las 4 de Ia tarde y tardó como cuatyo horas pero ya en carro pues

(aughs), Sí, fue algo pesado... Llegamos como ø las I de Ia noche, allí en

donde ibamos a llÞgar... El domingo... nos levantamos y nos fuimos a un,

es un flea market, es como un mercadito pues... allí nos encontramos a un

amigo de aquí, de Acuitzío...

Stories such as Domingo's are not uncofirmon among undocumented migrants

from Mexico, and indeed, the dangers associated with undocumented crossings ale well

known in Acuitzio, especially among those who are contemplating crossing into the US

without documents. Current estimates of fatalities at the Southern US border with Mexico

are as high thirty-frve hundred deaths since 1995, ffid migrants and researchers report

that it has become more dangerous and difflrcult to cross the border with the increased US

security and scrutiny implemented in the wake of the attacks of September lltit, 2001

(Stephen 2007:xä, xiv, xvi, 29-31). Over the course of the research period, I heald

several stories from Acuitzences about migrants who had died atternptihg to cross the

border. Iir January 2005 the family with whorn I was staying was shocked by the news of

a cousin from Mêxico City who drowned crossing into the US. Similarly, during my

interview with Ismael, he recounted a return trip to Acuitzio live years previously when

he was approached by a young mall who was preparing to ctoss without documentation.

When the young man asked Ismael for advice in crossing safely, Ismael explained that
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the jowney would be long and hard, with a lot of walliing. Despite the fact that at the age

of eighteen the young man was fit and agile, fsmael told him that he needed to be

prepared for a diffïcuit trek. IIe advised the young man not to drink alcohol for at least

fifteen days prior to his departure although sadly, the young man was found dead fiom

deþdration in the deserl. Tragically, this was not the last time that an Acuitzence

perished in pursuit of the American dteam. fn August 2007 f received devastating news

that a dear friend, one of the respondents in this Lesearchó, was found dead of dehydration

in California after attempting to cross with the help of a coyote. ft is believed that he

beca:re disoriented and was left to die by the coyote and the group of migrants with

whom he was crossing. With his death have come renewed efforts by his friends and

Amity to warn others of the dangers of undocumented migration, ihcluding a PowerPoint

presentation sent out via email in an attempt to "viralþ" publicise his story beyond the

communityi. lndeed, although tragic and umrecessary, incidents w'herein community

members have died while clossihg into the US provide a way for Acuitzences on both

sides of the border to corne together and share theii grief while al.so increasing dialogue

about migration practices witlrin the broader community.

Despite the recognised risks associated with undocumented migration, the

pronrise that mþation will help Acuitzences to "salir adelante" ot'"come out ahead' is a

strong incentive pulling ihdividuals out of the comrnunity. The economic reality in

Acuitzio is that there is a lack of meaningful employment opportunities, something that

was repeated by most individuals with whom I spoke, r¡,hether they participated in

migration to the US, other aleas in Mexico, or not at all. Acuitzences, especially those

with special talents or post-secondary education, feel that they are ieft with few

opportunities and so come to consider work in other places, including the US, as options

in pursuit of theii career goals or economic well-being (see Wiest 1'984). Even among

individuals with professional training, such as Ismael who possesses a rnedical degree,

o I have chosen not to identiff the deceased respondent withhis interview data in an effort to preserve the

anonymit_v that I promised him at the time of the interview.
7 The PowerPoint presentation has been sent out by email to all those who knew or knew of the young man,

with the explicit request that it be passed along to everyone's email contacts. The hope of friends of the

deceased is that his story will serve as an important lesson, and indeed, a waming, to all those who may

consider undocumented misration.
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employment opportunities in Mexico can be scarce. F.or others without an advanced

education, the employment situation in Acuitzio may be more complex. As Domingo put

it to me, "the economic situation is diffficult. Flere, although you aren't going to be

without food... in order to do more than survive, that is to say, to come out ahead... to

have something more... one cannot do it here". "La situación economica está dificil,

Aquí, aunque no vayas a queddr sin comer... para sobresalír, o sea, salir adelante... tener

algo más... no se puede aqul."

Labour migration not only encourages movement between the town and sites in

the US, but also includes the movement of individuals on a more temporary or even daily

basis to othel areas of Mêxico. Wiest noted that iir the 1960s migration in the

municipality of Acuitzio tended to follow a pattern of movement from farm or rancho

(hamlet) to rown to city, principally Mexico City (1973:182; 1980). With improvements

to the highways and transportation systems between Acuitzio and Morelia, and due to the

close spatial distance (approximatety 35 kilometres) between town and city, Morelia has

now become a hub of activities for Acuitzences. Many people from the community work

or go to school in Morelia, coming home to Acuitzio in the evenings and spendihg theír

free days in town. In fact, this was the case in the family with whom I resided during the

research period; the two younger childlen ih the family, both in theii'early twenties, lived

in Morelia during the week while attending university and working in the city; they

retumed to the town on weekends or periodically during the week, depending on theír

scheduie. Many small stores and restaurants in Acuitzio rely on the goods that are

available in the state capital, with individuals going to Mbrelia on a regular basis to

purchase supplies which they use for retail sale or as the ingredients iu creations of theii

own. 
'With few employment opportunities in Acuitzio, several peoplê remalked that the

proximity of Morelia presents another location in which to work, while continuing to

allow for residents to reside in town. In this sense, Acuitzio may be becoming a bedtoom

community of Morelia. I wrote in my notes about one such rematk,

I was introduced to Amelia... who said... that the biggest issue lin
Acui=tziol was that there were iew "fuentes de ernpleo" (employment
options). For her, one of the best aspects of the town was that it was a
relativeþ inexpensive place to live compared to Morelia, but it was close
enough to the city that one could make the joumey daily to work or study
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Some respondents go firrther and connect migration to Mbrelia with the broader

context of migration, expressing a belief that miglation stafis with flequent movement

between the town and the city. Iirterviewing lose, he said,

p]veryone knows someone who is in the United States or in Mexico [City],
or it is moÍe, here in Morelia... going on weekends and coming back. So...
here in the town they know very well what is... migration. Short, medium,
or long, but. . . in all regards.. . in fact our students from here... if they want
a professional career, they must be in Morelia. Those that have
possibilities... they come and go evely day, others stay fiiveJ there. But,
from there the migration is already beginning. The changes... migration is
coming here with those... youth... the families fiom here, this kind of
person is very accustomed to that. To... see new people... to see those

changes of, that they are makihg within the town.

[TJodos conocen a alguien que está en los Estados Unidos o en México, o

es más, aquí mìsmo en fuIorelia... que va las fines de semana y que

regresa. Entonces... aquí en el pueblo søben muy bten lo que es... la
migracion. Corta, mediana, o larga, pero... de todos modlos... de hecho
nuestros estudíantes de aquí... sí quieren una carcera profesional, tienen
que estar Morelia. Los que tienen posibilidades... van y vienen todos los
días, otros se quedan allá. Pero, ya desde allí empieza la migracton. Los
cambios... aquí mísmo está yendo La migracióin con esos... jovenes... [as

familias de aquí, este tipo de gente estd muy acostumbrada a eso. 4... ver
gente nuevã'. o ver eses cambios de, que están dàndo dèntro del pueblo.

INTERGENERATIoNAL CU¡naCrrn On MTCRaTION FR.OM ACUITZIO

Acuitzences relate the contemporary character of migration from the town to the

perceived benefits of the practice, as well as to the experiences of previous generations of

miglants. Migration from the town has been perpetuated through successive generations,

followíng a pattern analogous to Reichert's (1981) "migrant syndrome", whereby labour

migration is repeated over tirne and genemtions. Similarþ, anthropologists such as Cohen

(2004b), Kandel and Massey QAA\ and Stephen (2007) note the ordinariness of

migration practices and the growth of a "culture of mþation". As Pilar explained, the

wishes of contemporary miglants remain the same as those of previous generations and

theii liopes are rooted in what they see in the community among theii peers;
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In practice they (migrants' desires) are the same [as before], they are like
before, they want to go, to build theii homes, to [buy] theii car, mmm, the
young men who are not married [want] to come þack] and pass the time
with theii giilfriend, to have theii little pa:lty, bring theii'truck like the one
the other [guy] brings when he arrives... and they drive around and around
the entire town... with the exterior fof the truck] all f,xed up [iaughs]. This
is whatthey do here... this is what the young men do here. All that arrive
with theii good little truck, they ride up and down and through [the town],
with the music at full volume so, of course, many þeople] go around
thinkihg'we11, if another [guy] has one (a trucþ, why shouldn't f have one
too? I can go too, I can work too' but they believe, since they [only] see
them with the truck they d.on't know how much had to happen, how much
[the other guy] had to work, what, what things happened, to enable them to
brihg the truck that they bring lbackl. And who helped them albng the way,
because they don't have papers, how they can cross [the border].

Practícamente están igualeq, están como antes, quieren irse, que hacer
sus casitas, que [comprarJ su carro, mmm, los muchachos que están
solteros que para venír para posarse con la novia, que hacer su fiestacíta,
trae su camioneta como la trae el otro que vaya llegando...Y andan en
vueltas y vueltas por todo el pueblo... con el exterior todo arreglado
üaughs|. Es lo que hacen aquí... Es lo que hacen los muchachos aquí.
Todos que llegan y que traen su buena camíonetita, ahí andan para
arriba, para abajo, para medìo, con la musica a loda volumen entonces
pues, nxuchos andan pensando 'bueno que si otro la trae ¿por que no Ia
voy a traer yo también? También pue[o irme, yo también pued'o trabajar'
pero creen que, porque lo ven con la camioneta no saben cuánto tuvo que
pasar, cuanto tuvo que trabajar, eue¡ eue cosas pas6, por poder traer la
camioneta que troe. Y quien se las puso la avenida, como no tienen
papeles, como Lo pueden ellos pasar.

V/iest noted that both males and females in Acuitzio began migrating as early as

between f,ifteen and nineteen years of age in the 1960s (1973:1S6). Forty years later,

contemporary migrants from Acuitzio still may begin migratihg as teenagers. As Pilar

observed, "There are young people who are sixteen years old and they begin to leave.

Very young þeople] who should still be in school and not... leaving to work." "Hay

muchachos que tÌenen 16 años y empiezan en irse. Muy jóvenes que todavía... deben

estar en la escuela y no...para irse a trabajar." Among the Acuitzences with whom I

spoke who had migration experience, including the yourger generation of migrants,

many took theil first trip to the US in theii late teens or early twenties.
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[r fact, Acuitzences recognise that the cycle of migration begins in childhood,

with children hearihg about family members working ih the US. Ismaef recalled that his

desiie to work in the US was rooted ih a childhood dream of adventure that deveþed in

elementary school. By the time he was in university, his friends and classmates were

planning their f,ust trips to the US, and once he flrnished school he decided to join them.

Pilar remarked that children are speakilrg about theii own migration plans at an early age;

From children. And already you hear talk about it. They say 'no, well, as

soon as I am big mama, f am goihg to go to the Llnited States. Iam going to
go to 'the other side' [of the border] too, to work'... the children also dream
of going to the flnited States...

Desde niños. Y ya que lo escuchas hoblar. Dicen 'no, pltes, yo nada más
que yo estoy grande mamá, me voy a ir para los Estados flnidos. Mè voy a
ir para el otro lado también a trabaiar'... los niños también sueñenlo con
irse a Estados Unidos...

Similarly, Iosé described this desii'e to migrate for work beginning in childhood, pointing

to the experiences of children whose father or other family member spends years working

in the US. Speaking of his own family, Jose related a common tale,

I can tell you that 50 percent or more of the (my) family is in the United
States. We are the only ones... that are not in the tlnited States. f believe
that everyone here, those that are from the countryside, we know what is...
migration sihce þe werej children... You begin to hear that'Fulano' is
going to the United States, that 'Fulano' went to Mexico [City], that
'Ful.ano'... is not in the torvn because he had to leave for work purposes.
From childþood] you begin to hear that word. It becomes something
common... a pari of the vocabulary... in these towns. Now the children...
now they are born with that idea, that one day they will have to migrate to
another place... the child begins to und.erstand that to be, that is to say, it is
because your father is in the United States... one day when your father
comes back... and the father comes, that he is here for two, three months
and that he would go back fto the US] again, right? Here knowing about
migration from that age... is very conìmon.

[YJo te puedo decir que 91 50 o más por cíento de Ia familia está en los
Estados (Inidos. Somos los únicos... que no estamos en Estados (Inidos.

Creo que todos conocimos aquí, los que somos de provincia, conocimos Io
que es... la migración desde niños... Empiezas a oír que Fulano se va a los
Estados Unidos, que Fulano se fue a México, que Fulano... ya no está en

el pueblo porque tuvo que salir por cuestión de trabajo. Desde niño
empiezas a oír esa palabra. Yiz se vuelve alþ común... a dentro dël
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vocctbulario... en estos pueblos. Ya los niños... ya nacen con esa idea, que
aLgun dia van a tener que migrar a alguna parte.... ei niño empieza a tener
razón de ser, o sea, es que tu papá está en los Estados Unidos... algun día
cuando viniera tu papá... y viene el papá, que está aqui por dos, tres
nxeses y que,se.volviera a ìr nuevamente, no? Aquí saber de la migractón
desde ese edad... es muy común.

Migration from the town is perpetuated through the generations and young

Acuitzences have the experience of theii parents, often theii fathers, upon which to draw.

Indeed, the experiences of fathers, oldêr brothers, and other family members inform the

decisions of the next generation when it comes to migration. For example, Nicolas

expressed that his own desile to migrate in 2001 stemmed fi'om the experience of his

older brother, who was living ih California and who had offered him a job. Additionaþ,

his father, who also has an extensive migration history, was able to help Nicolás acquire a

job ih T.exas durihg his time ih the US. IIis extended family includes aunts, uncles, and

cousins who have been livihg ih California for decades. As Pilar noted, social

connections facilitate tabour migration to the US; "ft is made easier for them because

already, fthere isJ family, [there is] a û'iend [there]... they find the way to be theLe". ",Se

les facilitan mds porque ya, que la farnilia, que el amigo... buscan los medios dè como

estar allá".

While they may never have been outside of Mexico for work, young people in

Acuitzio still relate to the miglation experiences of theil family members and to those

experiences of individuals in the larger community. Gabriel, a young man in his mid-

twenties who has never migrated to the US, was very familiar with his father's

experience in Alaska. One day while I was visiting at his house, he came across

photographs of his father û'om the 1960s and 1970s. After hearing about these

experiences throughout his childhood, he was able to vividly describe the situations ih the

photographs and explained to me where, when, and in many cases, with whom, his father

had been during that time period. fn Gabriel's case, his knowledge of migration was

second-hand, yet it was intimate enough for him to say decisively that miglation was not

in his futwe. Similarly, Ofelia juxtaposed her decision to stay and work in Acuitzio with

the decisions of others who migrated. V/hile she appreciated that for some people
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mþation was a viable economic altemative, she preferred to remain in the town and

work to improve conditions within it, hopefully reducihg the need for others to ieave.

Indeed, migration is not always a popular option for Acuitzences. Wiest (1984)

noted that in the earþ 1980s there was a backlash against migration in the community,

and sometimes even migrants themselves are reluctant to allow theii children to follow in

their footsteps. Pascual told me about his decision at age eighteen to pick up and leave

Acuitzio for Alaska. FIis father, who had an extensive history of migrating, having

worked over the couße of twenty years in many locations tlu'oughout the US, was

incensed with Pascual's decision. I wrote in my notes,

Today Pascual and I spoke about his improving relationship with his father.
FIe said that they began to really connect after his return from the US after
four years of working in Alaska. At age 18 he decided to 'seek his forhrne'
in the US but when he told his father he was leavihg, the elder Mateo said,
"If you leave this house, don't come back". With the stubbornness of youth
(as he put it) Pascual left. Fte said that at the time he was very upset by tús
father's reaction and during his time away he essentially lost contact with
his father...tlpon his retum to Mexico his father took him aside and
explained that he had gone to the US in order to prevent his children from
needing to do ¡þs same thlng. FIis experience was not always good in the
US and he did not want his children to have the same hardshiþs. 

-

The tensions ihherent in labour migration also ensule that migration pþs an important

role in Acuitzences' community conceptions. Allhough not al1 agree on the practice of
miglation for themselves, everyone has an opinion to relate on the subject.

In addition to the fámily and other social networks that are undoubtedly major

frctors encouraging labour migration fi'om Acuitzio, otlier siþns of migr.ation and

American popular culture are everywhere in the community. During the research period I
encountered several advertisements in the town requesting migrants for work in the US.

One such ad, pasted to telephone booths and posts in the plr'øu advertised work in a

cannery ih Alaska for Acuitzences with work visas or other documentation.

Often, however, the signs of migration are rnore subtlè or requiie a closer

examihation in order to fully appreciate their true consequences for the cornrnunity. In

this chapter f have detailed some of the history of migration from Acuitzio, as well as

some of the personal histories and stories of núgrants themselves. By exploring some of
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the ways and reasons that migration has been perpetuated from one generation to the

next, I have sought to emphasise the nonnality of migration from Acuitzio to other

regions of Mexico and the tlnited States. fn the next chapter I build upon this history,

fi-lrther examining the social impacts of migration from the town. I seek to illustrate how

community activities incorporate migration, thereby affecting the sense of community

identity that develops for Acuitzences. llltirnately, it is my contention that Acuitzio del

Canje should be understood as a transnational community; a community whose

boundaries, both soci'al and physical, transcend the farms, ranchos, and town site to

integrate the transnational experiences of its citizens 'at home' and abroad.
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Chapter Five

Comrnunity Itientity

I1 this chapter I expl'ore the community of Acuitzio, focussing primarily on the

idea of cornmunity identity. There are several difficulties inherent in research attempting

to portray community identity. First, community identity is often associated with the

physical site of a corununity, encolnpassing elements that corurect individuals to place;

for a community like Acuitzio, such elements include family, ftiend.s, and the physical

landscape of the town. Similarly, less concrete elements of comrnunity, such as festivities

and festive events, community history, and community dynamics also shape conceptions

of community. Both the concrete and ethereal el.ements of community identity arc

dynamic. Shaped by practice and shifting with the passage of time, identity is situated in

lived experience as well as in the memories of individuals and groups. For a community

such as Acuitzio, with strong historical and contemporary tiès to other places through

migration practices, the idea of community is f,irlher compounded by processes of

movement.

Before rettuning to examine labour migration and its integration into community

ideltity begun in the preceding chapter, I wish to briefly explore elements of the place of

Acuitzio that serve as physical and social anchors for both resid.ent and migrating

Acuitzences. Gupta and Ferguson (1992) recognise that the idea of community can refer

both to physical space and to social interaction, wïth collective identity emerging from

the intersection of these eiements withrn systemic processes of cultural construction.

Referring to physical space as a "neutral grid" upon which history and memory is etched;

they understand that identity is a force that draws upon the meanihgs ascribed to place

(2aa2:66).

While Acuitzences often claim that their identify is defined by their place of birth,

Jeffi.ey Cohen suggests that "birth does not guarantee identity; it establishes only the

most basic of bo¡ndaries around which an identilv can be constructed" (2004:159).
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Iideed, ih his discussion of the community of Santa Ana del Val1e, Oaxaca, Cohen

cautions against approaches to identity that rely on essentialist ideas emphasising static

cultural tlaits or sociai institutions. [rstead, community identrty must be viewed as a

dynamic force that, while encompassing historical meaning, also shifts and responds to

the contemporary pressures and challenges of everyday life. As a result, Acuitzence

identity should also be sought out ih the endurihg presence of family, friendships, ancl

other social relationships, such as compadrazgo or ritual co-parenthood, between

ihdividuals fi'om the town. Erdeed, ttu'ough liires of communication with theii social

relations, Acuitzences who have left to pulsue employment elsewhere in Mexico and the

US are able to establish and rnaintain connections to the community and the root of theii'

personal identity. Similarly, Acuitzences with connections outside of the town site are

able to extend the space of theii social relations, and as I argue below, the social space of

"Acuitzio" itself becomes transnational.

Although not an exhaustive list, I emphasise several attributes here that ale

strongly linked to community identity for residents and migrating Acuitzences alike - the

physical space of Acuitzio and the interplay of the site with the social relationships of

Acuitzences, the history and place of Acuitzib in national and ihternational events, and

the national culture of Mexico as manifest in Acuitzio. Thlough examples, I explore how

these ñurdamental.s of identity serve as a backdiop to the labour miþrati'on practices that

are pervasive in the daiþ lives of the people of the town. A1I of these elements are

intertwined in Acuitzence identity through practice, and ultimately, f argue that the

transnational experiences of resident and migrant Acuitzences, while drawing individuals

from the community, also serve as a dynamic unisiirg force in creating a sense of

collective and cornmunity identity.

Aculrzro AS PLACE nNp SocNL SPACE

The town of Acuitzio del Canje is located in tlie central Mexican state of

Michoacán del Ocampo, approximateiy 35 kilometres southwest of the state capital of

Morelia. The town is the cabecera or head of the municipio (municipatity) of Acuitzio,

wlúch encompasses forty population centres, most smali ranchos or hamlets with less

than 100 residents each. In fact, the town of Acuitzio is the only centre in the
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municipality with more than 600 residents. Thê population of Acuitzio was f;948

residents in 2005, accordihg to Mexican federal statistics (INEGI 2005), accounting for

nearly 60 percent of ttre l'A,Alzresidents of the municipalþ. Although the name Acuitzio

is ihdigelous Tarascan (P'urhépecha) for "hill of snakes," Spanish is the dominant

language in the community. [r fact, only twelve individuals in the town were identified in

the 2005 census as speakers of ihdigenous l'anguages, and in general, the residents of the

town identify as mestizo rather than with local indigenous populations.

tocated in the mountainous region of the state in an area known as tierra fi'ía

(cotd land), the town is situated at 202A metres above sea level and has a moderate

climate, with temperatures fluctuating between 5 and 30 dêgrees Celsius. It is nestled

between t\tree cerros, or small mountains, and surrowtded by pine forests and agricultural

land. On its westem edge, the town slopes up the Cerro VÌejo, also known as the Ceruo

de la Cruz due to a large cross near its peak. The town is separated into three sections; /as

Peñas, the northern area at the tovr¡n's entrance from Morelia, named for its location

amongst the rocþ cliffs and hills of the Ceno Tiejo; the town centre or old town of

Acuitzio; and La Colonia Riva Palacio (most often referred to as la Colonia by local

residents), located south of the town centre, just off the highway linking Acuitzio to the

neighbourihg comrnunity of Villa Madero.

The town is connected to Morelia by followihg two roadways; the main highway

between Morelia ald the lakeside commurúty of Pátzcualo, and a shorter', wihdihg road

joining Acuitzio to the main highway fîve kilometres north, at the town of Tiiþetio. At

one time the joumey between Acuitzio and Morelia was alduous; winding tTu'ough

mountains and hills on a dirt road, travel could take up to three hours, especiaþ during

the rainy season between June and September (Wiest 1'973). However, in the 1970s the

cunent highway configulation was completed and travel time was reduced to less than a

half an houl by car (Wiest 1983b:71). The town and city are linked by regular bus service

along the route between Villa Madero and Mbrelia, with buses tlu'ough Acuitzio

approximately every 15 rnihutes starting at 6 am, the last bus leaving Acuitzio tow'ard

Morelia around I pm, and the last one entering the town alound 9 pm each day. The

va¡ious ranchos sunounding the toum, and the tluee sections of tovm, are serviced
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regularly by a fleet of small minivans, or combis, which also travel between Acuitzio and

Tiripetio. Tiavel by bus is relatively inexpensive at 13 pesos each way between Acuitzio

and Morelia (approximately $1.25 USD durihg the research period), and four pesos per

combi ride, although by local standards these fees add to a significant sum when

travelling ftequentþ.

Along the stletch of road leadihg into town at las Peñas, one finds Acuitzio's

manfútbol (soccer) pitch, an important site for the many soccer teams based in Acuitzio

and the surrounding area. Every weekend the area is full of activity as local teams battle

each other in Mbxico's national passion, cheered ñ'om the sidelines by family, friends,

and other players who have stayed to drink beer and watch the game. It is an im.portant

social arena for people of all ages, especiàlþ men, and ihdeed, sport of all kinds is taken

seriously in Acuitzio.

Across the highway and slightly south of the pitch is the newest and largest of

Acuitzio's many social centres, el Sa\on Rodeo. Some of the most iinportant social events

in Acuitzio, for both year-round residents and returning migrants, take place in the many

salons.throughout the town. These halls are the sites of community events, such as public

dances ih honour of religious and festive holidays, as well as family gatherihgs, from

quinceañeras to wedding receptions. Salons are in heavy demand in the comrnunity and

there are often several occupied on weekends, especially during the late autumn and early

winter months. In December dernand for the salons reaches its peak, with the halls often

booked solid through the week - the sites of a plethora of events stuffed into the few

weeks per yeal during which many family members are in town from the United States.

The main section of town is set up along the grid pattem that was common druing

the Spanish colonial period. Short streets of adobe-walled homes painted white and burnt

red surround the central plaza, Acuitzio's main public space, which is situated adjacent to

the principal church and parochial school. The p[aza itself is rectangular in shape,

encircled by paved stone promenades, and lined by park benches and tail tlees. At its
centre is a round covered stage, or kiosk, flanked by two srnall cement fountains and

sunounded by green space and walkways divided by short iron fences.
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Across the road on the southem side of the plazais la Presidencta, the municipal

govemment buildings, which house the local police headquarters, the maih post office,

public washrooms, and the town's historic clock tower. On the raised western walkway

of the plaza are a series of storefrorfs, includiirg the local library building, which was

recently reconstructed and reopened to the public in 2005. Although knorvn as "Le

Bíblioteca," the library shares space with the fnstítuto Míchoacano de la Juventud (state-

run youth centre) - one of the locations of public Intemet access in the town - and the

Iocal offibe of the Centro dë Atencíón al Migrante, the state agency charged with

coordinating migration issues.

The plaza space, like the soccer pitch and salons, is more than the bricks and

mortar of its walkways and serves as an important social setting for the community, as

weII as retaining a commercial function (see Ames 1973). At nearly every hour of the day

one encounters groups of Acuitzences sitting and conversing in the shade, and on Sunday

rúghts locals of all ages stroll the promenade, meet neighbours, and' enjoy the cool
.' ;

evening air. Tâco stand.s and other food vend'ors draw customers into the plaza each

evenihg, and the site bustl.es on weekends, with vend.ors dispþing everythihg frorn

peanuts to pottery to CDs and DVDs. Iirdeed, memories of the "'tranquilo y bonito"

(tranquil and pretty) nature of Acuitzio ale often based tn plaza scenes such as this, with

both migrants and residents of Acuitzio discussing the plaza space as important for their

conceptions of the community.

Residents like José, who moved to Acuitzio fiom the neighbouring state of lalisco

by way of Mexico City, refel to the customs and traditions of the region as important

elements of small communities in general, and Acuitzio ih particular;

The reason that i ieft... the city is because I wanted to live close to these
traditions. Not just be left with... what is on the television, the overview
of... the parfy... but that... I wanted to be present and part of the tradition
too... I see... the festivities of the towns, the customs of the people and all
that, and I iove and respect it a iot. That is to say, I wouid like [to ensure]
that these customs don't corne to an end... There are many right here that...
inciuding some that have iost their origins [over time], right? Tney have
been adapted from their origins in certain customs, or certain ideas... and
exist, who knows from where, who knows fi'om when, but they continue to
exist in our time; they are still right here. There is a custom that is very .

ty. pical of here, to see women going out early to sweep the street.. . ln many
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large cities... one doesn't see this anymore because there is a... cieaning
service. But here this custom stil1 exists, to see many women, early,
sweeping and waterilg the street. And . it gives an ambience to the town.,.
Or... the traditi'ons of seeing our little old men... talking, coming together
and talking in the plaza... to see them conversing, at times, I <ion't know, it
gives one the temptation to listen in.

El hecho de yo salirme... de una ciudad es porque quise vivir de cerca
estas lraducciones. No nada mds quedarme con... lo que sacan en la
televisión, el resumen de... lafiesta... sino que... yo quise estar presente y
ser parte también de esa tradición... Yo veo... las fiestas de l'os pueblos, de
las costuntbres de la gente y todo eso, y me encantan y la respeto mucho.
O sea, quisíera que estas costumbres no se terminaran... EIity muchas por
ahí... que íncluso hasta que se pierdan sus orígenes, no? Se aciøptaron de
su origen en ciertas costumbres, o ciertas ideas... que existen, quien sabe
de donde, quien sabe de cuando, pero que aún en nuestros tiempos... aún
estan ahí. I[iry una costumbre muy típíca de aquí, de vet' a [as mujeres
salir temprano a barrer la calle... Que ya en muchas ciudades grandes...
no se ve porque ya hay un sertticio de... limpieza. Pero aquí todavía existe
esa costumbre de ver a muchas de las mujeres, temprano, barrer y regãr
su calle. Y... da un ambíente al pueblo... o... las tradiciones de ver a
nuestros señores viejitos... platicar, juntarse y platicar en la plaza... verle
a ellos platicandb, a veces, no se, da tentacÌón dë poner una oreja.

Migrants fi'om the community also identify with quiet scenes of the town. White

reflecting on his mþation to the US, Domingo noted the pangs of homesickness for

Acuitzio that he experienced one day as he left to work at his constluction job in

Modesto, California;

I went out on the street... and the street was empty, there were no people,
nobody was out... and I said to myself, where am I? (pause) Oh! It gave
me a lot of nostalgia for here, for Acuitzio.

Salí en Ia calle... y lø caile Íolg, no høbía nada de gente, no htabía nadie...
y rne ã¡e, donde estoy? þ) ¡Ohl Me dio mucha nostalgia por aquí, por
Acuitzio.

Anotlrer area of social interaction in the community is la Plazuela, located

adjacent to the churchyard and northwest of the plaza. The plazuela is a small paved

courtyard sunounded by hornes and storefronts, containing a basketball court that is often

filled with school-aged children and teens playing ball and hanging out with friends.

Roberto cited this area as an importantplace in his recollections of Acuitzio;
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[As a kid] I played basketbaii everyday. i used - you know, I went to
school, I had parties with my friends and all of that, and now that I'm back
here, I, I'm always piaying basketbali, everyday, every single day, in the, in
lapiazuela....

The plazuela is also the site of an annual basketball tournament, hosted by the

community at the beginning of August, which draws local teams from all over Michoacán

to compete for prizes and prestige on the court. In addition to its sport functions, the site

serves as a meeting and presentation place for local and national events, such as the

celebrations on Mèxico's national Flag Day.

At the other end of the ptaza, running southbound past la Prestdëncía, is the mail
street through town, Avenida Vícente Riva Palaclo. From its origins at the plaza, Ríva

Palacio leads ihto the highway to Vilia Madero at Acuitzio's southem boundary and is

the principal route where social exchanges take place in the town. It is lined for blocks

with small grocery and convenience stores, as well as restaurants, pharmacies and other

services, and is where the majority of business is conducted in Acuitzio. Riva PaLacio i.s

the route taken by buses comihg in fi'om Molelia and al.so serves as the course taken by

palades and religious processions tfuough the town.

Down the road from the nofihernmost corner of the plaza is the Teatro Coatepec,

a hub of cultural activities in the towl. This theatre building, reconstructed in the early

1990s though the donations and dedication of a small group of local entrepleneurs and

migrants, houses the offices of the kocal Casa de la Cultura, the state-run cul'fural cenÍe,

which is responsible for organising a variety of events in the community, including

traditional Mbxican dance, theatre, and art programs. The centre has two groups of
traditional dancers who, in addition to participating ih state competitions against Casa

dancers from other communities, also make presentations on a monthly basis in the

plazuela and in nearly all community festivities.

Another public site with important social significance to the community is

situated at its southern end of the town, inla Colonia.The jaripeo or rodeo ring is a lar-ge

outdoor 51¿dirm complex used for buli-riding and other local celebrations. During the

coul'se of the research period ih Acuitzio I attended two major events at the ring; the fust,

a huge annual iaripeo celebrating the community's migrants in lanuary 2AA5; and tire
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second, a smallerJ'aripeo ii honour of the municipal president's biithday in May 2005.

The celebration of events for el Día de los Norteños, the "Day of the Northerners",

referring to the Mexicars who work in the US, is another example of a community-wide

activity that draws revellers from the surrounding municipality. Beginning after a

luncheon in honour of migrants in the early aftemoon of January 2, residents and

nrþants streamed into the jarìpeo rrng where they were enteftained by bull riders from

the municipality and elsewhere in Mexico, as well as music from a ten-piece band,

complete with dancing girls, that continued well into the evening when the grounds were

convefted into a giant open-air dance.

Organised to coincide with the peak flow of US migrants to Acuitzio, taking

advantage of the event is important to both migrants and residents. Iirdeed, several

visiting Acuitzences with whom I spoke talked specifically about extending theii' stay

into Jãnuary in order to attend the event. Particþants at the festivities were able to
purchase T-shirts that were printed in comrnemoration of the event, as well as a variety of
otlrer merchandise iocalþ available celebrating the communitys. The impofance of the

cel'ebrations is widely recognised and local and state media representatives were present

to record the events and peoples' reactions and participation. tn addition, members of the

intemational media were also present; while at the jaripeo nng,I met and spoke with a

Mbxican-American f,rlm producer/journalist working on a film about tþe Mexican

migÏant experience who had heard about the event through Acuitzences in Anchorage.

LOCAL IIISTORY As IDENTITY

There are many events, both secular and religious, that ale celebrated by public

festivities in the community of Acuitzio. Arguably the most important event in the history

of the town site, as well as the most irnportant civic celebration in the senxnnnify, is

related to the 1865 Prisoner Exchange between Mbxican, French and Beþian soldiers,

one of a number of events that led to the end of the French occupation of the country. The

8 One participant in my research who owns a smaìl store off the plaza has taken the initiative to produce
small batches of shirts, key chains, sfickers, belts, and other souvenirs of Acuitzio. Although ihere is
virnrally no conventional tourist industry in Acuitzio - for example, the community does not have a hotel
or other s'imilar options for local lodgings - Ana told me that migrants have come io her store specifically
to purchase tìese items while they are visiting the town. and it is to these customers that she targets hór
designs.
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anniversary of the Exchange is celebrated at the begihnihg of December each year, with
the main festivities taking place on the 5ih of December, the date of the official
transaction. It is through this historic event that the community diaws much of its sense

of collective identity, as well as iinking the town of Acuitzio to the larger history of the

Mexican nation, and the nations of France and Belgi'um. In fact, the town received the

extend.ed name of Acuitzio deï Canje, Acuitzio "of'the Exchange", in honour of the

unique place of the Exchange in Mexican ltistory.

tocal residênts bear the lasting genetic evidence of the foreign troops, many of
whom remained and married into the community after their release, and it is not

uncoÍlmon to see light-haired or light-eyed residênts in the town. Iir fáct, V/iest reported

hearing of men who refused to take responsibility for children born with blue eyes or

other similar traits before the effects of recessive genes were wid.ely understood in the

community (V/iest l'983a:177). fn a country famous for assignihg nicknames, residents of
Acuitzio with lighter complexions, eyes, or hair ale often referred to as "guëro,, ot
"gLtëra", the Mexican equival-ents to the term.,blondie.,'

Beyond the distinctive nature of the local gene pool, the Ekchange has become a

historical event that is leamed and practi'ced each December in Acuitzio. Children from
kindergarten to high school participate in a parade lasting over an hour as it winds its way

fiom one end of town to the other and back to tlie central plaza,where the day also begins

with a recreation of the Exchange itself. Groups of children û'orn all the school's in the

municipality are represented, with the youngest dressed as indigenous women and

soldiers from the tfuee countries and tlie older students in marching band formation. The

parade also featules other community groups, such as horse riders, local military, and

representatives of the municipal government. At the steps of Ia Presidencía, the central

location for the festiviti.es, dignitaries from the municipal, state and federal governments

give speeches and recount the meaning of the historic Exchange to both town and

country. The night of December 5th culminates in fiieworks launched above the plaza to
crowds of spectators fi'om the town and beyond.
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Narro¡¡nl CULTURE As lop¡,vrrty

In addition to strengthening iis plãce within the history of the Mexican Republic

through recreations and the recounting of local history, the festivities associated with the

Exchange also include comrnunity dances, diriners, and a wide variety of culfural

dispþs, such as craft exhibits featuring local pottery and painting, and traditional
dancihg by the Casa dè la Cultura dancers.

The Casa dancers, as well as dancers from community school's, portray folk
d'ances from states all over Mexico while dressed ih the regional costumes associated

with the performances. Perhaps surprisingly, most of the d.ances ih their repertoire do not
come from Michoacán, and indeed, in the time that f spent in the community, I'never saw

nor heard of a dance that was indiþenous to the town of Acuitzio. One of the only
regional dances, performed by young local boys, is Ia Danza de los Viejitos,the Dance of
the tittle Old Men, a traditional Târascan number typical of the neighbourihg indigenous

communities of Pátzcuaro and Tzîntzwttzan, mimicking the movements and actions of
elder'þ men with walking sticks.

The folk dancing of the Casa dancers, as well as those dances that are taught in
local schools, clêarly depict what Cohen (2AA4,a:158) refers to as a "generic Mexican
national expressive cufture"'rather than a l.ocal tradition. As such, these dances are a

perfect example of one of the ways that local cultural identity is intertwined with national
identity. While the dances may not be fiom the community itself, their-performance by
local troupes at festive events in the community, such as the Exchange fèstivities, as well
as in competitions and dispþs throughout the state of l\Æbhoacán, serve as a rallying
point for Acuitzences (see Cohen ZAA4a for a discussion of a similar situation ih Santa

Ana, Oaxaca).

My second visit to Acuitzio in May 2005 coincided with the state faii. in Morelia.
Soon after my arrival f encountered Ofelia, the Director of the Casa de la Cultura, and

she mentioned that the Casa dancers, as welr as a group fiom the local high school,

would be perfofming for the public on the cultural stage at the fair. She hvited me to
attend the event with the dancers. I wrote in my fi.eld notes on Mày 13,
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On the bus into the city, Ofelia explained that this was the first year that
dancers from Acuitzio were participating in the cultural programming at the
fair (at least in her memory)... The troupe from the Casa has presented their
program outsid'e of the community many times before... but the students
fuom El Colegio (high school) were debuting at the fair. She believed that it
was a great opportunity, not only to get Acuitzences on the stage at a state

event, but also to give exposure and presentation skills to the dancers.

The Michoacáh Cultural stage on which the dancers were to perform was located

near the fiont gates of the fair grounds. A small audience area with seating for about 1'00

peopie was set up in front of the stage; a space that filled up quickly with the fámi1y and

friends of the dancers, forcing many more spectators to stand around the atea to watch the

performance. As f sat in the audiênce with teo and Sofîa, friends frorn Acuitzio, both

commented on the large number of Acuitzences iir the crowd. I wrote in my notes,

Isabel officiated, presenting the dancers and their various dance steps, as

well as ihdicating the regi.on associated with the dlances (including
Yeracruz, Jalisco, Sonora and others)... Throughout the presentation, she

alluded to symbols of national unity as opposed to focussiirg solely on
Michoacrín... The program lasted over an hoiu... While watching, Leo and
Sofia would periodicaþ comment on the d'ances... As a d'ance from
Veracruz began, Leo leaned over and indicated that he had performed it as a

child... It was instructive to see how these dances serve as interconnections
between the local and the national.

The emphasis on the historical and national elements of the dances performed by

the Casa and high school dance troupes di'ew upon coÍrnron features of M-exican identity

for community members in the audience at these perfürmances. Conrments on the dances

emphasised audi.ence recogniti'on; most spectators had personal experience with the

dancing from their school days and all had exposure to the public performances of thess

dances associated with community events. While the d'ancers from Acuitzio do not

perform local d.ance steps, their participation in events both within and outside of the

community brings recognition to the town, something that is always well-received by the

populace. Positive news travels fast and widèly, transmitted beyond the bord.ers of the

town to those Acuitzences who are working in the US. This recognition increases the

reno\Mn of the place and the people of Acuitzio, and serves as another rei'nforcement of

community in theii'hearts and minds ('Wiest 2008).
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MTçn¡TTo¡I¡ AND TRÄNSNA.TIoNAL IDENTITY

As I discussed in Chapter Four, residents of Acuitzio are acutely aware of

migration. Not only is the practice of migration an integral feature of many families, it is

also physicaþ present in many ambient aspects of the town, from the license plates on

the vehicles in the streets to the merchandise available in local stores. Video stores and

p[aza vendors advertise the latest Disney relêases, imported or dubbed for sale, while

clothing stores and tiangurs, weekly markets, stock American brand names imported by

miglants from the US. W-alking down the main streets of the town one encounters many

signs of the infiuence of migration; storefronts advertise US currency exchange rates,

long distance tel-ephone rates to the US, flights to Tijuana and several US destinations,

and postal and courier shipping costs to the US.

Most households and families in Acuitzio have cl'ose ties to individuals cunently

living and working in the US. AII of the respondents in this research, and every

individual with whom lhad contact during my fi.eldwork, either had personal experience

with migration to the US or to other parts of Mèxico, or had househoid or close family

members who had a migration history. 'When I broached the subject of migration with

residents, evetyone had a story of their own or a second-hand account told to them by

family members or friends, and everyone had an opinion to relãte. 'While people may cast

the effects of mþation on the town in negative terms, the overall view of migration is

one of resignation as to its existence, and even expressions of desire for the experience

thernselves, if only for a short period of time.

'While residents express interest in going to the US, núgrants often cultivate

connections to the town site. It may be said that "there's always a party in Mexico," as

Roberto exclaimed when we discussed what he loved about returning to Acuitzio, ffid

festivities are important features of the community of Acuitzio tltoughout the year.

Flbwever, the month of Decernber, with events ranging fiorn the cofitmemoration of the

Exchange, Chlistmas, Nèw Years, as welf as Mbxican holidays such as el Día de

Guadalupe celebrating the appearance of Mexico's patron saint, the Vilgin of'Guadalupe,

is a particularly important month for the town. As a result, December is when many

migrants clioose to return to the town site to visit with family and friends.
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With the return of migrants durihg this festive season, community events acquiie

additional meaning and, in facf, it is due to the heightened presence of migrants duling

the months of December and lanuary that local officials began celebratihg el Día de los

Norteños during this time period, in honour of the place of migration and miglants within

the community. When f first arrived in Acuitzio in þonth] 2004, the town was entering

the peak season of migrant returns. On Nôvember 30, I wrote in my notes,

. The town is abuzz with activity these days. Everywhere I look there are

license plates from the [lnited States and f am constantþ beihg ihtroduced
to people who are visiting for the next few weeks... people here are really
excited about seeing their friends and family again, some of'whom they
haven't seen in years.

T/ith the many comrnunity events celeblated duling this time period that draw migrants

from the US, other particular fàmilial events, such as weddings, quinceañeras, and

bapti.sms, ale often posþoned to coincidê with migrants'' return to the town site. Fbr both

residents and migrants, the celebrations during the month of Decembel are the higblight

of the year, and people take advantage of the period when plamihg special occasions

(Wiest 2008). tndeed, while the salons are generaþ busy throughout the year, especiâlþ

on weekends, the month of December finds the number of events sþrocket to include

parties nearly every day of the week. The fàmily with whom f stayed during my

f,reldwork owned and operated one of the small but popular salons in the town. While

they had a few empl'oyees helping with the salon year-round, increased demand in

December resulled in the hirirU of additionaï temporaly workers dedicated exclusively to

the washing of linens and maintenance of the salon space.

Ih contrast with the month of December, the week of Easter was identified by

several respondents in the cornmunity as the time of year when Acuitzences and their

families livihg in other parts of Mexico, principally Mèxico City, ale most likely to return

to the town. While the Easter holidays are characterised by increased celebrations in the

community, compared to the û'enetic pace of December, participation in religious,

community, and family activities is more subdued during this period, generalþ taking

place on a smaller scale.
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Although migration to the US and other areas of Mêxico has a long history in

Acuitzio, with generations of individuals and families participating, monetary and other

remittances have largely been targeted for household use among migratihg families.

Individual contributi'ons are added to the household purse, with monies often saved for

appliances, vehicl.es, home constructi.on, and the creation of small busihesses. Of course,

these investments in fámily and household have greater economic impact in Mêxico and

Acuitzio itself - indeed, migration remittances to Mêxibo as a whole represented some $2

billion IISD arurually in the 1'990s and have likely exceed'ed that amount in the first years

of the new century (Conway and Cohen 1998'291' Cohen ZA04b) - however, unlike some

Mêxican migrant communities, collêctive investment of migrant money in Acuitzio has

been relatively minor; with the exception of the reconstruction of the local theatre, there

are few examples in the cornmunity (see 'Wiest 1983b). [r fact, the last municipal

government, which took power on lanuary 7, 2AA5, was the fîrst in recent memory to

cullivate sustained cl.ose contact with several members of the ex-patriot M-exican

community ilr the US. The municipality, acting in concert with a Chicago-based migrant

association, la Fèderación de Clubes Michoacanos de llli.nois, is actively involved in

soliciting funds and other srrpport for community improvements through the federal
*'Tfuee for One for Mþants" program.

El Programa Ties por uno Programa para Mig'antes, a federal program

implemented by the Mexican govemment in 2003 following successful state-level

programs throughout the counh'y, aitns to coordinate funds from migrant associations in

the US and channel these resources into public projects. The goals of the progralr,

assisted by fundihg from the three level's of government - municipal, state, and federal -
are to the support initiatives of Mexicans living outside the country in creating and

executing community projects in their home localities. F.or each dol1ar donated by

migrants through theil associations in the fIS, each level of govemrnent in Mexico will

match the funds, effectively quadrupling the monies available for particular projects.

These projects ale given financial support when they contribute to resolving the basic
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lack of services in the communities, including creating employrnent and income

opportunities for the populatione.

One of'the ways that the lllinois migrant association - the only one affiliated with

Acuitzio despite large and dispersed migrant populations throughout the US - has

contributed recentþ to the community is through the donation of forty computers to

schools in Acuitzio. kr addition, the program aims to build and maintain a retiiement

home for elderly Acuitzences, and initial preparati.on of the site was ceremoniously begun

in December 2005. In an interview with Pilar, the Director of the Centro de Atencíón al

Migrante, she discussed the immediate plans of the Tfuee for One program and the

Chicago migrant association;

'Well, in terms of what I have already said, last year they brought forty
computers for different schools. This year the intention is to solicit more
computers again, but this time for the schools in the communities, in the
ranchos. And to continue with the (work) on the Retii'ement Ilome. So that
now more special attention is being given to the elderly here (and) of the
population of the communities. It i's from (through) the Three for One
þrograml...

Pues, a lo que antes cornentabo, ya ya se entregó el año pasado cuarenta
equipos de compu(tadoras)s para diferentes escuelas. Este año la
intención es nuevamente solicitar más computadoras, pero ahora para las
escuelas de las comunidades, de los ranchos. Y continuar con el de Ia
Casa de Retiros. Para ahora que les da una atención más espectal a los
adultos mojores de aquí dë la pol)lación de las comunidhdes. Es del Tles
por Uno...

The influence of migration combined with other fàctors of globalization, such as

the global integration of consumer markets all over the world, leave a mark on local

identity. Foreign influences, especially American cultural infl'uences, are incorporated

into local activities and identities. As the festivities commemorating the Exchange began

in Acuitzio on December 2,2AA4, f wrote in my field notes,

The party has begun in Acuitzio... Sitting in the plaza this evening, I
watched a group of childlen performing traditional dances accompanied by
recorded fiddle music. When this group finished, six teenaged girls took to
the stage. Appearing around 16 years of age, they were all wearing

' See government website for fi¡¡ther details of the Tres Por (Jno program,
http ://rvwrv. nl icroleeiones. eob.rux/estrate gia.htllll)
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coordinating outfits of black and white and sporting baseball caps... In all
senses their dance appeared inspiied by urban American culture,
incorporating hip-hop dance moves and music with English lyrics... As the
giils jumped around the stage, gyratihg theii hips and dancing
provocatively, it struck me as quite a juxtaposition to see their perforTnance
immediâte1y following the traditional clothing and shuffled tap steps of the
previous group... The girls' musical choice was electronic, featured lyrics
in Spanish and English, with a chorus of -'the roof is on fiie," interspelsed
tluoughout. Although very different from most of the performances I've
seen this week, peoplè seemed to realþ enjoy their originality ærd the
crowd cheered l.oud1y as they left the stage.

Similarly, f noted the strong presence of American cultural infl.uences when f was

asked to accompany Ofelia on lrlovember 15, 20A4, to watch a parade tfuough the streets

of tlie town in celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the Colegio de Eachilleres,the

locaÏ high school. Ofélia, as a young leader in the comrnunity, was chosen to be one of

the judges of the paradê, which featured floats created and decorated by the graduating

clãss of 2005. Apparently this was just one of severalactivities related to the anniversary,

with a whole week of celêbrati.ons, including a graffiti contest the next day. I wrote of my

observations of the parade:

The parade circled through the town from the Colegîo down Avenída
Madëro to the plazU making its way back down Riva Pqlacio. There were
six floats attached to tractors and trucks, each themed around storybook
characters and theii partners; Shrek and Fiona, the tittle Mermaid,
Anastasia, Cinderella, Pocahontas, and Tarzan and Jane. The costumes
worn by the participants alI seemed to duplicate the cartoon versi'ons of the
characters. Each float carried participants dressed in costume. with each
float decorated to coordinate with the theme of the characters. The floats
were followed by groups of high school kids who had decorated them, and
they chanted and sang slogans in support of their team.

Iirdeed, among many of the youûger generation of Acuitzences with whom I

spoke, there was significant awareness of American popular culture, even when those

young adults had never been to the tlnited States. Most of these influences come in the

fonn of television, f,ilm, and music; and some Acuitzences identified more strongly with

foreign influences than with I'ocal or Mexican popular culture. F-or instance, when

selecting music, several of my contacts in Acuitzio were more likely to choose rock or

electronic music with lyrics in English than they were to purchase the lâtest banda,
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ranchera, or durangüense music releases. This is not to say that Spanish-language music

is not popular in the communityto - on the contrary, the sound's of accordion and guitar

can be heard wafting from the spealiers of vehicl-es, homes, construction sites, and stores

everyday in the cornmunity - but rathel to highlight the fact that cultural influences and

markers of identity are diawn from many sources. Indeed, with the incorporation of

foreign influences in the community through cable tel'evision, satellite dishes, and other

infiuences, f was hardly surprised when someorìe quoted lines fiom songs or films in

English, or expressed the desiie to go to the US in order to acquire the luxury and

consumer goods that they saw on an episode of a VEll reality television program.

While Ameriban iirfluences associated with miglation and globalization affect

Acuitzences withih the Mbxican context, tfound that migrants to the US, especialþ the

longer-term miþrants who I interviewed, were equalþ ihterested in incorporating

Mexican cultural elements into their everydây life while they were away. I-smael spoke of

M-exican cultural programs in Anchorage, praising the organisers of events and even

stating that he had l'earned new things about Mexico duling his years in Alaska (see

Kormarnisky 2aa6:2I, 29, 87, and Wiest 2008:10, 27-28, for more di'scussion of

engagement in tliese programs in Anchorage). FIis son Roberto was another interestihg

case. Although he had several Mbxican and other Ëtispanic friends in Ancliorage, I'eaving

Acuitzio with his fámily at the age of sixteen, he had few opportunities for remaining in

contact with friends in Acuitzio beyond the news that he heard thlough his parents.

During our interview, the conversation turned to the loan Sebastian concert he had

attended in Morelia a few days earlier, and to the ways that he remained connected to his

Mêxican roots after leaving the community. FIe told me about hi's music collecti'on that

includes many Elispanic aftists, as well as several Mexican groups, and lie expressed the

longing he often felt for what he referred to as "my Mêxico";

'when I, when I am there [in the us], sometimes when I miss, I miss mr-
country everydây, you know? But when I am missing my country most I
just go onto the computer and look at photos. where is my Mexico? How is
my Mexico? IIow are the people? f bok for, sometimes f go on economic
[websites], sometimes I look for culture, sometimes I just look for parties,

to See Hernández 1999 and Her¡era-Sobek 1979: 1993 for d-iscussions of Mexica¡r music and its
connections to migration and identity construction.
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you know? (Laughs) Sometimes I look for, just like, history. I love history.
Mostþ history of the Aztecas, how they fought for this countr-y. f got 4 I
got a big tattoo on my back [of the Aztec calendar].

Roberto's search for Mexico and his Mêxi'can nati'onal identity on the lhternet

points to an interesting opportunity for the community of Acuitzio, and indeed for

Acuitzences on both sides of the border. While the individuals with whom I spoke had

varyihg experi'ences with the fnternet and communications strategiês via the web, the use

of the Internet to communicate across tlie borders and boundaries that divide commurúty

members reached a new level with the creation of a websiie dedicated to the community

in late 2A05. The website was initialþ created for the municipal el.ection in November

20}4ri, but with the successful election of the candidate, was redèveloped with the

explìcit purpose of givihg the peopl'e of Acuitzio, both ih Mexico and abroad, a plâce to

come togetherl¿. The opening page of the sîte stated:

v/ith the objective of strengthening the lines of communication with
migrants, academics, business or /ners, farmers, functionaries, and society in
general, the H. Ayuntamiento (local govemment) 2005-2007 created this
web page to inform of its activities.

The Ayuntamiento extends its most cordial \ryELCOME to this Internet
site in which you can explore information about our government, the
municipality and its history, the newspaper EL CANJE and a gallery of
photos tliat will bring you closer to our town.

'We 
ask, in the most respectful way, that you show this web page to your

family members, friends and acquaintances.

BEFORE BEGINNING. WE EXTEND MANY THANKS FOR
ALLOWING US TO COME TO YOU VIA THIS MEDIUM.

Con el objetivo de fortalecer los lazos de comunìcación con los migrantes,
académicos, empresarios, agricultores, funcionarios y sociedad en
general el H. Ayuntamiento 2005-2007 reqlizó esta página web para
informar sus actividade s.

rrWith only 120 computers reported in Mexican statistics for the town of Acuitzio one year later, in
October 2005 (INEGI 2005). the creation of a campaign website was clearly a move taken to develop
political ties wìth US-based Acuitzences. Thìs aspect of the websìte is discussed in more detail in the
Conclusion.

't The website developed for the election of the candidate for municìpal president was available at
www.acuitzio.com.mx. 'ü/ith tle redevelopment of the site" users were redi¡ected to
www.acuitziodelcaqie.com, which is now the offrcial webpage of the town of Acuitzio clel Canje.
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El Ayuntamiento les da la más cordial BIEI{\1ENIDA. a este sitio de
Internet donde podrás explorar acerca de Ia información dê nuestro
gobíerno, el municipio y su historia, el periódico EL CANJE y una
ga[ería de þtos que te aproxtmarán a nuestro pueblo.

Asimismo hacemos Ia solicitud de la manera más atenta a dar a conocer
esta pdgina web con sus fumiliares, amigos y conocidos.

DE ANTEMANO MUCTAS GRACAS POR PERMITIRNOS LLEGAR A
USTEDES POR ESTE MEDIO.

It is important to note that the website was first developed as a platform for the

election campaiþn of'the last municipal president. Lr Mbxico, elected officials may serve

only one term and so, with a new municipal president takihg office on lanuary l, ZAA8,

the continued existence of the website was not assured beyond hi's presidency. Spealdng

witlr Alejandro, an employee of the municipal government in February 2AA6;, he seemed

unsure whether the website's domain belonged to the municipality or remained ih the

hands of the winning political party and theii affrliates. [.Ipon the elèction of the same

political party in November ZAA7, the website was transitioned to the new municipal

governmenti3.

When activeþ maintained, the website has included a photo gallery of community

events since lanuary 2005 - photos of activities associated with the annual celêbratiöns

of the Exchange, jarÌpeos,local sports teams and dancers, cultural and social programs at

the Casa de la Cultura, polïtical events, and much more - as well as a brief history of the

municipality, local statistical information, and a program of current events in the alea. ln

addition, the site has a link to the bimontltly El Canj¿ newsletter, whibh is produced and

fi¡nded by the murúcipal government. The newsletter includes editorial pieces on local

events and personalities and, on occasion, submissi'ons by Acuitzences in Chicago and

otlrer US locations (see K'omarnisky 2A06:33,35; lViest 2008:30).

fn her discussion of email use and web page construction among Oaxacan migrant

communities, Lynn Stephen adapts from the concept of 'virtual diaspora' developed by

Michel taguene to create her own concept of "vi.rtual transborder communities"

Q007:281). She defines these communities, linking the creation of online websites to the

13 In the shorl period since the new municipal government came to power, the website has been under
reconstruction and unavailable. Personal cornmunìcations with several Acuitzences have confirmed that the
website is scheduled to be re-launched during the spring of2008.
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establishment and maintenance of social connections between migrating individuals.

"Virtual transbordbr communities" are defured by

[t]he use of cyberspace by immigrants or descendants of an immigrant

$oup for the purpose of participating or engaging in online interactional
transactions, wherever their actual physical location. Virfual transborder
communities aÍe extensions of real transborder communities. No virtual
transborder community can be sustained without real life transborder
crossing and in thi's sense, it is not a separate entity, but rather a pole of a
continuum Q00T:281).

Although the maintenance of the off-rcial Acuitzio del Ca4je website has been

sporadic sihce its inception in 2001 it is clear that the creati'on of the site was undertaken

with principles similar to Stephen's "viúuaf transbordèr community" in mind. The site

addtesses the desiie of its creators to cultivate, maintain, and strengthen lines of

communication between migrants and the l'ocal government, and indeed, it was the

previ.ous government that was strongly in fàvour of devel'oping ties with the ex-patriot

Acuitzence community in the US. trr developing this website and addressing it to migrant

Acuitzences and theii' families, the local govemment acknowledges the potentiãI of the

hternet for solidifying transnational linkages based in migration. [r fact, this dedication

to the migrant community underscores the very ordihariness of migration that I pointed to

in Chapter F-our.

tocally created websites such as Acuitzio's serve to reihforce and recreate, on

another plzure, the coll'ective identity shared by members of its community. As Stephen

writes, "þ]ebsite creation is a form of digital border crossing that involves a dialogue -
usually at multiple lêvel's - around cultural memory and... idêas about shared heritage

and traditiorf' QAAT:262). Emphasising local history, Acuitzio's website draws viewers

into the comrnunity with images depicting the most important days in Acuitzio's

pantheon of events; days that have already been linlied by social conventions and practice

to migration and migrants.

In the next chapters I move fiom the idêa of community identity presented here to

the creation and maintenance of social connections based in communication strategies.

Chapter Six will detail my observations of local Internet usage in Acuitzio, specifibaþ

focussing on tlre acceptance and integration of this new technology into communication
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strategies. In Chapter Seven I will turn ftom the practice of lirternet usage in the

comrnunity of Acuitzio to the communibation strategies of migrants and non-migrants for

establishihg and strengthening sociãl relations.
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Chapter SÍx

Cornputer Usage and Comrnunications

The issue of communications is of great importance for those families and friends

who are divided due to labour migration. In preparing to enter the fîeld in Acuitzio, I

found myself asking about the impact of new technologies on the communibation

strategies of people in Acuitzio and theil counterparts ih the US. The area of largest

impact, I postulated, would be in the realm of lirternet communications, due to the

relative ease and speed of email and instant messagiitg, as well as the generally

inexpensive nature of these communications, especially in publicly accessible fnternet

cafés and librari'es. [r this cliapter I discuss computer usage ih Acuitzi'o, cornpiling

federal stati'stics on computer and Iirternet usage in Mexico, my own observations

tfuoughout the research period, with special attention to two one-week periods in

December 2AA4 and F.ebruary 2A05, as welf as interviews with the propriètor of one of

the town's Intemet cafes.

CoMrurBn UsacE AND INTERNET Accnss IN ACUITZIO

According to statistics cornpiled by the Mexican goveutment for the national

population as a whole, the number of personal computers connected to the [rternet

increased substantially and steadiþ between 1994 and ZAA4, fiom a low of approximately

one computer per 50 residents in 1994 to approximately one computer per 10 residents in

2004 (see Table 6i.I Computers in Mèxico connected directly to the World'Wide Web

1994-2004). Even more substantial was the increase in [rtemet servers during this same

time period, from one server available to more than 10 000 resid'ents in 1994 to

approximately one server per 69 residènts n 2AA+. While important in overa[ numbers,

showing an increase of over a 100 times the number of Internet servers per 10,000

inhabitants and an increase of nearly five times the number of personal computers per

100 inhabitants, these statistics do not specify the distribution of computers actoss



Mexico by state, locality, urban or rural setting, nor do they indicate where the majority

of personal computers are l'ocated - in private homes or public areas such as schools,

offices, or businesses. Fuúhermore, the statistics only include those computers that are

corurected to the Internet.

Tøble 6.1 Computers in Mexico connected directþ to tlie World Wi[e Yeb, 1'994-2004

Year
1994
1995
1996
t997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

Servers per l0 thousand
inhabitants

0.7
1.5

3.2
4.4

I1.7
41.6
s6.6
92.6

110.1
130.6
745.2

Personal Computers per 100
inlabitants

)7
2.6
2.9
J.J

3.6
4.4
5.8
7.0
oaò.J

8.3
10.7

Source: scr. Anuario Estadístico,2004.México, D.F.,2005. INEGI www.inegi.gob.mx
Based on my observations in Acuitzio, the majority of homes do not have

personal computers. Iirdeed, according to the 2005 Mexican Federal Census, of a total of

13-06 inhabited homes duling the census period, there were 120 private households in the

town of Acuitzio that possessed personal computers. While these statistibs do not indicate

how many homes had private lirtemet access at this time, in the few households I visited

that possessed a personal computer none had private fnternet access during the period of
my research.

There were several füctors reported by Acuitzences für' the lack of personal

Iirternet connections ih the town. Ih addition to the price of cornputers tliemselves, which

are outside of the financial reach of many households, the expense of carrying an fnternet

connection into homes in the town was approximately 400 pesos per month during the

research period. As many houses do not possess an existing telephone line thlough whiclt

to comect to the Internet, the cost and inconvenience of carrying telephone lihes into the

older adobe homes in the town compounded the other canying costs and made Iirternet

usage iir the home unattractive to many household.s. ûr fact, the lack of wiring ald

connections to the central telephone grid was a contributing factor to cellular telephone

usage in the town, something that I wilI discuss in the next chapter. Iir addition to the
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costs associated with Itrternet connections, it was generally acknowledged that neither the

tel'ephone lines nor the lirternet connections to the town were particularþ dependable.

Outages of the lines are relatively fi'equent events that sometimes l.ast several dâys. trVhen

these outages occur it was believed that the businesses reþing on telephone lines, such as

Intetnet cafés, public telephone stalls, and long distance providers, were the first to regain

access. As such, it was seen as easier and lêss expensive to spend time and money

gaining access through these businesses as opposed to incurring the costs of bringing

access into homes.

Following my observations in Acuitzio, Mexican federal statistics indicate that

while the absolute numbers of Internet users more than doubled between 2001 and 2006,

the proportion of people accessing the [rternet frorn theii homes has decreased by nearly

12 percent (see Table 6i.2 Internet users in Mèxico, six years of age and older, 2001-

2006).In other words, while more of the Mexican populâtibn has a personal computer ih

their home, it appears as though lirternet use is becoming an increasingly pubtic activity;

moving out of peoples' homes and into public spaces, such as conmercial fnternet cafes,

librari'es, and places of busihess. Indeed, while access in the horne doubled between 2001

and 2006, access outsidè of the home nearly quadrupled during the same period based on

the federal statistics. As a result, access to the [tternet, and witli it the potential for

intemational communications via email and instant messaging, has become incr-easingly

accessible to a larger population who may not have a personal cornputer in the home.

Onsrnv¿uoNs rN Acurrzro

Soon after my arrival ih Acuitzio I was introduced to José, the owner and operator

of what seemed to be the town's primary Iirtemet cafe. tocated just off the town's central

plaza, Jbsé's Cyber Café was a popular spot for the town's younger resid-ents, especially

in the late aftemoons and early evenings when the café would filI up with small groups of
friends. As I wanted to remain in contact with my own friends and family while in

Mexico, I spent time at the café nearly everydây, giving me tlie opportunity to get to

know José and his business, as welf as providing rne with a glimpse of his clientele and

the overall computer and lhternet use among his patrons.
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Places of
Access 2001" Z00Zn

Absolute % Absolute %
TotaI
number of
Internet
users 7047172 100.0 10764115 100.0
Inside ofthe
home 3194638 45.3 3934434 36.5
Outside of
the home 3852534 54.7 6830281 63.5

Note: Referring to the population of six years or older
" Statistics corresponding to the month of December
" Statistics corresponding to the month of June
" Preliminary statistics corresponding to the month of April

Table 6.2 rnternet users ìn Mexico, sL"- years of age antl older, 2001-2006

oo
N)

Source: INEGI. Encuesta Nacionai sobre Disponibilidad y Uso de Tecnologías de la Información en los Hogares.
INEGI, www.inegi. gob.mx

2004b 2005b
Absohtte % Absolute %

12945888 100.0

4985418 38.5

7960470 61.5

16492454 100.0

5235018 3t.7

t1257436 68.3

2006'
Absolute %

r87463s3 100.0

6295052 33.6

12451301 66.4



I quickly learned that José's café had been the f,n'st of its kincl in Acuitzio. Ële was

also the o\ iner of another smaller lirtemet café in the neiglibouriig town of Tiiipetio, the

location of a state-fl.tn nonnal school that trains teachers for the rural rancho schools

throughout the country. After serving a population that includes many students in

Tiripetio, he opened his second location in Acuitzio in 2001. Originally from the

neighbouriug state of Jâlisco, he and his fámily moved to the area when his brother

married a woman from Tiiipetio. Prior to moving to Michoacán he owned an iirternet

café in Mexico Ciiy, a business into which he ihvested funds he had eamed while

working in the tlnited States.

José initially began his café business when he became captivated and impassioned

by the potential of the fnternet and computers for learning and communications. 'When 
he

moved to Micltoacán, it was only natural that he would continue working in ttris arena.

Fle spoke of Internet and computer access as necessities for a populãtion such as

Acuitzio;

To begin with, I saw that the town had a necessity... a necessity to have
computer services. There wasn't any Internet service; there was no one who
rented computers... When I arrived there weren't... in the schools there
weren't... computets. I mean, it was two or three years after I arrived that
they began to put computers in, in the schools...

Yo en principio de cuenta ví que el pueblo tenía una necesidad... una
necesidad de tener un servicio de computadloras. No había servicío de
Internet, no había quìen rentara cornputadoras... Cuando yo llegué no
había... en las escuel'as no habíh... computadloras. O sea, eso tiene dôs o
tres años para acá despues de que yo llegué que empezaron a meter
computadoros a, a las escuelqs...

After spending some time in the café during my fust weeks in Acuitzio, f began to

see patterns of usage among the customels. Attempting to quantify the patronage of the

cafe was one of my primary fieldwork exercises relating to computer usage. Wltile my

Spanisli language skills were still elementary, I was able to gather ihformation based on

observations during my time iu losé's café. For several weeks, one in December 2004

and another ih February 2AA5,I observed the clientele of the cafe at rotating houls of the

day, focussing my attention on the age and gender composition of the clientele, as well as
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attempting to record the computer activities and other social behaviours of the café's

customersl4.

Table 6.3 Cyber caftí usage, Acaíizio del Cørcje, il[ièFtoøcñn, Ðecember 2'004

December 6-
12,2004

ÞIonday,6th

Tuesdày,7th
Wednesday,8th
Thursday,9th
Friday 10th
Saturday, llth
Sunday, 12th

TOTALS

Time Period'

I l:30 am.1:30
pm
4-6 pm
l2:30-l:30 prn
7-8:15 pm
4:45-5:45,pm
12-2:15 pm
I0:45-l I :45
am

Number of
hours

(TOTAL)

2 hours

2 hou¡s
t hour
1.25 hours
l hour
2.25 houn

I hour

10.5 hours

ilfale patrons

3

7

4
6

5

6

3

34

Number of
patrons

(roTAL)

6

13
'7

l4
l0
l0

7

67

Female
patroDs

3

6

3

I
5

4

4

JJ

Table 6.4 Cyöer cøfé usøge, Acuítzio del Cønje, N{íclioacdn, Fëbruøry 2005

Fcbruary
13-19,2005

Sunday,13th

MoÌ¡dây, l4th
Tuesday, 15th
Wedncsday,
l6rh
Thursday, lTth

Friday, lSth

Saturday, 19th
TOTALS

Time Period

ll am. 12:15,
pm
4:30-5:30 pnr

12:30-2:30 pnr

2-3 pm

6-8:30 pm

5:45'7 pm'

l2:45-3:15 pm

Number of
hours

(TOTAL)

1.25-hours

I hou¡
2 hours

t hour

2.5 hours

1.25 hours-

2.5 hours
11.5 hours

Number of
patrons

(TOTAL)

l

I
t)

5

13

9

l0
56

lVlale patrons

3

4

3

3

6 (+r)

5

5

29 Gt

Female
pâtrons

2

4
3

2

7

4

5

z7

In absolute numbers, José's cafe had a slightly larger active clientele during the

month of December 2004 than during the month of February 2AA5 (see Table 6.3 Cyber

Café Usage December and Table 6:.4 Cyber Café Usage February). V/ith the influx of

visitors from the US and other Mexican cities during the festive month of'December,

most of José's ten computers were regulady iir use at this time. By February, the clientele

had slowed slightly, although it still did a steady business in the afternoons and evenings

as youngsters and teenagers would come by to worft on homeworli assignments and pass

the time with their friends.

to Over the course of the research period several other Internet cafés opened in the community. While I
visited and used these other cafés on occasion, the majority of my observations were based out of the
original café, José's Cyber Café, including the informafion cited in the tables presented here.
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Unfortunately, the federal statistics cited in Tables 6.I and 6.2 do not indicate the

distribution of lirternet usage between urban and rural Mexico, nor by Méxican state, nor

do the statistics indicate the age, gend.er, or educational backgrourd of Intemet users.

Based on my observations and interviews, while the gender composition of computer

usage is faiily evenly split between females and mal.es, the ages of these users is heavily

weighted toward the younger generati.on of Acuitzences. Additionaliy, computer usage

does not only include Internet access, as f observed durihg my research period in

Acuitzio, but also includes all manner of computer applications, fi'om word processíng

and gaming to httemet browsing, email, and chat applications.

ACr a¡ro Gpxon¡rroN¿r, FacroRS tr.I CoMPUTER USAGE TN ACUITZIo

As indicated in Tables 6.5 through 6-8, the ages of café patrons have been split

into approximate categoriês - flnder 12, Ti to 18, 7.9 to 34 and J=5 and Older. These age

categories are not exact, although ih many cases I was fâmiliar, or became familiar, with
the people ih the café and was able verify theil ages. The tables show that the largest

contingent of computer users, in both December and February, were between 13 and lB
years of age, closely followed by the group between 19 and 34. tastþ, but still a

relatively large group, were the children under the age of 12. flsers over 35 years of age

were largely absent during the exemplãr weeks, with only a few examples, inctuding a

father who entered the cafó in order to pick up his child during the exemplar week in

February.

Tøble 6.5 Male computer users, Acuítzio de[Canje, Miclioactín, Decem\er 2A04

December 6-12, Males Under Males 13 to Males 19 to tUales Over ¡S20ì04 12 (A) 18 (B) 34 (C) (D)
Monday,6th 2 I
Tuesday, Tth 2
Wednesday, Sth
Thursda¡ 9th
Friday, l0ttr I
Saturday, llth 2
Sunday, l2th 2
TOTALS

32
22
42

15 lt

2
J

I
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Tøble 6.6 Femøle computer users, Acuitzío del Canje, Michoøcdn, Ðecember 2004

December 6-12,
l^^,LUIJ+

Monday,6th
Tuesday, Tth
Wednesday, 8th
Thursday,9th
Frìday, lOth
Saturday, I lth
Sunday, 12th
TOTAI,S

Females
Under 12 (A)

I

2
I
2
t2

Females 13
io 18 (B)

,)

4
2
4
J

J

2

2t

Females 19 Females
to 34 (C) ûver35 @)

I
2

Th6te 6.7 Male computer users, Acuitzio treI Canje, futiclioactín, Fèbruøry 20t5

February 13-19, Males under Males 13 to Mares 19 to Mares over
200s 12 (A) 1S (B) 34 (C) 3s (D)

Sunday,l3th 2 I
Monday, 14th I 2 1

Tuesday, l5th I
V/ednesday, l6th 1

Thursday, lTth 2 3
Friday, lSth 1 3
Saturday, l9th 2 2
TOTALS 8138

2
2

(l)*

* Indicates non-user who spent consìderable fime in café waitingfor cltíld

Tabl9 6.8 Fèmalþ computer users, Acuítzio [el Cønje,lV[icftoøcín, February 200i5

February 13-19,
2005

Sunday, l3th
Monday, l4th
Tuesday,15th
Wednesda¡ l6th
Thursday,17th
Friday. 18th
Saturday, l9th
TOTALS

Females
Under 12 (A)

1

I

,,

Females 13 to
18 (ts)

2
2

t

4
2

J

14

Females 19 to Females Over
34 (C) 3s (D)

I
2
2

2
2

2

ll

As the absolute nunbers in these tables indicate, the ages of losé's clientele, as

well as much of the clientele that I observed in the other Internet cafes in Acuitzio,

appeared to be in theil teens and 20s. These customers had the most diverse computeï

usage habits of those that I observed ih the café. Many were students at the local high

school or in university in Mbrelia, and they often used the computers for word processing
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firnctions, hrternet searclres, and other applications in completing their homework

assignments.

These two age groups also tended to be the heaviest users of email and chat

programs, and accordiirg to José, they were the primary consurners of these applications.

Interestihgly, Iosé believed that most chattihg and email usage by the younger population

was in order to interact with people from outsidè the community of Acuitzio. Contrary to

my original thesis, however, while these communications were important for the youth

age group, the teens and young adults were not necessarily chattúrg with known peers or

family members. fnstead, their experience with chatting was often the result of entrance

ihto onlihe communities, and may reflect the growth oflnternet subcultures.

Erin: so, there is a lot of chatting, for example... do you know with whom
they are speaking? Is it, for instance, with people who they linow or with
strangers?

José: Mmm, for the most part it is with strangers... That is to say that, um,
they enter chat programs for the precise idea of meetihg someone. That is
the basic idea, I mean, to meet someone totally different from outside of
those that they would commonly linow in the street, in school, the id'ea is to
meet someone with completely different ideas from those that they ah'eady
know...

Erin: But realþ this is mostly the teenagers...?

J'osé: Yès, yes, yes...

Erin: Mm-hmm. Entonces, pues, hace mucho chat, por ejemplo... sabes
con quienes estan halilando? Es, este, con conocídos o con
desconocidos...?

José: Mmm, la mayoL la mayor parte de ese es siempre con
desconocidos... o sea, este, emnx, se meten por precisamente la idea de
conocer a alguien. Es la idea básica, o seo, de, de ya conocer a una
persona totalmente diferente fuera de Ia que conocen comunmente en la
calle, en la escuela, este, la idea es conocer a alguien que tenga una idea
totalmente diferente de lo que conocen...

Erin: Pero realmente son los jovenes...

José: Sí, sí, sí...

Although José saw a large proportion of the teen and young adult population

using email and chat programs, it was his belief that they tended to be in contact with

friends made in online cirat rooms. Efowever, he acknowledged that this group of youth
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was also in contact with fijends and family in the US, especially those young people

whose paúners were working or living abroad.

Oh no, of course... [they are talking to people]... in the IJS, yes, they are

doing that. I mean, before, for example, the only way to communicate was
through letters or that they spoke every week or two weeks as partners.
Today they can come and exchange comfofiably and they come and are

talking much more often,'for more time, and they can see each other in front
of the camera and it is much easier to communicate now that they are

experiencing new ways of communication...

Oh no, sí...Iestfut hablando con gente]...en los Estados \Jtüdos, sí, ya se

han dado. O sea, antes, por ejemplo, la utzica tnerxera de comunicación
era Ia cafta o que se hablaba cada I días o cada 15 días como parejas.
Hoy ya pueden venir y intercambian cómodos y ya vienen y ya esta.n

hablando más seguido, mós tiempo, ya se pueden ver através de Ia
cántara, este, ya es mucho mós facil la cotnunicacíón, o sea, ya estárt
experimentando nuevas maneras de comunicación, este...

During the two exemplar periods in December and February there was a relatively

large contingent of younger, preteen users, who often used the computers to play one of

the video games that José had in stock. These gamers were almost exclusively young

boys between approximately 9 and 12 years of age, who entered the café in small groups

of friends or by themselves. Although a few girls of this age group used computers with

the same frequency as their male counterparts, generally speaking, usage among girls

under 12 years of age was significantly lower than that of males. Although I cannot give

definitive reasons for this difference, the greater personal freedom afforded to young

boys in the community, as well as the appeal of the type of activities - principally video

gaming - in which they participated appear to be two of the factors driving the gender

division of young computer users in Acuitzio.

According to José, games served as an opening into the world of computers for

younger clients, and children often came to José's café asking for the latest games. He

discussed the evolution of computer usage at his café,

Erin: (Do) people know more than when you first arrived...?

José: Yes...I was the first business to install a server. And logically, yes...
it hasn't been sufficient to just put computers in the schools because there
weren't teachers. That is to say, they brought computers but no... no one
knew, the teachels equally; there was no one to teach and the only thing that
they learned, precisely, was to play. Because it is the easiest (thing to learn),
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right? Everyone looks for a little game and it was what got people started
leaming, to play, but is was, now, little by little there are teachers, now
more schools have computers so now, every time, it used to be the
teenagers, now they are doing their undergraduate work and those that are

in Morelia now (urclear) a server, now they know how to use a computer.
And now you will find children from elementary, secondary and high
schools that now also are visiting... doing homework on the computers.

Erin: ... que la gente sabe más que cuando llegaste...

José: Sí... yo fui el primer negocio que se puso de server. Y lógícamente, sí
... no fue suficiente que meter computadoras porque no había maestros. O
sea, trajeron computadoras pero no... .nadie sabía, los maestros estaban
igual, no había quien les enseñara y lo unico que aprendieron,
precisamente, fue a jugar. Porque es lo más Jäcil, no? Todo el mundo
busca un juegÌto y fue lo más que empezar uno a aprender, a jugar, pero

fue, ya, poco a poco ya hay maestros, ya más escuelas tienen
computadoras, entonces ya, eh, cada vez, antes eran los jóvenes, ya que

estaban en una licenciatura y los que andan en Morelia que ya (unclear)
un server, que ya sabían manejar una computadora. Y ya ahora
encuentras niños de primaria, secundarìa, eh, prepa, que ya también
están, este, visitando... haciendo tareas, este, en la computadora.

As José noted, schools in the town of Acuitzio have only recently begun to add

computer laboratories. In fact, in November and December 2005, during the peak season

for the retuln of US migrants, the community welcomed the donation of forty computels

to the local high school, el Colegio de Bachilleres, donated by a mþant association of

Acuitzenses ih Chicago. The municipatity was al.so wolldng to increase the number of

computers and equipment in 2006, hoping to provide these technologies to the some of

the snraller school.s tïl'oughout the municipality throughthe Tres por Uno program.

While school's in the community have gained some of the necessary computer

equipment in recent years, the promise of computers to school.s also higtrlights sorne of

the tensions of migration practices - tensions between the lives of those who remain in

Acuitzi.o and those who mþate to the US - in tfus case, in the acquisition of access to,

and adoption of, new technologies. The need for teachers trained in computation alluded

to by José, as well as issues as basic as the electrif-rcation of schools in the small rancho

communities surrounding the town (see discussion in Chapter Seven), underscore what

Santamar'ía Gomez (2003:80) sees as dual interests on the part of the migrant community,

especially those with legal residency or citizenship status in the US; interests relãted to

their circumstances in the US and those related to their home community from which
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they may be absent for extended periods of time. Jûst as Benítez (2006) and Panagakos

and Elorst (2006) note that there is often a division between access to technoiogy among

the migrant populãtion and the community of origin (what they and others have refened

to as the "digital dîvid.e"), a broader range of influences must be considered in ord.er to

firlly appreciate the adoption of technology in a community such as Acuitzio. Merely

havihg computers ih school's, or in the larger community, i's not enough to guarantee

adoption of these technol'ogies.

As the relatively recent iirtroduction of computers and teachers in local schools

has placed emphasis on providing access to the younger generation of Acuitzences,

within the larger community there are several programs dedicated to improving computer

literacy for adults and children alike; most prominently those offered by the l.ocaI off-rces

of the Instituto de Capacitació:n para el Trabajo de Mìchoacán (ICATMI), a state agency

dedicated to educational and technical programs for all ages. One of the specialties of the

Acuitzio chapter îs Operación de Microcomputadoras (PC operation), and monthly

rotating programs have al.so included workshops on navigating the lhternet, setting up

websites, email and other computer programsis.

The introduction of community-based education programs and computers into

schools of all levels is a positive dêvelopment for the community; however Jbsé still sees

challenges ahead in terms of the growth in usage of computer and [rternet technologies.

Peoples' idea of the Internet and their experience of the fnternet sometimes differ in

quality,

Erin: And what, what are the things that people do here the most? For
example... (tape paused for clients)

José: The thing that people want most is to manage, to navigate a computer.
We are barely beginning to teach the computer system, that is to say, we are

very behind because in each family, I think, for each five families no more
that one member of the family knows how to use a computer. And in the
beginning it is mostly games and chatting, and searching for information,
more than anything, in encyclopedias. Not even much... the fnternet is not
as strong as people hope...

Erin: Well, really, one must know what they are doing in order to... (in
order to) search...

15 wrvu,. icatm i.conl/p lantel acu itzio.htrn I
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José: Mm-hmm (yes), the Internet. That is to say, how to search on the
Intemet.

Erin: ... right, because it is not as simple as merely putting in a word and
that's it... all the information comes...

José: ... uh-ha (yes), in fact that is what I try to explain to them. I mean, to
search for somethihg imaginatively, like, if they have a job or homework,
(unclear) from the most general,to the most simple, or from the simple to
the general, right? To be abie to encounter the answers... so, if you
encounter this little problem, one believes that the Internet or computers are

iike in the movies more than anything el.se (unclear) and with typing - tap-
tap-tap - a lot of information is just goíng to appear. So, people become
very disillusioned by the computers when they come and have to work more
than what they had thought they would need to. I mean that, they think, like
they see in a movie, that they type and all the inforsration appears and
everything is there and done, so suddenly they arrive here and no, its like,
l.ook, you have to search and this many resulis will appear based on the way
that you asked for the infonnation, but 850 responses appear for you and -
WT{AT? No, f want my homework d.one NOW! - that i's to say, in order to
look for it you need to know some of the concepts, like how to navigate,
what is a network, how the Iirternet exi.sts, things like this... They are
simply; we are beginning and in the future we will hopefully have a better
idea but riþht now they, the only thing that they are l'ooking for in
computers is, eh, their homework. And yes, people suddenly begin coming
to play and they look for the games, principaþ the children. [t is a medium
for games, and the teenagers, eh, to chat, to search for a partner. It is
surprising, in füct, and t don't und.erstand it myself, sometimes they are

talking from one computer to the other amongst themselves... I mean, its
incredibl'e, how there i'sn't communication between two people (in person)
and they're using the computer in ord.er to communicate.

Erin: Y qué, quë son las cosos que más hace Ia gente aquí? Por ejemplo...
(tape paused for clients)

José: Lo que más oquí se maneja, apenãs estamos comenzando nrucho lo
que es, este, el sistema dè computadoras, o sea, aun estamos muy
atresados, porque, pues de cada familia, yo pienso, aquí, de cada cinco

familias, nada mái un miembro de la familía (sabe) manejar una
computadora. Y princìpalmente son juegos y chat, este, y busca de

infomación, más que todo, en encicl.opedias. No tanto aún, el fnternet no
es tan, tanfuerte como se espera... este...

Erin: Pues, realmente, tienes que saber de que estas haciendo para...
.buscar para...

Josë: ...mtn-hmnt, el Internet. O sea, como buscar en el Internet.
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Erin: ...sí, porque no es tan simple que pones una palabra y ya... vìene
toda [a informacion...

José: uh-ha, de hecho es lo que trato explicarles, o sea, con
irnaginacíón buscar algc, c seq, como, si te deja t¿na tarel, (unclear) de lo
general a, este, a lo más simple, o Io simple a lo general, no? Para poder
encontrar una tarea. Entonces, si te encuentras con ese pequeño
problema, o sea, siente que el Internet o las computadoras son como las
peliculas que nada mds (uncLear) el tecla <ta-ta-ta> aparece muchísima
informacÌón. Entonces, eh, se desilusionan mucho de la computadoras
cuando vengan que tienen que trabajar más de lo que ellos mismos
piensen que lo pueden hacer. O sea, píensan que, como lo ven en uno
película, dë que teclean y aparece una información y todo está alli y
hecho, entonces de repente llegan aquí y no, es que, mira, tienes que
buscar y te aparecen tantos resultados con lo mismg que tú pediste la
información, pero te aparecen 850 resuliados - }UE? No, yo quiero ya
mí tarea, o sea, no, o seo, que buscalas y necesitas algunos de los
conceptos que no entienden como que es navigar, que es la red, por que
esta la red, cosas así por el estilo, o seã. Ellos simplemente, estamos
comenzando, o sea, este, y al futuro a lo mejor tendremos mejor estas
ideas pero ahorita ellos, lo unico que buscan en las computadores es, eh,

su tarea. Y sí , o sea, gente que de repente viene a jugar que buscan
mucho los juegos, este, principalmente los niños. Es un campo para, para
el juego, este, y lòs jovenes, eh, chat, buscar pareja. Es aLgo soprendente,
o seq, lo que más, eh, de hecho yo no entiendo, a yeces estan de
computadora a computadora, este, chateandlo con ellos mismos... o sea, es

increíble, o sea, yo, este, como no pueden una comunicacíón entre dos
personag utilizan una computadora para que haya una comunicación.

As indicated in Tables 6.6 through 6.9, rarely in the time that f spent in the

Ihternet cafés in town did I see anyone who appeared to be over 35 years of age. An

exception to this was the appearance of oldêr adults entering the café to pick up children,

sometimes chatting with José or one of his employees while waiting or sitting down with

the child to see what they had been doing. Indeed, this was the case during the exemplar

week in February. Nevertheless, there was a general absence of oldêr adults in the café

and even when they did appear tliey almost never requested to use a computer

themselves.

José also observed that his clientele tended to include a very small proportion of

older users, and he noted that older peopl'e tended to avoid computers altogether, whereas

the younger children and youth were more embracing of the technologies. As we

discussed the activities of his customers, he turned to the question of mig'ation and
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coÍrmunications and his desire upon opening shop in Acuitzio to increase lines of

communication between family members in the town and abroad. Hê was especially

interested in the benef-rts that he saw for older Acuitzences with family and other social

connecti.ons ih the US, allhough he had not had much luck convincing this generati'on of

the potential of the fnternet.

For me, one of the ideas that I've always had but which is very diffrcult (to
implement) is to help the older people understand that computers are also
for them... That if their children are there (in the US), that they can see

them, that they can speak with them, that they can see each other directly,
via the camera, but for some (unclear), they don't understand, or they are
not convinced at how the Internet functions and what are the benefits... The
thing is that there is a theory about computers. They see it as an apparatus
that can easiþ break down, and so you d'on't touch what can, what can
break. That is to say, therefore, they say that if I don't know about it, better
that f d'on't touch it so it won't break... So that is what f have always heard

- it could break. You can do whatever you want and little by little but yes. I
mean, it has taken work to get older people to come to the computer so that
they see its beneflts, you know? The thing is that here many peoples'
family members are outsid.e of, of the town, they are working in Mêxico
City, or in the US, and they can have contact with them, um, at a more
economical price, more quickly, instantly, that is to say that they can be
speaking with them in real time and, or including sending a coffespondence
that can amive in a matter of minutes and not a matter of days. But
principally it is the youth that are here taking advantage of the services right
now, the new thing that is the computer, the Internet principaþ.

A mí, uno, una de mis ideas que yo siempre tuve, pero que, pues, es muy
diJiciL, o sea, hacer entender a ïa gente grandè que esto de Las

computadoras tømbién es para ellos... Que si sus hìjos están allá, que nos
podrían ver, que podrían platicar con ellbs, que podiían, este, verlos
directamente, este, a través de una cámøra, pero a unos (unclear) no
entienden, o sea, no, no están convencidos dë conto funciona el Internet y
cuales son sus beneficios... Lo que, hay una teoría de la computadora. Lo
ven como un aparãto que se puede descomponer, entonces no toques lo
que no descomp..., Io que se puede descomponer. O seo, entonces, ellos
dicen si, yo no s6, mejor no toco para no descomponerl'o... Entonces, es lo
que yo siempre he oído. Es que esto no se descompone. Ustedes pueden
hacer lo que ustedès quieran y poco a poco, pero bueno, o sea, sí ha
costado algo de trabajo, este, hacer que esa gente grande se acerque a la
computadora y vean más beneficios, no? Este, que, aquí muchos de sus

familiares están fuera de, del pueblo, están trabajando en la ciudad de
México, o en Estados Unidos, y que puedèn tener contacto con ellos, mm,
a un costo más económico, más rápido, instantáneo, o sea que pueden,
este, estar platicando con ellos en tiempo real y, este, o incluso mandar
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una cotespondencia que puede llegar en cuestión de minutos y no en
cuestión de días. Este, pero principalmente son los jóvenes los que están
aprovechando ahorita, eh, lo nuevo que es, este, la computadora, el
Internet principalmente.

In an episode that perhaps epitomises the attitude of the oldèr generation of

Acuitzences toward the fntemet, I was on my way to the fnternet café when I encountered

tuis, the father of a friend. f wrote in my notes later that day:

As I made my way toward the Internet this afternoon, I ran into don Luis
coming out of tlie p apelèría. Fle asked me where I was going in such a rush
and I motioned down the corridor to the staircase leading to the café. "I'm
going to use the Ihtemet," f said, to which he repfi.ed that he had never been
inside. When I asked why, he responded, "An old guy like me; I don't use
the lnternet"

As the younger generation has been introduced to computers in schools, the older

generation has been largely left behind, despite programs targeting this audience through

ICATML Indeed, the generational divide within the immþant community also points to

an overwhelmihgly younger d.emographic of Internet usage, with 61 percent of Hispanic

Intemet users in the US under the age of 34 (Pew lirternet and American tife Project

2AA T, cited in Berutez Z0A 6: :1 87). Io sé explained,

Here there are professionals; there are many professional people that don't
know how to use a computer so it has been my responsibility to teach these
people to use one, those who already have a career, because in their time
there weren't any computers.

Aquí hay gente profesionista, hay mucha gente profesionìsta que no sabe
manejar una computadora entonces me tocó a mí a gente, este, ya con una
carrera enseñarles, este, (manejar) una computadora porque en su tiempo
no había.

I witnessed a similar situation one day while in Jbsé's hrternet café. As I sat

working at a computer, an older gentleman in his late 40s entered the sliop with a disc in

hand. F[e went i'nrmediately to losé and explaihed that he had been sent to print copies of

the documents contained on the disc, but that he did not know what to do. 'With 
José's

guidance and assistance the man successfully printed his copies, which I later learned

were documents he was presenting to the municipal govemment.
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GNNopn exo CoUpUTER USAGE TN ACUITZIo

The gender of losé's clientele appeared to be roughly equal during the research

period, although the activities and ages of mal.es and females in the Intemet café differed

to some extent. There were slightly more males than females in both the exemplar weeks,

with a total of 34 male to 33 female patrons in December and 29 male to 27 female

patrons in February. While male users are the larger component of the clientele, the ages

of male users point to an interesting dynamic. The larger proportion of young boys under

age 12 obscures the fact that there are actualþ more female users in their teens and

twenties than there are male users of the same age groups. In fact, while there were seven

boys under 12 during the exemplar week ih December, only one girl of thís age gïoup

was accounted for during the same period. Si'milarly, during the exemplãr week in

February, there were eight boys and two girls under 12 years of age. Flówever, during

both Decernber and F.ebruary there were more female users than malè users in the age

categories of 13 to 18 years of age and 19 to 34 years of age. Female users ir the teen

category outnumbered theii male counterparts 20 to 15 in December and 14 to 13 ih

February, and females 19 to 34 years of age outnumbered males 12 to 1l ih December

and 11 to I in February.

As both my o\iln observations and José's observations conf,rrm, younger users of

computers in Acuitzio tend to play games and are simply leaming to navigate the

computer system, wltile older users in their teens, twenties, and early thirties, are more

likely to use the fntemet and other computel applications fol both homework and

communicati'ons. Examining the gender division of computel usage in the town, taking

into account age and associated activities, it appears as though there are more female

users of Intemet and computer communications tecfurologies than there are male users of

the same applications. While males may begin entering the world of computers at an

earlier age, gravitating towards computer games, their female counterparts are attracted to

computers in their teens and twenties and maintain their usage at a slightly higher level

than the male users. This gendel differential may have several contributing factors,

including high school and university attendance by females, as well as the larger number

of females in the community - Mexican statistics indicate that there is a ratio of 88 males

to 100 femalês in the town (INEGI2005), Migration practices continue to exhibit gender
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divisions and many females remain in the community while theii male parlners work in

the US. These gender and age divisions are areas in which more research is needed in

order to make more concrete assessments regarding the propensity toward usihg the

computer for communications.

GNOwTTT oF CoMPUTER USAGE IN A.CUITZIo

The beginning of December witnessed the opening of a rival fnternet café with six

new computers across from the plaza, a location more accessibi'e to walking traffic than

the one belonging to J'osé. According to clients of the two cafés, the new café had "faster

Iirternet service" than Jbsé'st6. The noveþ of the new opening, along with lower pdces

for lntemet access (10 pesos per hour versus the 12 pesos per hour chalged at losé's café

- although the I'ower access fees at the new café were matched by losé within weeks)

gave the site an initiat boost that, over the long term, did not seem to affect losé's

business negatively. Soon both cafes, as well as the other I'ocations with fntemet access in

the town, were bustliirg with activity, especially in the afternoons and evenings.

In addition to the perceived faster speed and the lower access fees at the new café,

patrons cited newer cornputers, easier access from the street and increased visibility of

the new café as the primary reasons for choosing it over losé's. The social appeal of

'beihg seen' at the new café strongly influenced patrons. Ih fact, as the café was l'ocated

at street level near the central p\aza, siüing in the new café became an open invitation to

friend's and acquaintallces passing by to come and chat, engaging customers in the café in

both online and fàce to fàce social interactions. With fèw businesses in the town open

after 8 prn, except for cantinas and a few local restaurants serving comida corrÌda (fast

food), the Iirternet cafés were popular meeting places in the evenings, especially among

teenagers and young adulis. This fact is reflècted iir the generally higher numbers of

patrons recorded during the evening hours ih my observations. With few options for

social interaction outside the home, the Internet cafés provide a relatively safe

environment in which to meet other members of the communitv.

tó All lnternet connections in the town were telephone-line based, functioning on 56k modems during the
period of my research.
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Jbsé's café and the newly opened café were not the only public plâces where

residents and visitors could connect to the Internet in the town. In addition to the

commercial offerings, the state-sponsored youth centre (Centro dë la -l-uvenrzfl plovidês

computer and fnternet-access right offthe central pTazaLl. Atthough the centre had fewer

computers and shorter business hours than its competitors, its prices undercut the private

businesses by nearly half (at 6 pesos per hour) and the centre was often busy, especiâlly

among the youth populãtion that was their target audience. As my time in the fîeld ended

in lune 2AA5, another Intemet café had opened fuither up Avenìdit Vicente Riva Palacio,

and by the time of my retum in Ianuary 2A06;, the town had at least ftwe public fntemet

access poínts.

llnderstandâbly, Iosé's opinion on the opening of more Ertemet providbrs in the

town was mixed. Wliile he believed that the growth in the number of Iirternet and

computer businesses d'oes reflect a growth in the overall number of users, lie also

recognised that growth is relatively slow and there is a ceiling to the current number of

users. He beli'eves that he and his competitors are, to a.certaih extent, simply dividing a

furite group between themselves.

Erin: So, there are five places here now and, just now you mentioned that
you are experiencing a bit of a l.ow season, but that all of the businesses
have, more or less, the same thihg is happening to them...

José: Uh-huh... What is happening is that many people think that, because
of tlte fact that many people have come (to my business), that it is a good
business (to get into). But they haven't thought that we have now begun to
divide the same people between all of us because not everyone knows
(about computers). That is to say that, if everyone had the same necessity
for computers like, pardon my example but, buying tortillãs here in Mbxico,
I mean, for the most part everyone eats tortillas here so having a tortillerÌa
couldn't be a bad business, could it? Because everyone consumes them.
But the reality is that the group that consumes this type of service, the
Iirternet, is minimal. As a result, the only thing that we (the owners of
Internet cafes) have done is to adapt ourselves to each other. By thinking
that if he has peoplê in his busihess, f should be able to have people here
too... the only thing that 'we've done, in that regard, is to divide this group
of people between ourselves... because it is alTthe same. That is, f see that
people who used to cotne here and be my clients are now in another selver
and when a new business opens, those clients of that server and two of mine

't Wïen I arrived in Acuitzio the Centro was located on the far corner of the plaza but moved into the
newly reconstructed library building in 2005.
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are going to go there and here we will be, you see? Because in reality, I'm
telling you, here business has reduced quite a bit. f mean, we'ie growing; in
four or five years I can tell you that we have grown our clientele, the people
who are using the Internet, by 60 percent. ff, for instance, one person used
to arrive to use a computer, today five or six more people arrive to use the
same computer. But, we are talking about four years, five years at this point,
which is very littie, that is to say, in comparison to the necessity of the town
itself- f mean, the need has grown very little, so those that enter are very
few and with the opening of more businesses we have reduced our market
(share) a bit.

Erin: Entonces, hay cinco lugares aquí y pues, ahora me dijiste que es una
temporada así bajita, un poquíto, pero que todos Los negocíos tienen, más
o menos, la misma cosa está pasandose...

José: Uh-huh... Lo que pqsa es que muchos píensan que, el hecho de que
vino mucha gente que era buen negocîo. Pero no se pusieron a pensar
que, que esos mismos nos hiciéremos a repartir entre todos porque no
todos saben, o sea, si ñdos tuvieran la misma necesiãad 

- a las
computadoras, como, perdón por el ejemplo, pero comprar tortíllas como
aquí en litfllxico, o sea, a lo mejor, todos comen tortillas entonces poner
una toriillería no puede ser tan mal negocio, no? Porque toda la gente lo
consuma Pero en realidad el grupo que consume este tipo de negocio, el
Internet, entonces es, es núnimo. Entonces, este, lo único que hemos
hecho, también nosotras mismos, como comerciantes, es adaptarnos a
nosotros mismos. Pensar que, que si él tìene gente, pues yo tambìén puedo
tener gente... lo único que hicimos fue, o sea, dividirnos este grupo de
gente para todos... porque son los mîsmos. O sea, yo veo gente que habían
antes clientes míos que ahorìta están en el otro server y que cuando se
abre otro negocio, o seo, el de él y dos míos se van por allá y aquí
estamos, no? Porque en realidad, te digo, aquí, mmm, es muy reducido, o
sea, estamos crecîendo, en cuatro (cinco) años te puedo decir que creció
un 60 por ciento La gente que, que utÌliza una computadora. Si, mmm,
llegaba una persona a usar uno conxplúsdora, hoy llegan ctnco o seis
personas más a utilizar ese, esa computadora. Este... pero a una sí,
estamos hablando de cuøtro años, ctnco años de ese momento, que es muy
poco, o sea, a comparación de, dè, de la necesÌdad que tiene el mísmo
pueblo. O sea, se ha creciendo muy poco, entonces, eh, mnxm, los que
(entran) son pocos y con la apertura de más negocios hicimos que, que
nuestro mercado se redujera un poquîto.

The recent expansion in computer and lntemet providers in the town generally

reflècts a growth in the number of users of these services. fndeed, this is also reflected in

the national statistics cited in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 above. Considering the growth ih service

providers and the other extenuating factors, such as the larger populâtion of the town

during the month of December, the fact that the February clientele at José's café are over
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80 percent of those of December would suggest that there continues to be steady growth

in computer usage in Acuitziols.

SOCTII IMPI,ICATIoI.{s oF PUsLrc CoMPUTER. Usacn TN ACUITZIo

As noted in the federal statistics, access to the Internet and computers in public

spaces has increased over home-based hrternet usage in the last ten years. The availability

and accessibility of computers to a larger proportion of the Mexícan populãtion will

likely have the effect of continued increases in computer and Lrternet usage.

Computer usage movihg into the public sphere may also have a variety of larger

social implications. tike the plaza and other social and commerciâl spaces in Mexican

society (see Ames 19TJ for discussi'on of the pïaza in Acuitzio social life), the fnternet

cafe has become a meeting place, especially for younger users, where they can interact

with friends and acquaintances outside of school and other social settings. Based on my

observations at the fnternet cafés ih Acuitzio, teenage studênts often arrived with a friend

or fwo, or perhaps a sibling, and spent as much of theii time in the café interacting with

small gïoups of friends as they did using the computers. Lrdeed, the assertion that the

newer Iirternet café's location on the main street made users more visible to passersby

implies that public computer usage in the town is a social activity that extends beyond the

usage of the computers tltemselves, and is creating another avenue for face to face social

interactions, especiaþ for younger users.

The public nature of Internet access also creates a situation where social

monitoring is possible, and'as such, cerlain activities may be more or less likely to occur

ih these public settings. For instance, intimate conversations via email or instant

messaging may not be possible during the busièst times at the café due to the number or

identity of other users in the café, or conversely, conversations may engage several users

at once, where this would have been impossible in a home-based setting. The public

f 8 In March 2006, José moved his Internet café from the centre of town to his home in Las Peíia* Dwing
my last visit before the move in Februa:y 2006, he noted that with the increase in competition jt made little
sense for him to remain in town. Rather than continuing to pay rent on the space (which was relatively
expensive and not greatly accessible from the street), he preferred to open in the front room ofthe house he
was building. He expected that the move would also expand and increase his clientele among residents of
Las Peñas who, until that time, had to go into town to access Internet and computer facilities.
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nature of access signals another interesting avenue for fuither research on computer and

Internet adoption in the community.

In this chapter l.have endèavowed to show that overall computer usage in the

town of Acuitzio del Caqje has been growing in recent years. Access during my research

period appeared to be exclusively within the public sphere, tfuough commercial Internet

cafés and other public access points. The number of access poiirts to computers and the

Intemet grew by 500 percent in the five years following the opening of the town's fust
Intemet café in 2AA1.In addition, the implementati'on of computation cour.ses ih schools

and the larger community has ensured that computer usage contihues to grow at a sl'ow,

yet steady pace.

Computer users in Acuitzio were overwhelmingly from the younger generation

during the research period, with teens and young adults comprising the largest groups of
users. While some oldêr patrons used the Erternet cafés on occasion, many older

Acuitzences were reluctant to enter the Iirternet cafés and generally avoided computers.

Younger Acuitzences were more embracing of computer technol.ogies and young people

under 12, especially young boys, were also a large contingent of computer users.

I had postulated prior to visiting Acuitzio that computers and the medium of the

Ihternet would be an excellênt communication strategy between loved-ones separated

through migration practices. tn spite of the potentiâl of the lirternet fòr communication

pulposes, interviews with the proprietor of the towït's fùst Internet café and my own

observations revealed a broader range of computation activities arnong café patrons.

Some email and ihstant messaging occurred between resid.ents and their counterparts in
the US; however, during this ear{y phase of Internet access in the community, the

âcceptance and usage of these method.s had a significantly younger fáce than f had been

expecting to see. With limits placed on the type of interviews and dâta I could collect

among younger Acuitzenceslç, the picture of the youthfrrl nature of fnternet adoption in

'e Ethical guidelines and considerations prohibited me from conducting interviews with Acuitzences under
the age of 18 without the exÞressed consent of thei¡ parents. In a sìtuation in the Intemet cafés where
younger users were often without parental supervision, acquiring this consent was nearly impossible. Due
to some of the other research limitations that I outline at the beginning of the chapter, as well^as in Chapter
Three, I deemed it mo¡e impofant to record some of the brãade¡ Lends in the communify rather than
follow up on specifics with young lnternet users.
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the community could not be fully developed ih this research. Flowever, questions relãted

to computer use and practiôes represent areas for continued research in the town.

ln the next chapter I will turn to interviews that f conducted with several members

of the community, both mþants and non-miglants, to determine theii personal

communication strategies.
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Chapter Seven

Fersonal Communication SÉrategies

In this chapter I explore the personal communication strategies of several

migrants and non-migrants, building upon my observations of computer usage presented

in the precedihg chapter, as well as discussing cellular teþhone usage in the community
of Acuitzio. As noted by Slater and Tacchi (2004), computer-based comrnunicatio¡s

should be viewed within tlie fulI range of potential communications strategies, and

indeed, ihdividuals in Acuitzio utilise a variety of strategies to remail in contact with
their friends and family, both in Mexico and abroad. Additionally, as panagakos and

Flbrst QAAï point out, the adoption of particular strategies of communication is related
to several factors, including the qualities and perceived qualities of particular approaches,

personal preferences and needs, cost, and ease of access and use. For Acuitzences,

Intemet communicati.ons should be viewed witllin a broader set or "bundlè,, of strategies

that include posted letters and packages, monetary remittances, and l.ong-distance

telephone arrd cellular communications. This variety of approaches to communications or
"comfnunicative ecology" differs by individual, taking into account the recipients of the

comrnunications, the access of ali pafties, as well as the particular situational need.s

(Slater and Tacchi 2004).

PERSoNAL ConÍMUNICATIoN STRATEGIES

As I discussed in Chapter Six, Iltemet communications in Acuitzio are largely a
public activity, taking place in Internet cafés and off,rces, rather than in homes in the

community. In fact, it was in the local cafés that I met and carne to know several

individuals in the community, both migrants and non-migrants, and tluough these

encounters I was able to learn more about the personal comrnunication strategies of these

individuals.
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The [rternet communication habits of Acuitzences varied widely among migrants
and non-migrants with whom I spoke, with age and educational achievements of
respondents most shongly correlated to fnternet usage. Both migrants and non-migrants

had individuals who used email and instant messaging to correspond with fiiends and

some relatives in other communitibs, and both categories al.so had individuals who did
not use computers at all. f have chosen to present this chapter on personal communication
strategies by separating non-migrating individuals from migrants in order to discuss the

unique circumstances that each present for computer and lnternet access and adoption.

Among non-migrating Acuitzences, some individuals were indifferent to the

technology of computers and the Lrternet. As I discuss ih Chapter Six, few Acuitzences
over the age of thirty-fîve appeared to have much ihterest in the lnternet, and peoplè of
this age rarely entered public Ihternet cafés according to my observations. Even some
younger Acuitzences in their twenties and early thirties did not express much interest in
computers or the lhternet. These individuals tended to have little experience using
computers and did not have active email addiesses. As fntemet access was fiimly within
the public domain in tlte community, they had the potential to acquire enail, however,
most expressed that they did not perceive a need for email, or that they would not use it
even if they had it, so they were not inclined to go ttu'ough the hassl.e. This was the case

with Carmelã' who at 19 years of age äved with extendèd family ih Acuitzio, and who
did not use the Intemet at aII, prefèning communications by telêplione. For her, Internet
communications were too impersonal; since her parents resided relatively near Acuitzio
in another Michoacán community, it was more personally satisfying and nearly as cost
effective to make long-distance phone calls. Maria, another non-migrating ihdividual,
Iived in one of the outlying communities and spent six days a week in Acuitzio worliing
iir a home as domestic help. In her early thirties with two young children, she saw no
need for using the Internet or computers herself, despite having extended family
tlu'oughout Mi'choac¿ln, as well as fàmiiy and an ex-husband in the ttnited States. She

stated that she was unfamiliar with computers and so prefer:red other means of
communication. E[er primary means of communicati'on with individuais outsidè of
Acuitzio, and indeed also with friends in the community, was with her cellular telephone,

both telepltone calls and text-messaging.
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Other individuals, such as Z8-year-old Elena, considered acquiring an email

address in order to communicate with her fiancé who was working in Alaslia, but instead,

after confening with him, they chose to hook up a teþhone landline in her home. There

were several reasons for this choice, including the fact that her fiancé sent remittances in
order to pay for the phone line to the house. Hb al'so paid a monthly premium rate in
Alaska for calls to Mêxi'co, making the cost of communications quite affordable. By
communicating primarily by teþhone the couple could speak whenever it was

convenient, from the comfort of home. Communi'cations by tel'ephone also meant that the

couple could speak for as l'ong and as often as they wanted. fn addition to fiequent

tel.ephone calls, both Elena and her fiâncé sent cards, photos, and l.etters through the mail,
although usually only for special occasionszo.

Whilè neither Maria nor Elena had email addlesses during the research period,

both recognised the increasing importance of computers in Mbxican society. Each woman

is a mother to el'ementary school-aged childlen and both expressed a desir.e that thefu.

children leam computation skills at a young age. This was easier for Elena, who lives in
the town, as her school-aged child was able to lêarn basic computation in one of the

community's elementary schools. El.ena was cognisant that the school courses may not be

an adêquate education in computer usage and she spoke of enroliing her child in one of
the computation courses at ICATMI in the next few years. Miaria's concerns, on the other

hand, were more irnmediate and modèst. tiving in a small rancheria community, her two
young children were educated ih a one-room schoolhouse without access to computers or

cornputer courses. Mbteover, during my return visit to the comrnunity in June 2005, I
accompanied Maria to a parent-teacher meeting at the school, where I learned from the

congregated group of mothers and school administration that the schoolhouse did not

have electricity. Without computers or even electricity in the school, Maria considered

moving her childlen into a school in Acuitzio in order to rectify the disadvantage that this
placed on their educati'on.

to In May 2005, I was honoured to be a wilness at the civil wedding ceremony of Elena and her fiancé. In
the time since my research period in Acuitzio ended, Elena and her ñusband háve had a baby, and when her
husband returned to the Alaska to work, Elena decided to acquire an email add¡ess so that she could send
him, and other relatives in the US, pictures of the child.
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Education, especiaþ post-secondary or advanced education, appears to be a

factor in Internet and computer usage among non-migrating Acuitzences. Most of the

younger individuals in Acuitzio who have post-secondâry education also have some

experience with Internet technology, .although they vary in theil use of the Internet for

communicative purposes. For many of these individuals, email and instant messaging are

mainly used to commurúcate with friends and colleagues in Môrelia, where most had

gone to university, as well as contacts in Mexico City or elsewhere ih Mexico. For

example, in December 2AA4,I met Alberto, a man in his mid-tltirties, who came to the

Iirtemet café quite regularly. As a friend of losé, the café's owner, Alberto spent a few

hours a week there, usuaþ dividing his time between socialising with José and other

patrons and using email to commtrnicate with fiiends in Morelia and Mexico City.

Speaking with him at the cafó in early January 20A5, Alberlo enlisted my help to set up a

new email account so that he could send and receive large frles, such as photographs. Fle

expressed frustration that his previous account had inadequate limits on filê sizes and that

lie had not received some of tlie larger email messages sent out by his university friends

because they had overload.ed his email inbox. Fle told me that email is hís priinary means

of communication with some of his more distant acquaiúances elsewhere in Mèxico, but

that he does not tend to use the Internet to converse with Acuitzences outside of the

cowttry. Instead, his communications with locals are largely in person or througlt

teþhone call.s and text messaging on his cellular phone.

Although some non-migrating individuals with whom I spoke reported periodic

contact with Acuitzences in the US, none of them had acquiled email or used Intemet

communications für the primary purpose of communicating with friends or family

abroad. Out of f,rfteen non-mþating, regular lirtemet users who I surveyed between the

ages of 18 and 36, only seven of them are in regular contact with Acuitzences outside of
Mexico via the [rternet. Iir six of these cases, the regular contact is with an older brother

who lives and works in the US; in another case the individual communicated both with

his older brother and with his girlfriend iìr Califomia; and in the remaining case, regular

email communications were sustained between the individual and a close fi.iend in

Chicago. [n all but one of these cases - the friendship - Internet comrnunications are

considered to be supplemental communications, with telephone calls the primary means
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of communicating, followed by posted lêtters and cards. Even in the case of the

friendship, periodic teþhone calls and letters - especiãlly in times of personal crises -
are also used to maintain lines of communication.

For the remaining eight individuals, Internet communications are generally a
means of communicating with friends and acquaintances within Mèxibo, although on

occasion they too may use the tecluology to communicate across borders. Several of
these individuals use email for more than just personal communications. Ofelia and

Isabel, for examplê, use email to communicate with one another, as well as with
individuals in other communities in Michoacán as part of their work coordinating cultur.al

events and activities in Acuitzio. Alejandro and Pilar, both employed by the I'ocal

goverrullent, use the fntemet when communicating with their oldêr brothers in the US, as

well as using email and instant messaging for work pulposes, including professional

contact with Acuitzences living ih the US. Indeed, as f discuss in Chapter Five, the

municipal administration that carne to power in the community on Jànuary 1, 2005 has

lleen quite active in coordinating, generating, and exploiting transnational migrant
linkages, especially wittr the Acuitzio migrant associâti'on in lllinois, and much of these

individuals' professi.onal contact outside of the community was with this group of
migrants.

Migrating Acuitzences who I met during the research period use Internet

communications to varying degrees and in a variety of ways, similar to non-migratiirg

individuals in the community. Iorge, age 33, who was visiting extended fàmily in
Acuitzio as paft of a "Mêxican vacation" that included stops in Mexico City and the

resort alea of lxtapa, used the Internet to communicate with fiiends in California, as well
as accessing American news websites, during his short sojoum in Acuitzio. As a US

citizen who had moved to California with his fàmily at age 15, Jorge considered his

sporadic visits to Mexico to be vacation time, and as such, did not have frequent contact

r¡'ith people in Acuitzio. His usage of US-based, English websites for news, for example,

also underscores his personal orientation to the US tather than Mexico, as well as

higtrlighting the fact that Englisli continues to domihate the online world (see Benítez

2406:193).
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Flora, in her early thiiies, is another individual who used Intemet

communications to remain in contact with loved ones in the US while visitihg Mexíco.

Flora mþated with her fÈunily to the US as a young giil and now works as a
schoolteacher there. Although she spent much of her formative years in California, she

has returned to Acuitzio throughout her life and eventually married another Acuitzence.
'When we met at the Internet café in November 2AA4, she was visiting her parents and

brother, who had retumed to live in Acuitzio, and her mother-in-law, who continued to

live in the town, for a few months before returning to work. She and her husband had

plans to move back to Acuitzio in the next few years, and they were constructing a home

in the community in anticipation of their return. While she visited family in the town, the

couple used daily emails to communicate.

Among migrating ihdividuals with whorn I spoke formally, communication

strategies vary substantiaþ between individuals. Domingo had no Iirternet

communications with anyone in Acuitzio durihg his fîve yeals in the US. He expressed a

variety of reasons for this, primarily because his only regulâr communi'cations are with
his elderly grandþarents, as well as with his motlier in Mbrelia, by teþhone. E[e spoke of
these regular communications, saying,

I call them by telephone... every eight days, every two weeks. or, if they
need something, they can just call me there and... I caII fback] here because
phone call.s from here, well, it's expensive. so f always ca[[ thãm here.

[YoJ les hablo por telephono... cada ocho días, cada quince díqs. o si
ellos ocupan algo, así me llaman para ahí y... yo l[amo para acá porque
las llamadas desde aquí, pues, sale caro. Entonces siempre yo 1ei llamo
para acá.

FIis depafure from Acuitzio in 1999 predâted Internet access in the town and, until his

return visit, he had not had the opporfunity to exchange email addresses with individuats

in the community. Flowever, he was more interested in exchanging telephone numbers

than email addresses with friends in the community during his visit as he recognised that

he was unlikely to adopt the Internet as a means of communication. Without access to the

Internet in his home, and with little fiee time to spend online due to l'ong hours at his

construction job, the Iirtemet as a means of communicatihg with his peers in Acuitzio
seemed impractical.
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The lnternet had been a communicative tool for staying in contact with friends ih
Acuitzio for Nicolás, who returned ih October 2004 after eighteen months in the US.

Similar to Domingo, Nicolás's primary communications with Acuitzences were with his

family by teþhone; communications that were much more fi.equent than with his

ftiends. During our interview in Fêbruary Z0A6,he explained,

.'twlith my family it (communication) was mostly by telephone; one tirne,
at lêast once per week. And with my friends, by lirternet, by email. It was,
perhaps, only once a month or, or...(p) once every two months, but at least I
was in contact with them.

... [cJon mi familia fue más por teleþno; una vez, ar nxenos una vez por
semana. Y con mis anttgos, al Internet, por correo elëctronico. Era, tal
vez, una vez al mes o, o... (p) una vez cada dos meses, pero al ntenos
estaba en contacto con ellos.

The ability to communicate was clearly important to Nicolás, and the facility of
communication via the fnternet enabled him to maintain contact with his friends during a

time that, otherwise, he rnay have been cut off from these relationships.

While in the US, Nicolás lived in Palmdale, California, as welf as in Chicago and

Elouston. Iir each of these cities he had valying degrees of fámilial and other social

support, and as a result, his communication practices difTered stightly in each community.

It was mainly during the six months that he spent in Chicago that he had regular access to

the Internet, going with a friend to use computers at a local school. Etaving been back in

Acuitzio for fourteen months by the time of our interview, he continued regular ernail

communications with several of the fiiends he had made in the US, as welf as regular

contact with his girlfiiend ih California. Although he was in contact with her by email

and instant messaging, their primary communications were nonetheless by teþhone and

text messaging, and he considered the Internet communications to be supplementary to

these methods.

The situation for Ismael and Roberto, father and son visiting from Alaska after. a

fiive-year absence from the town, was slightly different from those of Domingo and

Nicolás. As individuals who had migrated as a family, along with Ismael's wife and two

other children, I'smael and Roberlo's communication practices highlight several issues.

As individuals, theii communication needs differed greatly; Ismael and his wife, the elder

generation, were charged with maintaining contact with individuals in Acuitzio dur.ing
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theiÎ time in the United States. While their parents spoke regularly with relatives,

specifically their own parents in Acuitzio and Mbretia, Roberto and his siblihgs had little

direct contact with Acuitzences. Indeed, Roberto's circle of friends in Acuitzio had not

heard anything from him during his years in the US, and the first time that I met him and

his younger brother was the day that they arrived in Acuitzio fiom Alaska, surprising

friends immensely by appearing, out of nowhere, at aparty in one of the salons in town.

Like Domingo, ISmae[ and Roberto had left the community in 1999, and as a

result, neither had the opportunity to exchange email addlesses with friends until their

f,rrst visit back to the community in December 2AA4. Siþalling a generational divide,

Ismael recounted that while his sons used email, he did not, despite access to the

technol'ogy. tlnlike Domingo, as a part of a stabl.e fàmily unit Roberto had access to a
personal computer ih his hone as well as home-based Iirternet access, and he admitted

that he used the Ihternet regularly. During our interview in Jânuary 2AAS, Roberto

expressed his intention to remain in contact wittr liis friends ih Acuitzio when he retumed

to Anchorage, saying, "now I've got their phone, like, theil cell phone numbers, and the

[email] addiesses of my fi'iends... I think f will fstay in touch]". Iir the weeks followi¡g
liis return to Al-aska, Roberto contacted several ihdividuals in Acuitzio, even sending me

an email to let me know that he had safely arrived and had returned to woi.k. ,

The contrast between the communication stlategies of these men can be

understood by examinihg the differences between theii experiences of migration, as well

as their access to the fnLternet and their own personal communication needs and

preferences. Nicolás went to the US to visit his brother in California and he had the

advantage of connecting ihto social networks in the US despite taking the journey on his

own' Although an undocurnented migrant, his social comections and the economic

stability of his parents, as well as the fact that he left the town after the introduction of
Internet access to the cornmunity, allowed him greater opporlunity and time to

communicate with his peers. Domingo also entered the US as an undocumented migrant;

however, his departure in 1999, as well as his lack of social support system in Califomia,

prevented him from developing similar connections with Acuitzences. fsmael' and

Robefto, with access to the Intemet in their home, were in a unique position to adopt

Iirternet communication strategies with contacts in Acuitzio. Nêvertheless, fsmael did not
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use email and his communications with resident Acuitzences were primarily with his

elclerly parents and parents-in-law by telephone. Roberto, on the other hand, used his

refltrn to Acuitzi'o to re-establish lost contacts in the community and create new ones, and

as a result, is now in contact with several Acuitzences on a regular basis.

It should be noted that in the time since I left the field in June 2005, I have been in

contact with several peopl.e in Acuitzio, primalily by email and instant messaging, but

also through periodic telephone calls. A few of these contacts, particularly close friends

in the town and members of the family with whom f stayed, have remained in regular

personal communications with me, fluctuating in frequency but averaging at least a few

personal emails each month. My contact is less fi'equent with other Acuitzences, although

several contacts forward email messages, such as j'okes, pi'ctures, videos, and PowerPoint

presentati'ons, at a rate of two or three per month. I did not consider these forwarded

messages to be "personaf communications" until I was cornered upon my return to

Acuitzio ih lanuary 2006 and was accused by one of my contacts of not staying in touch

once I left the community. As this individual had not written me a personal message since

soon after my departure ih 2005, I was initially puzzledby the allegation. f soon came to

realise that these forwarded messages, although not personally addressed to me, were

considered by the individual to be a means of establishing and maintaúúng contact. Ëlorst

and Miller discuss a similar situation in lamaica which they refer to as "li'nk up" - shoft

text messages or calls sent by cellular phone between friends, family, or acquaintances

that may say little in substance, but that serve to remrnd people that others are thinking of
them (2005:76;,0). [rdeed, they point to a study of university students in Jâmaica who send

religious text or jokes to their entire email address book as a means of staying comected

(2005:761). These forwardêd communications point to an element tltat I did not consider

when conducting this research - the qualities of personal communications - and may

represent an area in which further research can be developed.

While the research period officially ended upon my return to Winnipeg in

February 20A6;, communications with Acuitzences ih the town and in the US have

extended my research through space and time and filther underscore some of the ways

that Acuitzences are creating and recreating community tll'ough the adoption and use of

ICTs. In addition to email and instant messaging communications with Acuitzences, the
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Internet has become a tool for sharing and even meeting new people. Benítez discusses

how i.rnmiglants fiom El Salvador to 'W-ashington, DC, orient online in ways that reflect

both their community of origih and their community of residènce (2006:1S6). Indeed,

among rnigrant and resident Acuitzences with whom I have remained in contact, the

adoption of the hrternet for a variety of tasks outside of strictly 'communication

functions' (text-based email and chat programs, for exampl'e) highlight the evolving ways

that Acuitzences are engaging in transnational community and identity construction. [r
the period since 2006, my Acuitzence contacts have continued to incorporate other online

activities such as socia[ networking sites, photo and video sharing via email and posts to

personal web pages, as welf as uploads of video by young Acuitzences to the video

sharing website, Youtube. Similarly, the introduction of the town website provides

another avenue for sharihg and creating community identity within the context of
transnationalism.

CELLULAR TELEPHONE USE TN ACUITZIO

While Iirtemet communications have not been evenly adopted by migrants and

non-migrants in Acuitzio, this should not be understood as reluctance to adopt new

technology. As Wiest noted in tlte 1970s, mþants and theii families often used initial
eamings in the US to acquire consumer and technological good.s, such as radios,

teievisions, and'appliances (1984). Upon my first visit to the community in September

2404,I was struck by the number of satellite dishes visibly protruding fi.om tlie roofs of
homes in the town and basic cable television is also available in the community. As I
discuss in Chapter Six, the adoption of these technologies in the home has increased the

availability and influence of American telèvi'sion programming and f,rlm.

Another striking technological adoption by individuals in Acuitzio is the large

number of cellular teþhone users. By the time that I entered the field even I had been

persuaded to acquire a cell phone by my Spanish teaclier in Morelia. Although I had not

anticipated it in my research proposal, cellular telephone communications became a

feature of my time in the community.

As Horst and Miller (2005) discuss in their exploration of cellular telephone usage

in Jamaic4 cell phone usage in Mexico has penetrated the country quite heavily, largely
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due to the role of govetnment and industry in promoting the wiieless communication
sectot. According to Mexican federal statistics, there were over 4:/ million cellular
teþhone users ih the country in 200t over 4Spercent of the totalpopulation of 103.3

million inhabitants (INEGI 2005). With four maiir companies vying for the Mexican
mobile tel'ephone market, users have a variety of choice in terms of cell phone providers.

But, as Flilrst and Miller QAA5:756) indicate, to suggest that the success of cellular
technologies is entiiely based on the role of gove¡nment and industry woulcl be to miss
the story that emerges on the ground.

Aithough I did not enter the field with a view to exploring cellular teþhone
usage, the rate of cell phone use among both migrants and non-migr.ants who I
interviewed ih Acuitzio was quite extraordinary. Even among Acuitzences who do not
use or rarely use the lirternet, the majority of individuals have a cellular teþhone that

they use for personal telêphone calls and text-messaging.

As I point to in Chapter Six, many homes in Acuitzio and'the surrounding slrall
communities do not have telephone landlines, and with the advent of cellular technol'ogy

at accessiblè prices, many individuals with whom I spoke founcl landlines to be an

unnecessary expense' Indeed, this was also the case in the Jamaican community surveyed

by Elorst and Miller (2005). Additionally, much of the cellular tel'ephone industry i'
Mexico is a pay-per-use system, allowing users to purcltase credits based on theii
communication needs rather than as a fxed monthly bill. As a result, even low incorne

cell phone users are able to acquire the technclogy.

Môst cellulãr users with whom I spoke in Acuitzio paid 100 Mexican pesos

(approximately $ 1 0 USD at the time of the research) every few weeks or once a month to
top up theii cellular teleplione credit. As credits are used, people switch fr.om telephone

calls to text-messaging - at an average cost of five US cents per outgoing message - in
order to extend theil available credit for as long as possible. Even when they no longer

have enough credit to make phone calls or send text messages, most users' telephones

allow them to continue to receive incoming text messages. In fact, whel someone

receives a text while in a social group of other cell phone users, it i's not unconrmon for
them to ask if anyone has credit in order to text or call tlte sender back. Ih a similar
fashion, respondents in Fforst and Miller's research in Jamaica speak of ways to
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'economise' theii telephone credits, including shortened phone calls - the average

cellular telephone call in Jarnaica is a mere 19 seconds long - and text messaging

(2005:761).

Unlike lirternet usage in Acuitzio, cellular telephone use is much more broadly

appealing across the generations in the community. fn many families each member

carries a phone for personal communications. Fbr example, in the household in which I
stayed during the tesearch period, each fàmily member has their own phone. As the two
young adults in the family spent most of the week in Morelia while working ald
attending university, the family was able to communicate frequently by cell phone.

fndeed, cellular communi'cations are important for families, but these telephones are also

a primary means of communicating between friends ih Acuitzi'o, especially when

ihdividuals spend time outside of the community, such as in Môrelia.

Another element of cellular teþhone usage in the community is the social

prestige associated with the 'look' of the phone. 'Wherever 
cellular tel'ephone cards are

sold, and they are adverlised in practically every little shop and market; trinkets and cell
phone accessories are al'so sold lirdividuals festoon their phones with bobbles that glow

with incoming calls, leather or plastic phone protectors or cariers with the logo of theii
fàvourite soccer teatn. V/hen someone purchases a new phone, everyone wants to see and

comment on it. Equally, when something happens to their phone, individuals go to great

lengths to hide the fact. On one occasion while in Morelia with a group of Acuitzences,

Alejandro, who had cracked the face ofhis cell the day before, asked to borrow my phone

saying, "Mine is embauassing, I d'on't want anyone to see it, "El mío me da pena, no

quiero que nadie Io vea".

As noted ih my conversations with both migrants and non-migrating Acuitzences,

most individuals used the telephone as their primary means of communicating witlt
family members in Acuitzio and the US. Among both groups of individuals, cellular

telephone usage is also important for contacting friends and family members. Robefto,

Ismael, Domingo and Nicolás all used cellular telephones at the time of our interviews, to
varying ends. F.or example, throughout his visit in Acuitzio, Roberto was in daily

communication with his girlfriend in Anchorage via cell phone calls and text-messaging,

¿ìs was Nicolás with his giilfriend in California. Domihgo, although he d.oes not use the
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Internet at alI, had two cellular telephones during his visit to Acuitzio - one based in
California, which he used to communicate with his grandparents and mother while in the

US' and a second that he purchased upon arriving in Michoacan in order to avoid long-
distance ancl roarnihg charges on his US-based phone.

As the personal communication strategies explored in this chapter make clear,

contact between Acuitzences and their social networks in the US and Mexico are tied to a
variety of flactors, including personal need's, access, affordability, and preference. While
the current research points to some interesting trends and devel'opments, the results of the

small sample size leave several areas open to further exploration, specifically in terms of
the quality of communications, new uses for Internet teclurologies and their irnpact of
creation of community, and a more exhaustive investigation of cellular teþhone usage.

Additionally, with Iirternet comrnunications still arguably in an early stage of
development in the community, it is likely that over time fntemet usage may become

incotporated more strongly itrto communication strategies, especially as the younger

generation of Acuitzences grow older and begin to miþrate themselves.

Iir the lâst chapter I draw conclusions based on my research ai¡rs and

observations, whil'e also exploring in greater depth some of the areas of the research that
could be fruther developed in future research.
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Chapten Eighf

Conclusion

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the creation and maintenance of
cornmunity identity in the contemporary lives of the people of Acuitzio del Canje,

Michoaciín, Mêxico. Acuitzences, like the people of many other communities in central

Mexico, have historical ties to sites in the US thi'ough the labour migration practices of
rnultiple generations. fn ordêr to understand the complexities of labour migration from a

community such as Acuitzio, I have used the concept of transnationalism to guide my

analysis of commwrity identity. By focusing on community identity in the context of
migration, thiS research presents the community of Acuitzio in social terms, thereby

highlightin g the practlce of transnationalism.

The sociâI networks of Acuitzences span large geographic distances and

intemational borders, and' over time have come to encompass individuals living and

working in California, Illinois, and Alaska, among other US states, as well as

Acuitzences living in other areas of Mêxico. Social networks are both created and

maintained through conrmunication strategies and shared interests that connect

Acuitzences, wherever they may reside. By investigating lhternet and cellular telephone

usage, I examine how these new tecTurologies are being iricorporated into the

communication strategies of Acuitzences. I argue that while the physical place of
Acuitzio is integral to migrant and resident community concepts, including the ways that

local and national identity are integrated into the lives of Acuitzences, it is through

communications that the social space of Acuitzio is extended beyond the boundâries of
the town.

In this concluding chapter, I present an overyiew of tlie thesis, drawing together

the major themes of the research, and look ahead to futwe developments in the

community. f also expl'ore some of the al'eas upon which the current research could be

expanded.
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Ovpnvlrw

The fieldwork that informs this research took place solely within the town of

Acuitzio del Canje, however, by following Màrcus' strategically situated single-site

ethnography (f998) I entered the field aware of the context of labour migration and the

Iarger picture of transnational networks that have been created through migration

practices. Basing my research in the abundant transnationalism literature of anthropology

and the otlier social sciences, I contend that the practice of labour migration from

Acuitzio del Canje to sites thloughout Mexico and the US extends the sociaf space of the

town to encompass relationships between citizens inside and outside the physical

community. fndeed, as labour mþation fiom the area has historical antecedence, with

generations of resid'ents havihg experience ih the US, migrati'on has become an ordinary

featut'e of social life for the community. By examining elements identified by residents

and migrants as integral to theii visions of community identity, as well as paying

attention to the ways that the community exerts its historical and local identity and its

place in Mêxican national identity, I draw attention to the incorporation and

manifestation of migration practices inthe daily lives of community members.

The manner in which the community of Acuitzio ceiebrates its community

idêntity, specificalþ through recreations and commemorations of the 1865. Prisoner

Exchange - att event that has served to carve the town a place in Mexican national and

international history - are ihtertwihed with the issue of migration. The festive atmosphere

that exists in the community in the month of December is both refl.ected in and refl.ects

the fáct that December is the peak time for the return of rnigrants to tlte Mexican town. I¡n

addition to events celebrating the Exchange, Decernber is firll of other religious and

social festivities in the community, making it tlte perfect time for Acuitzences living

outside of the town to return to celebrate with theii family and friends. As a result of the

influx of migrants dtning this period, residents have responded with celebrations in

honour of their migrating compadres, such as El Día de los Norteños, as well as planning

important family and social events, including weddings, baptisms, quínceañeras, and

other festivities to coincid'e with migrants' return visits. [r the same way, other local

events, sports teatns, community groups, celebrations and news provide rallying points
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for resident and migrant Acuitzences to come together in theii shared community

identity.

Acuitzences who reside in the toum, as well as those who live and work in the US,

establish and maintain social bonds through communications, linking their own

experiences with those members of the community who may reside in other localities for

extended periods of time. Indeed, no matter their plãce of residence, Acuitzences are able

to hear news of local and familial events, sorrows and celebrations, through a variety of

communication strategies. The i'rnportance of communications for comections between

family and friends despite physical separation is a major fáctor in the creation of, and

continued sense of, a transuational community of Acuitzences. Whil'e Acuitzences have

historicaþ communicated through various strategies, the contemporary period mar.ked

by globalization has increased the speed and fi'equency by which conlnunications can be

transmitted from one place to another. As such, Acuitzences migrating to a.reas

throughout Mêxico and the US are able to have sustained contact witlt loved ones who

remain in Acuitzio, as welf as those who resid'e elsewhere, extendiirg the social space of
the community.

Upon entering the town of Acuitzio I sought to explore computer usage and the

\,vays that lirtemet-based communications are irnpacting social relations for. the

cornmunity at large. Although the size of the sample prevents definitive conclusions as to

the specific nature of all migrant and non-migrant communication strategies, certaiir

themes emerge from the resealch, specificaþ in terms of the incorporation of new

technologies like the Intemet and cellular telephones-

During the period of my research, [rternet usage was almost exclusively in the

public sphere, in commerciâl fnternet cafés and othel public access points. Based on my

formal observations in one of the local cafés, as well as informal observations in some of

the other centres of public access, the rnajority of computer and Internet users in the town

are from the younger generation of Acuitzences, concentrated between the ages of 13 to

34. The youngest computer users I observed were preteen boys, although theil usage

could most often be characterised as 'exploratory' and they spent much of tlteir time

playing video games. Similarly, teen and young adult computer users often con-fined

much of their usage to school homework assignments, and where several used the
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computer for interpersonal and work communications, much of these communications

were with peers within Mêxico. Older teens and young adults were most likely to use the

Intemet for communicating with their peers, althouglt the extent to which these

communications took place with miglating Acuitzences appeat's to be relatively limited.

While males were most likely to begin using computers as children, femal'e computer

usage was slightly more pronounced among teens and young adults. With a ratio of 86.1 1

males to 100 females in the town in 2005 according to Mexican statistics, this difference

is probably attributable to the higher femal'e population in the community (INEGI ZAAÐ.

Tô a large degree, the difference in the male and female population of Acuitzio, which

has a lower ratio than the nati'onal average of 91.26 males to 100 females, is attributable

to the continued gender division in migration practices from the cornmunity (INEGI

200s).

Among both migrating and residènt Acuitzences there were fnternet users as well
as those who did not use computers and the lirternet with flequency or at all. For several

research participants, Internet communications were deemed impractical, unnecessary, or

too inconvenient to be worth the effort. In fact, issues of access and convenience were

most often cited as reasons for' lack of computer use, as well as for irregular and

infi'equent usage. These factors included lack of inrmediate access in the horre, lãck of
time to connect to the lnternet, and the relatively recent introduction of lnternet

technol'ogy in Acuitzio, which precluded the necessaly contact information between

peers.

Furthermore, among those research participants who used the Internet on a regular

basis, very few recognised the Ihternet as theii primary communication strategy. Iust as I
observed in Internet cafés in Acuitzio, younger rniglating Acuitzences were more likely
to use the Internet for communications, however, for those whose prirnar.y contacts in

Acuitzio were older individuals, such as parents or grandparents, othel strategies of
communication were more regularþ employed. A few migrating participants

acknowledged that Intemet communications provided opportunities for maintaining

connections with peers, such as friends, with whom they may not have otherwise had

contact during their sojourn in the US, however, theil Iirternet communications with
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friends were irtegular when compared to communications by telêphone and posted letters

with family members.

Economic status also appears to have an impact on computer and Internet usage.

While economic factors weigh on communication strategies for both migrant and resident

Acuitzences, the relative ease of access and comparative affordability of Intemet use in

Acuitzib - where public access points reduce the need for household investment in

computets, electricity, and Internet connections - at least partly negate the economic

factor as a barrier to Iirtemet communications among resid.ent Acuitzences. On the other

hand, the economic status of migrants in the US, where fntemet access tends to be basecl

ih the home rather than public access points, has an effect on the adoption of Internei

communications. Although the US has one of the highest rates of'[rternet penetration in
the world, studies indicate that annual income in the US is strongly conelated to
household Erternet access. According to the US National Têlecommunibations and

Iirfotmation Administration, among American households with an an¡ual iircome of
$15,000 USD or l'ess in 2AAA, only 12 percent liad access to the fnternet versus over 77

percent of households with an annual income of"more than $7û,000 USD (cited in
Khiabany 2Aß:143)

Migrants with strong social networks in the US, such as families who have

migrated together or those individuals with extensive familial connections in the US may

be at an econornic advantage while abroad. For example, the creation and maintenance of
transnational social networks may assuage the econonric difficulties of living alone or

improve employment prospects for Acuitzences in the US. Individuals without extended

family or other strong networks in the US, as well as those who are responsible for
maintaining fàrnily members in Acuitzio ttu'ouglt regular remittances, may be at a

disadvantage in accessing computers and the Intemet on a regular basis due to lack of
disposable resources during their time in the US.

Indeed, among the research participants f interviewed, migrants with stable social

networks and family in the US, as well as those with legal resid.ency status and extended

experience in the US, were more likely to use the Intemet on a regular basis than those

with less stable migration status. Where families migrated together, or at least where

migrants had established fàmilial cor¡rections in the areas to which they migrated, they
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were more likely to have regular access to computers and the Internet in their homes or
places of business, and they were more likely to use these tools as a coÍrmunication' strategy' Although they may have more regulâr access to computers, individual migrants
cited the time frame within which migration was initiated as reducing their tendency to
use the fnternet when communicating with peers who remain in Acuitzio. V/ith the
passage of tirne and the return of miglants to Acuitzio, even if only short visits to their.

home community,Internet communications will likely be facilitated for those individuals
who have regular access to tlie Intemet as they reconnect and exchange contact
information with peers in the community.

Regular access to the lntemet, whether used as a primarily communicative tool or
not, provides migrants with other opportunities to connect to theii Mexican heritage and

theii communities of origin. Among several migrating research participants, satisffing a

sense of where they are from was integral' to their personal identity, and they actively
sought out "Mexico" ih their regulal activities, botlt on- and off-Iine. tike many other
commuúties in Mbxico, including indigenous collectives, political and sociâl
movements' toums and cities, and indeed, the state and féderal governments of the
republic, Acuitzio now has a dedicated website. With the recent introduction of the
website, the people of' Acuitzio can celebrate their community and Acuitzences
everywhere are afford'ed an opportunity to connect with activities and people in their
home community.

Originally created for the 2004 presidential campaign of the previous municipal
goverunent, the off,rcial website of Acuitzio del Canje was converted after the campaign
to a community-based site in which to showcase important events, activities, and
personalities in the cornmunity, as welf as cel'ebrating the history of the town ald its
citizens' contemporary achievements. While its creators surely expected some Intemet
traffic fi'om resident Acuitzences, with only 120 personal computers in homes i' the town
in 2005 (INEGI'zaaÐ, a yeff after the municipal elections, and only two pul5lic access

points within the community at the time of the elections, it is unlikely that the target
audience of the original campaign webpage were resid'ent Acuitzences. Iirstead, I
postulate that the web pages were created by municipal authorities to fuither expand the
social space of the town and create opporhrrities for increased participation by ex-patriot
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Acuitzences in local activities and events. Atthough non-resident Acuitzences do not

have voting rights in murúcipal elections, legislative changes to el'ectoral laws in 2000

ancl 2005 extended these rights to non-residênt Mexicans in the 2006 federal elections,

and there is a campaign undêrway to extend voting rights to non-residents in both state

and municipal electi'ons (Fitzgerald 2000; Garcia-Aceved.o 2003; lrlavano 2006ì'

Santamaría Gómez 2003). Iir fact, recent communications with sources in the community

point to political resolutions that may make it possible for mþant Acuitzences to vote in

municipal elections in the firture, however, only community residents were able vote in

the most recent local elections in 2007.

Nevertliel'ess, since 2AA2, miglants fiom communities tlu'oughout Mexico have

been participatihg in the economic development of their communities of origin through

the nati'onal Programa Tres por Uno para Migrantes (Pradillo 2005). Iirdeed, one of the

campaign promises of the lâst municipal president was to increase connections with

Acuitzences in the US, especiaþ thlough the llünois-based hometown association, and it

was during the last presidency that the Tres por ano program began to have an impact in

Acuitzio, speciflrcally thlough the importation of computers for schools and the

construction of a retiiement home for elderly Acuitzences. By d.eveloping a websïte that

focuses on some of the very elements of the town that community membeÍs, both resident

and migrant, cited as important to cornmunity identity, the site can be viewed as a

prudent manoeuvre by town offrcials to tap into the search for identity and meaning in the

lives of Acuitzences who may have spent more time outside of the conrmunity than

within it. As l.onger-term migrants have more economic stability in the US, as well as

iraving more regular Internet access, the website may serve to reincorporate community

members wlio have, over time, become separated from the day-to-day social, political,

and economic life of Acuitzio.

Recent rnunicipal elections in November 2007 represent a continuity of political

power in the community, with the same political party and many of the same faces

remaining in la Presidëncia. As the torvn website is redesigned to reflect the new

municipal government, I speculate that the new design will continue to encourage

participation and corurections between the commuriity and migrating Acuitzences. As a

strategic mechanism linking migrants with their home community, the webpage
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underscores some of the elements of community identity recognised by participants in
this research. I believe that, with time, the importance of the website could fîgure

prominently in community works projects and other participatory activities, thereby

strengthening transnational networks and linkages from the town site to places

throughout the US.

Much of the communications literature notes that there are many factors that

influence strategies of communication, highlighting the variety of commiurication tools

employed by ihdividuals living transnational lives. 'V/hile the Internet appears to be

positi'oned to find increased popularity for Acuitzences, other more convenient

communications, primarily telephones and cellulal teþhones, \ilele used much more

prominently during the research period for maintaining contact between migrants and

residents, as welr as between resid-ents and theil peers in Acuitzio, Morelia, and other

areas of Mexico. Family connections, specifically communicati.ons with older relatives in
Acuitzi'o, were most often tltrough regular telephone conversations as weII as posted

Ietters and remittances.

Cellular technol.ogies, with their portability and relativeÌy inexpensive nature, are

further extending the use of the teþhone for long-distance and local communications.

Although I did not enter the f-reld with an eye to d.evelop research on cellular.

communications, the adoption of this technology among many research participants led

me to begin to investigate cellulãr usage, and further undêrscores the adaptability of
"communicative ecology" (Slater and Tacchi ZA0Ð among Acuitzences. My observations

and interviews with cellulal telêphone users, while not exhaustive, point to one of the

areas upon which the current research could - and should - be expanded. I turn now to

suggestions for fuither expanding the research presented ir tlïs thesis, pointing to future

developments in the community.

Looxllc ro rHE Furunr

The research conducted for this thesis underlines the evolving nature and manner

tÏu'ough which community identity is constructed and cornmunicated and highlights the

speed with which new technology is integrated into everyday life in the contemporary

world. Indeed, in the time since the research period ended, homes in Acuitzio have begun
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to hook up Iirternet connections, and some have even adopted lirternet-based long

distance communications such as Skype, thereby expanding the possibilities of

communications among the citiZens of the community. Similarly, the expansion of

regular use of lirternet technol'ogies by Acuitzences on both sides of the US-Mèxican

border point to new and evolving dimensions of community identity creation, such as

those created through the usage of social networking sites, and picture- and video-

sharing, among many other examples.

Ihtemet access in Acuitzio was only relatively recently introduced, and as a result,

both migrant and non-migrant fnternet communication strategies warrant continued and

closer researcli in the next few years. The growth of lnternet access points and the

ihcreasing educati'onal opportunities afforded to Acuitzences in terms of computer usage

will likely have an effect on Internet communications between migrants and non-

migrants over time. Similarly, for at l'east some migratihg Acuitzences, returning to the

town site and reconnecting with friends and family in the community may affect their

Iirtemet communications with peers in the town. Given the historical continuity and

ordinariness of migration practices fiom the community, it is possible that younger

Iirtemet-sawy Acuitzences will adopt fnternet communications as part of their overall

communication strategy as they and theii peers participate in migration from the

community.

Several other el.ements of computer and Internet usage were also explored to

varying degrees in the thesis research. The adoption of computer usage for gaming

among children, as well as otlier entertai.nment and communication purposes, in addition

to the growth of online communities of peers and social networking, has broad-ranging

consequences for conceptions of comrnunity arnong Acuitzences and points to the

tensions and dynamism of (community) identity construction. Discussed only briefly in

the thesis, the social implications of these on]ine activities and of public Internet access in

the town suggest other avenues for examining how community is constructed iir place

and, indeed, tTu'ough space, in a transnational context.

The advent of the community website also provides opportunities for creating and

cultivating transnational linliages between Acuitzences, wherever they may reside, as

well as enhancing engagement with, and encoulaging investment and participation in, the
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community by ex-patriots Acuitzences. Indeed, the recent election of a new municipal
govemment in the community brings with it the promise of continued interaction between

resident and ex-patriot Acuitzences, specifically through connections established with
rniglant associations, but also with the expansioir of the website dedicated to the tormr site

and history.

V/hile lirtemet communications were not as prominent as I had postulated prior to
entering the town, the communication strategies of migrants and resident Acuitzences

include a variety of other communication technol'ogies such as l.ong-distance phone calls,
posted letters and packages, as well as - increasingly - cellular teþhones. Cellular
communications are a popular choice for Acuitzences in tliat they are relatively
inexpensive - within the economic grasp of most resid'ents - and" they allow for
convenient and extended communications with friends and family throughout Michoacán,

Mbxico, and even the US. Just as resident Acuitzences are ad'opting cellular telephones,

so too are migrating Acuitzences, even purchasing multiple telepliones for. specific

usages.

Cellular communications encompass regular telephone interactions, as well as

text- and image-based interactions. The quality and type of communication possible with
cellular telephones, and indeed with email and other Intemet communications, is an area

that providês ample opportunity for more research. While the social scientif-rc response to

ceilular telephony is only in its infancy, already a body of literatur.e is developing,

reflecting an increasing importance and an increased recognition of cellulâr telephones as

communicative tools. V/ith this growing interest and the dynamic natgre of cellular
telephone communications in Acuitzio, the adoption and use of cell phones represents a
subject that wan'ants closer study than was possible duling the research period.

Several areas of both Iirternet and cellular telephone communications provide

opportunities to expand upon the research presented here. Fiist, the liinitations of the

current research programme, specif,rbally the limited sample size and focus on iirdividuals
living or visiting the town of Acuitzio during my tirne there, present as obvious stimulus

for further research on communications strategies. Research that follows social networks

to places in the US and elsewhere ih Mexico would expand upon the current research
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agenda and provide a more thorough understanding of the role of communications in

creating and maintaining connections between Acuitzences.

Second, more attention should be paid to issues of gendêr and class with regard to

technology ad'option. Altltough f was able to dlaw some conclusions on the ways that

gender influences communications, especially Iirternet communications, this elêment was

not thoroughly d'eveloped in the research. Fór exampl'e, although females appeared to be

more ùequent users of Internet communications within the context of Acuitzib, this

diffelence may only refl'ect the ratio of femal.es to malês in the community rather than a

real gender division in technological adopti'on or communication practices. Il addition,

all of the mþating participants in this research were mal.e, excluding a small but

significant sector of migrants from Acuitzi.o to the US. By expanding upon the current

research agendâ and following networks to sites in the US, the role that gender plays in

commtinications could be more thorougTrly iirvestigated. Although females represent a

smaller segment of Acuitzio's migrant populâtion, and indeed, may even represent a

segment that is less likely to retun to Acuitzio on a regular basis (see TViest 2ûûB), the

experience of female migrants represents another area in which the current research

should be expand'ed. Similarly, whil.e some elements of clãss divisions were expiored

with regard to technology adoption, specifically Internet conmunicati.ons, an increased

sample size and an expansion of the research site to areas in the US would providè more

opportunities for undêrstanding how class and economic factors influence

commtinications.

Thiid, the fact that lirternet and cellular communications have only relatively

recently become accessible to the majority of Acuitzences has implications for the

ad'option of these technologies for migrating and resident Acuitzences. As access expands

in the town and migrants return to the community and re-establish contacts with their

peers, I expect that the possibilities of these technologies will be iircreasingly embraced

by both migrants and non-migrants. In addition to developing a better undèrstandi¡g of
technology adoption for Acuitzences, elements such the quality of communications and

use of technology for ends other than communications represent areas that are emerging

in the social science literature. By understanding quality and type of communications as
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weil as more general technology adoption, a broader picture of community identity-

building will emerge for transnational communities.

Ftr{ALR¡wi¿nxs

The very fact that Acuitzences remain just that, "Acuitzences," in places other

than Acuitzio may be, to some, an essentialisihg remark - they come fiom Acuitzio and

are therefore Acuitzences. However, if we go beyoncl identity as birthright to identity as

practice as Cohen QAAa$ suggests, we find a sense of community and shared identity

based on experience and social interaction that encompass migrating and resident

Acuitzences alike. Above all else, Acuitzences remain connected to the community

tluough social networks, communications, remittances, and returnihg to the town. Indeed,

residents of Acuitzio often speak of their migrating relatives and fiiends as members of
the comrnunity based on their regular sociaf interactions (see also 'S/iest 197j; 1979;

i984; 2008) sendihg remittances, letters and packages, and ttu.ough direct

communications. Of course, it cannot be said that some people bom in Acuitzio do not

leave the town and never look back, just as it cannot be said that all "Acuitzencss" were

born in the town. Flôwever, as the local community of Acuitzio has integrated migration

into the ordinary practice of its cifizewy, it is through a variety of communication

strategies that social relations have been cultivated and maintained across borders and

space. With new communication possibilities created through technological innovation,

the potential for iircreased ease and speed of communications can only strenglhen the ties

that exist between Acuitzences and help to forge new connections between the

'community' (ih both the physical and social senses) and other communities. The

adoption of new technologibs, includihg the creation of a community website, has only

become possible in the contemporary phase of migration practices within a framework of
globalization, and these technologies may even have the effect of connecting and re-

ihtegrating ex-patriot Acuitzences into the political, econornic, and social development of
the community of Acuitzio. In this sense, "Acuitzio" will continue to encompass and

expand upon the transnational social space that is more than just the place itself, while

also emphasising the very comections to place that make Acuitzio a source of pride and

identity for Acuitzences wherever they find themselves.
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